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Time Flies
Time flies. Time flies faster every year. Time flies whether you're having fun or
not, whether you're living your life big or small, whether you surround yourself
with fear or laughter, Time flies, but memories remain priceless
Sari Mavi

Tomorrow
Don't ruin your day
Hear your own voice
You became what you think
Tomorrow is a gift
Make living truly of yours
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The Conversation
I sat on the bench park. Some sparrow flies
around me. I broken silence and say something
When you truly love someone, it may be hard
to express those emotions through words:
'Are you made for me? '
I do not want to be dramatic, but it was as if
a part of me had die.. When I have to let him go
I know everything happens for a reason, but
sometimes I wish I knew what that reason was
'In this world of yours', one of sparrow says, lemme tell you..
'Everyone who is in your life are meant to be in your journey, but all of them are
meant
to stay till the end'
Yeah, there are no excuse for me then,
I should overcome it and move forward in life
Some sparrow chirping around me, 'Dealing
with sadness isn't easy, go where you feel
the most alive
Let burn everything and imagine waking up
tomorrow with nothing, okay mate? '
See you in a good time. Good luck!
They flew and I said goodbye too
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Life Is A Journey
Life is a journey, the journey is
a reward, enjoy the trip
Move in slowly, enjoying every
step along the way
I try to keep in spirit even with
a heavy load and a long journey
Stay patient within all those little
steps that make the journey complete
Life is about the journey, not about
the destination
Sometime somehow most of us
never start out travel it well
It is not how it ends that matters, but
the journey it takes to get there
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Since I Won't See You Again
'Be sincere with those who are
not meant to be with you.' So I
try not to against my destiny
because he and I both deserve
to be happy to receive another
love that is more reassuring.
How stupid I would be to be
stubbornness or burden
myself with unwillingness to
accept reality. Shouldn't life be
lived happily and simple?
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Whenever I Write About You
What if I must open my heart to others?
I prepared a slit in one corner of my heart to save my love for you.
.. In the name of love
My morning turned gray. I love you for the rest of my life.. but sh*t I must
breaking my own heart!
Could you undo this pain you cause do?
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This Place Has Lost
What I dream of a peaceful for the future world about that I have never seen into
which I have never stopped believing.
Peace is not just the absence of war and violence so I have never stopped asking
that who is winning the war in the place its has lost.
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A Short-Lived Letter To Indonesia
Dear Indonesia,
Indonesia is a singular term that refers to a particular country, but there is
nothing uniform about its culture known as a nation that respects and takes care
of each other, but the tradition live on.
The people of Indonesia, known throughout history as a nation that is friendly to
foreign nations, as long as there are no elements who take advantage of their
kindness.
This exotic archipelago: Indonesia.
Happy Independence Day, my beloved country. I am proud to be part of you.
You are the best. Long live Indonesia.
I love you till my last breath.
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Jadi Aku Pernah
Pernah aku menyebut namanya dalam setiap doa,
memohon kepada Tuhan, ya Tuhan, semoga dia yang
terbaik untukku. Tak lelah aku berharap dan berdoa,
semoga diberi kelancaran oleh-Nya. Aamiin.
Lalu Tuhan menjawab doaku dengan tanda-tanda.
Aku yang mulai letih dengan keadaan yang ada, aku
sempat menolak dan mengingkari semua pertanda.
'Tidak mungkin, Tuhan, Mengapa ini harus terjadi setelah
sekian lama aku menjaga hati untuknya? '
Jelas aku tidak bisa menerima jawaban doa, namun aku,
perlahan, sudah tak lagi menyebut namanya dalam setiap
doa. Tuhanku dengan penuh kasih menunjukkan dan
memintaku merenungkan keinginanku bersama dia.
Aku pun mulai merenungi apa yang menjadi kehendak-Nya?
Yang ku tahu, Tuhan sayang padaku, Dia ingin memberiku
hikmah kehidupan melalui dirimu. Aku harus ikhlaskan
semua ini terjadi.
Seakan Tuhan berkata padaku, 'Anakku, dia bukan jodohmu.
Dia bukan terbaik untukmu. Bersabarlah atas semua
keinginanmu. Akan tiba saatnya kebahagiaan menyapamu.'
Terimakasih Tuhan, ku percaya pada-Mu.
Jadi aku tuh pernah bermimpi dan berdoa tentang kita
- ada satu masa diam yang panjang - ternyata, kamu,
bukan jawabannya.
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A Note To Self
Dear self,
Sometimes you need to cry - don't hardened your heart, don't impress yourself
as a super woman but full of anger, don't show your smile, when your heart is
filled with hatred,
It'd better to cry than be angry,
because anger hurts others
while these marvellous crystalline is washed your soul and soften your heart.
My dear lovely self,
A wise man said, An angel who makes you cry is better than a devil who makes
you smile.
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A Notes To Self
Dear self,
sometimes you need to cry don't hardened your heart,
don't impress yourself as a
super woman but full of anger,
don't show your smile, when
your heart is filled with
hatred
It'd better to cry than be angry,
because anger hurts others
while these marvellous
crystalline is washed your soul
and soften your heart,
My dear lovely self A wise man said, An angel who makes you cry is better than a devil who makes
you smile.
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My Mind Is An Ocean
My mind is an ocean; I may have a lot racing through my head right now. I
should move below the surface to find stillness for miles and miles until I hit the
ocean floor.
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Man And Nature
The best teacher is nature.
It's just that humans are too arrogant.
They use their minds as the ultimate weapon to destroy nature.
I don't know, who did they learn from?
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Clown Of Civilization
How meaningful peace is in human life - a world of peace
Free from the spirit of destroying of mankind, free from souls that are hostile to
each other
They clamor that they want to create a better world: 'Change civilization by
creating riot'
(This is ridiculous)

Doesn't it all start with their passion?

How cute is the clown of civilization,
are they talk headless?
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Coronavirus And Stubborn Society (Pray For
Indonesia)
Of course, its okay to act and
self-righteousness, but don't make us stutter about human values.
Not only by distributing aid for
the affected, helping those
who have been infection, the
awareness to obey the advice
(stay at home, wear mask,
avoid crowds) is a form of
human value in the midst of
these stressful conditions.
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Heal The World (Coronavirus Outbreak)
We long to return to normal with over 190 million confirmed cases and 4 million
death to date
worldwide; There is no questioning its health impact.
Many things have been said during these painfully long, how the pandemic has
unfold and what may await us next.
This isn't a pandemic of just a virus. This is a pandemic of emotion.
This is a pandemic of pain and suffering that has to do with lost jobs and lost
persons This is not just a public health journeys.
This is really a personal journey for all of us.
I realized my words were not enough to describe the coronavirus outbreak or its
impact.
We need solidarity (within and between countries) .
We need trust (in the vaccine, in science, in institutions) .
Being a Homo Homini Socius (humans are social creatures or A man is a friend to
another man) is respecting and glorify fellow humans beings.
Not just be a Homo Homini Lupus (A man is a wolf to another man) , whatever
the reason how're.
Be safe, be smart, be kind to save lives.
Lets altogether fight to heal the world.
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(coronavirus Outbreak) Heal The World
We long to return to normal with over 190 million confirmed cases and 4 million
death to date worldwide; There is no questioning its health impact.
Many things have been said during these painfully long, how the pandemic has
unfold and what may await us next.
This isn't a pandemic of just a virus, this is a pandemic of emotion.
This is a pandemic of pain and suffering that has to do with lost jobs and lost
persons This is not just a public health journeys.
This is really a personal journey for all of us.
I realised my words were not enough to describe the coronavirus outbreak or its
impact.
We need solidarity (within and between countries) .
We need trust (in the vaccine, in science, in institutions) .
Being a Homo Hommini Socius (humans are social creatures or humans are
friends to fellow humans) is respecting and glorify fellow humans beings.
Not just be a Homo Hommini Lupus creature (humans are wolves to each other) ,
whatever the reason
Be safe, be smart, be kind to save lives.
Lets altogether fight to heal the world.
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Feel Lost
We live in an age of endless stimulation
and it drowning out the voices;
The messages that we really ought to
be listening to.
If you feel lost now, should to hear your
intuition and to follow the call of life,
Do not forget you must make quiet
the world around you.
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Selamat Malam, Nanggala 402
Mereka tidak hilang, mereka tidak tenggelam,
Mereka sedang bertugas yang selamanya tidak kembali lagi,
Mereka sedang berpatroli tanpa batas sampai
sedalam bumi dan seluas Samudra
Tanpa lelah, tanpa pamrih, tanpa menuntut, tanpa mengeluh
Menjaga samudra nan tanpa batas,
Menjaga kedaulatan negara,
Menjaga Ibu Pertiwi,
Senyap tanpa lelah,
Betapa ikhlas hati dan ragamu mengabdi kepada
tanah air mu menjadi
Tulang punggung bangsa demi selalu menjaga
keamanan Laut Indonesia,
Selamat jalan duhai patriot kebanggaan Negara
dan rakyat Indonesia,
Selamat malam, Nanggala 402,
Beristirahatlah dengan damai
dalam pelukan semesta.
'Allahummaghfirlahum warhamhum wa'aafihum wa'fuanhum'
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Pray For Kri Nanggala 402
We pray really hard for the safe return of all crew members and personnel on
board of KRI Nanggala 402 submarine.
Nanggala, we know your age is very old. But, at least come to the surface one
last time.
O Allah, if you will, bring 53 lives to the land safely. Who else do we ask other
than You? Let them meet Eid and their families this year.
Aamiin ya Rabbul 'Alamiin
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Lovebirds Love
Am I should be nice lovebirds for stupid f*cking cupid?
Because love and relationships don't just come from one side.
Love it's the stuff of protest, hard conversation, taking blame and educating out
of one's own ignorance.
Love is indeed about sacrifice, but sacrifice must be done rationally.
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Cancerians Woman
Cancerians women are called &quot;moonchild&quot; for a reason,
They have a strong connection with the moon, and thus inherit feminine energy
from it.
Similar to the moon orbiting the earth, their feelings are always changing, just
like the moon phase.
They might look all chill and calm (for a lot of them) there's a waving sea of
emotions in their mind, but remember that
the Cancerians loves to stay close to people they care about with extreme
loyalty.
Cancerians woman is a woman, sometimes she's moody, emotional, clingy
but she's still to be loved.
Deal with it!
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Life And Death
(What's the note in human's being hand?)
Life never stops for anyone.
And your problems don't matter to everyone.
Life itself is sacred, and it's therefore forbidden
to end life deliberately, either
through homicide or suicide.
To do so would be to reject faith in Allah's divine decree,
Allah determines how long each
person will live.
The control of life and death is
in Allah's hands, and cannot be
manipulated by human beings.
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Stay Strong Indonesia! (A Spirit For Indonesia)
Dear Indonesia my beloved country
Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji'un
'No disaster strikes upon the earth or among yourselves except that it is in a
register before We bring it into being - indeed that, for Allah, is easy -' (QS. AlHadid (57) : 22)
Allah knows what is best for us. He is wise and all knowing. Sometimes we hate
the grief situations but it can be good and beneficial for us. Because he knows
and we don't know. Allah says,
'And it may be that you dislike a thing that is good for you and that you like a
thing that is bad for you. God knows but you do not know.'
Verily we belong to Allah, and verily to Him do we return.
You're already going through many problems.
Stay strong Indonesia!
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Hope (In Combating Fears)
We are indeed facing a global crisis
and the road ahead could remain
rocky for some time to come.
We are not denying that we are
dealing with some dark times, but
we can still find some light to shine
upon the path for ourselves and others —
— Maybe feeling in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic without udgment,
but we also hang on to hope.
Without hope we give up—
we can't go on — we will perish.
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Forgotten Love
I left the ego and monkey mind to stop
the great argument with reality,
.. I knew I have got stuck thinking about you
- whatever the matter thing is!
I had to ask my mind to be okay with
starting a new with, &quot;I don't know.&quot;
The most wonderful day in my life was
I have forgive you to forgetting you.
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Penyesalan
Duhai diriku
Tak ada waktu yang tepat kapan harus memulai perbaiki diri,
Kemarin - Tak kan pernah kembali,
Hari ini - Tak ada yang menjamin aku masih melihat indahnya dunia.
Hari demi hari, semenjak kemudaan menandaiku, aku selalu memendam
keinginan: memperbaiki kesalahan mengharapkan ampunan, hingga
usia menjelang menua, sedangkan aku masih tertahan di dunia, tapi
aku selalu menunda sampai habis usia tak ada lagi yang bisa aku tunaikan.
Ketika jiwa sudah dicabut dari raga, yang tersisa hanya penyesalan.
Meratap sendirian, terbungkus kafan, di antara gelap dan dinginnya
tanah kuburan yang menghimpit gerak dan menelan jerit ketakutan..
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Locked Or Unlocked
Life goes on,
Whether I chosen to move on,
And take chances in the unknown,
Or stay behind, locked in the past,
Thinking of what could've been.
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Life Surprised Me When
Focusing on the negative things makes us feel
worse; shifting attention to the positive helps
us feel better.
Do something today that will last beyond your
lifetime.
Life doesn't stop for anybody.
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My 2 Line Story
Love and the Value of a life &quot;Love&quot; is not an argument of justification
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The Game Of Love
When you love
You've shown yourself to be a loving and
thoughtful partner.
When you leave
I've shown myself being thoughtful partner in the compatibility (letting you
go)for the game of love
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The Clown
Off course
My job is to entertain many people.
No matter how I feel, anyway I have to make
people laugh because of my ridiculous behavior.
But
Even though everyone has emotions that
are not just happy, right?
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F*ck Society
Anyone's free to be whatever
they want to
(Sometimes I just need a break
from everything)
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Things An Introvert Says
I spent a lot of time on my own, reading books,
and I like writing, creative thinking.
While my housemate enjoyed watching TV together,
I'd be hiding in my room.
I certainly wasn't a shy child; I put this down to being shy,
I preferred to be on my own more often than not.
I enjoyed being on my own,
I didn't feel anxious or embarrassed.
I just felt more comfortable and relaxed on my own.
I'd just started freelancing and went to as many local
networking event.
But I found it challenging to process and think of responses quickly with all the
chatter distracting me.
It felt like my brain short-circuited with so much going on,
and after, I felt so drained.
I learned of introversion that everything clicked.
Whereas for me, introversion is about energy, stimulation,
and how I process information.
But I'm not here to debate that
&quot;I self-identify as an introvert&quot;.
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Eid Al-Fitr In The Age Of Coronavirus
The coronavirus pandemic has
disrupted ordinary life,
especially social interactions.
However, we are facing a
different enemy this time
around. It can be merciless
and invisible.
Eid is normally a festival that
involves large meals with
extended families and visits to
the houses of relatives and friends.
Like it or not, Eid this year will
be in a restricted manner, it will
be different.
A small, close Eid celebration
between small unit members
of the family will be organised.
This will be less fun for kids,
and they will remember this
era or year to tell their children
and future generations.
Under the shadow of pandemic,
I wish you Allah's blessings.
Eid al-Fitr Mubarak
&quot;Taqabbalallahu minna wa minkum,
ja'alana minal a'idin wal fa'izin.&quot;
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Eid Mubarak
In just a matter of hours we will leave the holy month of Ramadan,
and welcome the day of victory..
Isn't that true victory when we defeat ourselves?
Happy Eid al-Fitr 1441H, Indonesia
Sunday, May 24th
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Ramadan 1441h
This Ramadan is not gray Ramadan.
This holiday is not a bad holiday.
The Covid-19 outbreak that caused some regions to not
be able to hold tarawih and tadarus worshipers at the
mosque, did not reduce the majesty of Ramadan.
Everything is still a pearl of high value for believers.
Except for people who cannot respect Ramadan by filling in
good deeds, of course.
Ramadan and this holiday are not their feasts.
For them, this holiday is a gray holiday, full of gloom.
In the midst of this pandemic, we must be optimistic that we
can adapt to the situation as soon as possible.
We hope, in the future, things will get better.
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Duka Cita
Belum lama Whatsapp ku penuh dengan notifikasi
postingan Tenaga Kesehatan yang gugur bersama
calon bayi yang dikandungnya, berusia 4 bulan.
Aku tertegun, tercekat, pilu menyeruak,
airmata ini mengalir begitu saja, tak tertahankan
Meski aku tidak kenal siapa Almarhumah.
Kegeraman memenuhi dada, tumpah ruah menjadi serapah
Ke siapa saja yang selalu ingin melanggar protokol
kesehatan,
Ke siapa saja yang selalu bersikap meremehkan.
Sungguh keegoisan yang sempurna.
Kalian, orang-orang tak punya hati!
Demi memburu kesenangan belaka
Tak segan meniadakan hak hidup calon ibu beserta janinnya.
Tertulis permohonan: &quot;Tolong jaga diri, jaga kebersihan,
pakai masker, hindari kerumunan.. Kasian kalau sampai
ada tenaga kesehatan gugur seperti ini.&quot;
Bukankah sudah ribuan kali kalimat itu aku dan kalian
dengar, bahkan menjadikannya bahan obrolan.
Sudah tertayangkan di media berapa banyak garda depan
kesehatan yang gugur demi kemanusiaan.
Bukankah aku dan kalian telah melihat betapa tragisnya
kematian yang ada.
Atau hati kalian terbuat dari batu? Atau kalian anggap
kehidupan ini tak berharga sama sekali! ? ?
Tak menyurutkan niat kalian tetap ingin melakukan
pelanggaran,
Menyebarkan virus sebagai kejahatan kemanusiaan
di tengah situasi wabah yang mengerikan.

Wahai kalian orang-orang bodoh dan yang pintar,
jangan hanya mengandalkan otakmu,
Pergunakan hatimu karena hati itu menyimpan kecerdasan
dan kearifan terdalam
Haruskah kami terus memohon kepada
kalian untuk sebuah kepedulian! ?
Haruskah aku bertanya, apakah kalian harus mengalami
sendiri untuk dapat merasakan sensasi kehilangan
orang yang kalian sayangi? !
Berbahagialah Saudari ku dan janinmu, kalian gugur
sebagai syuhada.
Ya Allah, betapa indahnya kematian mereka
Ribuan malaikat menyambut kalian berdua menghantar
menuju ke surga-Nya.
Sungguh, Allah Maha Tahu atas semua peristiwa.
Dan aku memohon ampunan dan perlindungan hanya
pada-Nya.
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Paramedic
Saving someone's life is something
most people would find hard to forget
&quot;You just can't describe that feeling - telling someone that
you're going to save their life is just indescribable.&quot;
They're the people responding to
the calls about coronavirus.
They encounter and help patients at home, treat them and
rush them to hospitals.
Not all heroes wear capes, some where white coats and scrubs.
Not all angels have wings.
—They are paramedic in the middle of a pandemic.
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Earth News
The Earth's biosphere can supply that many people's
needs — or absorb that many wastes and poisons.
When our oceans are warming and turning acidic, plastic waste,
direct exploitation, climate change, air pollution.
It turns out, nature is smarter than scientists; the novel coronavirus
found a way to mutate that was better — and completely different —
But you lose sight of the things (viruses)are invisible, and
that's why it's transformed into so many different things.
Today the coronavirus sweeping the planet, may
prove to be Nature's pesticide-of-choice.
They force us reevaluate which our corner of the world who inspire us
to do better our planet.
It should clearly be taken as warning:
Will it be a threat or how will treat our home planet?
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Thank You (To Coronavirus Helpers)
Global COVID-19 infections have passed 1.7 million, and the worst is
still yet to come. So many of us will lose mothers, fathers, brothers,
sisters, lovers, friends, and of course, also jobs and homes. Lives
are being torn apart.
But there are other truths, too: Everyday people like nurses, doctors,
janitors, grocery store cashiers, police, public transportation
drivers, firefighters, janitors, cooks, teaching staff, paramedics and
so on, are stepping up as heroes, risking their lives to help others.
To all Coronavirus helpers, thank you
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(i Am A)cancerian Woman
They like to have a place to
return to
for solitude after braving the
public for
any length of time.
They're not necessarily antisocial, but their homes are
their dens, their nests, and they
like having a place to
call their own that produces a
warm, calming effect.
Cancerians women are
homebodies;
Cancer's homes are their nests.
They tend to prefer home to
going out on the town.
She wants to be live among
those whom she cares about
a lot: I am a Cancerian woman.
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My Skin Is
My skin is a brown tanned skin.
Because I live near equator
and the sun still blazing today.
I have a lot of activity in under
the blazing sun.. I'm feeling
good in my own skin without
being altered by whitening
creams or skin bleaching.
I think is the nice skin shade
of mine;
No matter what you think of Sari Mavi

Air Pollution
When new evidence emerged
this week that dirty air makes
COVID-19 more lethal, it
surprised no one who has
followed the science of air
pollution—but the scale of the
effect was striking.
Pollution made COVID-19
worse. Now, lockdowns are
clearing the air.
Will today's cleaner air inspire
us to do better?
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Lockdown Diary: Day 15
Things are still getting worse. The universe has placed me
on purpose in a situation of confinement, social isolation,
economic slowdown, so that I can finally take the time to
answer the deepest questions about myself and my life and
understand what my mission is really on Earth, to understand
how am I function and what will make me truly happy in my life
and discover what is really at stake in my life.
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The Earth's Growing Quieter
Flights are grounded.
Fewer trains are running.
Rush hour is gone.
Drastic reduction in human
hustle and bustle during the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
The world, at least doing one
thing right during the current
pandemic:
Staying in the safety of our
own homes as we wait for the
virus to run its course.
At the times we're fighting
covid nineteen
Earth is vibrating substantially
less and then
Literally, our planet is 'standing still'
during the pandemic and growing quieter.
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The Story Of Childhood Dreams
There is being a light when I was asking for prayer for
process of publishing my first own book (to the people closest to me) .
&quot;Isn't that what you dreamed of when you were little? &quot;
My older sister reminds me.
I am surprised (and still don't believe what she says)
&quot;Excuse me, are you sure of? When I ever say that? &quot;
&quot;When we were kids, we were often together. And then you told me.
When we were in elementary school.&quot;
I was stunned. I pinched my own cheek.
Time passes so quickly, I growth from little girls to adults, how could I forget it! ?

.. Oh God - I really forgot about my childhood dream. While my older sister still
remembers it well.
The universe also kept my desires well, for years, and now is guiding me in that
direction.
&quot;Your childhood dreams will come true&quot;
.. Ah, I'm still fascinated by the way the universe works.
What a amazing ways! Allah is the Greatest
Counts the day and waiting my first own book published;
it mean of my chilhood dream will come true! (Inshaallah)
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The Future Of Work
What a virus outbreak is horrible.
People dying from it is bad,
and the way it's spread from one person to
another is worse.
As the coronavirus crisis escalates,
whatever happens, there is something
greater in it for us to see.
It's not just business economics,
The way people live may be changing.
(Some of you might wonder what this idea has
to do with coronavirus)
Social distancing and working from home
— and all the changes in consumption that
comes with it — began as a temporary change,
now it may be becoming routine.
And the longer it lasts, the more people may
embrace aspects of the lifestyle, permanently.
People are adapting for future of work.
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Midnight Chat
When you facing the Pandemie, howyou responds?
.. &quot;I couldn't deal with it. It stresses me out&quot;..
(So far I dont know what you're thinking anyway)
Let's stay calm, mates
Dont be panic!
Stay at home, work from home, keep praying,
responsibility for self-health and neighborhood,
Please do your part as a good citizen;
Believe it this too shall pass
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Corona Virus Diseases
In the face of pandemics,
We are panic-stricken,
We feel triggered and
confused and anxious.
Some
Some
Some
Some

of
of
of
of

us
us
us
us

feel
feel
feel
feel

anger,
panic,
denial,
numb.

Some of us act irrationally,
Some of us watch the
news to excess,
Many of us are overloaded
with informations.
In our fragility, we are
truly beautiful,
We are naked and vulnerable.
Remember to be awake,
Remember to be present.
Let us show compassion,
Let us love.
Remember this moment is all
we have,
Remember our hearts,
Remember, dearest humans,
that this too shall pass.
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Social Distancing
I love that the whole world is
talking about this,
These are the things we beg
people to think about how they
can limit their own social
interactions,
It's a great time to raise
awareness about how to not
share germs,
If you know so few people think
about in their daily lives.
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Covid-19
Beyond soap, water, and social distancing,
How do we stay spiritually well?
I am a believer and I pray 5 times a day
BUT at the same time I'm more at home and
I wash hands with soap when necessary.
I can't just gamble with my health and go to
places where I'm a little worried that there are
people sick with corona virus,
and Say, I'm Muslim and a believer nothing is
gonna happen to me.
You should take preacaution, sure.
Remember, PRAY, but TIE YOUR CAMEL.
The message is, as a believer, don't panic like the
rest of the world.
What's meant to hit you won't miss you and
What will miss you won't hit you..
So do well to keep the anxiety check, before it causes
someone else.
Salaam
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Handshakes (Then And Now)
&quot;Are you shaking hands? Some people aren't these days, &quot;
Perhaps it's time to stop rubbing them together with strangers,
People extending his hand before awkwardly retracting it,
A new etiquette emerges: &quot;touchless greetings&quot;,
Our world today.
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Idiocy
When people behave like idiots - they doing
bad stuff like cheat, lie, be aggressive,
rude or anything else.. Then, I consciously
decide to not be like them.
But I call myself an idiot sometimes.
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Be A Lady (They Said)
Be a lady they said..
&quot;Each one of us here fight our own demons isn't it?
Most of the times, we jungle up with our emotions
and feelings&quot;..
Just ‘be a lady' they said.
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Self-Love (Is Not Selfish)
Taking care of and loving ourselves and being a whole,
Sound, and emotionally healthy person allows us to,
Take care of others without it feeling like a burden.
If you aren't taking care of yourself,
If you don't rest and relax your soul,
Then you will be of no help to others—especially yourself.
You will eventually feel drained,
And eventually there will be nothing left to give,
You must give to yourself as well as give to others.
Make peace with your loss and try to forgive,
There is a lesson in all this:
Take the time to learn what it is,
Honor yourself and where you are at, at every moment.
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(he's Our Beloved Ones)- Father
Father is someone who always swallows all the fatigue alone,
The pain he wants to suffer alone,
When he is in good health he uses all his energy to fight,
When he feels sick, he ignores and keep fight for his family,
For some people, he is a valuable treasure for his family,
For some people, he is the most priceless memory,
Love him, before your expression of love becomes futile says to him,
As you know as his blood is flowing in your blood,
Your father did not give birth to you, but when you were born,
You first heard his voice who calming your fears,
Your father did not breastfeed you, but every sweat he has become
the best intake for you,
Your father does not always accompany you when you sleep, but
He makes sure your comfortable in your sleep,
Your father does not hold you as tight as your mother;
Because he's worried about his love for you who can't let
you go, even though you have the ability to build your own life,
You will never see your father cry, it's not because he's heartless,
He wants make you believe that his arms so strong when you're
helpless and needs both,
Dear Allah, he's our beloved ones who always struggling for us,
may Allah grant him the highest heaven.. Amen.
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A Poem For Yog!
I hope this poem will make
you..
I'm alone. You're alone.
There's space between us.
That's loneliness.
Love, like fire, requires
oxygen.
I love you!
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Are You In Pain Today?
Pain is not about no one wants to celebrate
pain of any kind.
Everyone will experience pain.
One thing that is certain, the pain won't just go away,
because you need to acknowledge its existance and
make peace with it..
Are you in pain today?
Tell me what is makes you feel hurt
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Machines Think
Do not think that the computer
is smarter than you are!
Men created the machines and
provided the research data for
the computer to review for the
learned answer to your question
Do not let the calculator make
you forget how to do math.
Hold on to the basic rules and
tenets of mathematical thinking
If a problem arises, use the
computer to seek out the
various solutions, but choose
the best one for yourself
You must keep your mental
skills sharp and ready to tackle
the new problems of the future
Use the available modern
technology as an aid to your
thinking, not as a substitute for it!
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Earth
This is the Earth
Our home - Where we live in
Where we grow and reproduce
In a relationship
As well as fighting and
Hurting each other
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Toxic People
Nothing destroys our self-esteem, mental calm, or
Self-belief like toxic people running amok through
Our lives with access granted:
In the name of love or friendship
Toxic people who poison your life
Toxic people are everywhere - and,
Unfortunately, there is no escaping that fact
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(short Story Of) Last Love
Last time I was in love
.. regardless of how anyone else feels about me..
You & I will always be unfinished business
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New Year's Resolutions
Another year begins, people like to write
their New Year's resolutions:
&quot;This year, I'll lose 20 pounds&quot;
&quot;I'll study more and try to get a better job&quot;
&quot;I'll be a better spouse, a better parent&quot;
&quot;I'll take better care of myself&quot;.. Blah blah blah
Well, you know what happens after a few weeks
roll in most of the time? Absolutely nothing.
Old habits roll back in, because it doesn't matter.
We won't simply change because a new year started,
because of our written resolutions.
It takes greater willpower to reverse years of &quot;bad&quot;
behavior, self-inflicted pain, or just common habits.
We can do it, sure, we can, but we have to admit it;
Maybe we're not so ready for change yet.
We simply need to admit that sometimes we are not
ready to change, to shift..
And that is okay.
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First Love Poem Of 2020
You don't have to be a romantic
to discover true love
If you are a believer
Look deep within your heart
Each one of us has been blessed
With the ability to love deeply
Reach within and find the abundant love
that resides in your heart
Love helps us transcend the realm of
superficiality
And achieve a spiritual awakening
With love, you can change the world
No matter where you come from,
What you've been through, or
Where you're going,
There are certain things:
We all share as human beings
We all want to be loved and cared for
We all want to pursue our dreams
And perhaps most of all,
Whether we admit it or not,
We all want to live in a better world
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I Love Me
Self-love is never an easy job
When we did something
below expectation
We may sometimes fall
into the anxiousness of
not being good enough
Judging ourselves harshly
instead of appreciating
ourselves for what we did
Regardless of how anyone else
feels about me;
I am going to choose to love myself,
I give myself permission to love
myself unconditionally
I am a growing, evolving being,
who uses past mistakes as a
fuel for my journey of growth
I accept myself as I am, and
I set an intention to become the
person I want to be!
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I'm Still Looking For
Many people long for a greater sense of belonging
They long for a greater sense of connection with
Other people and the world as a whole
Feeling that we belong to this universe allows us
To see value in our existence and helps in coping with
All the ups and downs of life
Find the Right People
Not the Best People
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Netizen +62 Indonesia
Netizen +62 sebutannya;
Mereka sungguh luar biasa
Kalau netizen +62 sudah bergerak,
Kamu tidak bisa lagi berpura-pura:
Sebagai orang baik, atau
Sebagai orang suci yang tanpa dosa
Karena segala keburukanmu
Akan dikupas tuntas oleh mereka
Satu demi satu kebobrokanmu
Akan ditelanjangi oleh mereka
&quot;Menuai karma&quot;, begitulah
Orang-orang menyebutnya
Netizen +62 Indonesia
Sungguh luar biasa
In netizen we trust!
Haha
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Losing A Loved One
We might be in different realms of life today,
But I'm confident you are still looking out
for me like you always did when you were here by my side.
God shows me when someone you love becomes a memory,
the memory becomes a treasure
Losing a loved one is earth shattering; when it happens
it's still hard to deal with.
It is one of the worst things a person can experience in life.
A wiseman told me, &quot;The sorrow we feel when we lose a loved one is
the price we pay to have had them in our lives.&quot;
I say thank you for all the immense happiness you brought into my heart during
your brief stay here on earth.
Never will there be anyone as wonderful as you in my life.
Getting through the loss of you takes time and
I couldn't bring myself touching you: Miss you so much!
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Take Me To The Place Where
Take me to the place where we all know that hatred in our world
causes so much unnecessary strife and violence, so it isn't
a matter of telling everyone to just be okay feeling hate and
they'll be fine
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Indonesian United Fight Against Terrorism
The war drum have been beaten, a sign that the battle
will start soon
As soon as war is declared it will be impossible to hold
the man back stopped making the most persistent sound
which reverberates through the beating of war drums
Don't quit!
Beat! Beat!
A man banging on the drums on fight against terorism as
a serious crime that has no justification,
whatever its motivation or origin may be;
Their fellow radicals await impatiently for the changes
their expected on our country
How can you not support a man banging on the drum
while we are in trouble? Come on!
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May God Bless You
O my friend, I am not a Sufi
I still like to berate, curse, or even
Think that I'm better than you
I just acted like a Sufi
Give advice to many people
But can not advise myself
(I should be ashamed)
Many wise words that I have spread, and
What's happening is still lying to myself
I'm still reluctant to be separated from a very high ego
My mind is so trivial about the afterlife
Worldly matters make it hard for me to remember
Even now I am not a Sufi who can give up worldly passions
For the sake of a better afterlife
I still often fellowship with the ego;
Instead of listening to my old soul says:
&quot;See you have the power of thought and knowledge, you can use
both as a means of self-improvement&quot;
I always seek to change my existing and morals to be better
than yesterday without having to live like a Sufi
Yeah my dear friend, this is my personal affair, between me and my Lord;
I will not involve you in it
Enough of you to remind me of what is the purpose of my life?
May god bless you
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Humans As A Measure Of Everything
Protagoras once said:
&quot;Man is the measure of all things&quot;
When we measure, whether the water is hot or cold,
Its size is on us, then Protagoras's words have a point
When everyone says, &quot;an X is good, X is good&quot;
When people say &quot;X is bad, X is bad&quot;
Then the words become true, of course,
It does not depend on just good or bad
This is if you say human is the size of everything
There will be an adverse effect in it
Often we say something as something, because something is accepted
by the general public, we just follow it
People should behave this way or that way,
and only the general public determines it
Suppose all people say that - that's the way it is
Humans as a measure of everything can cause us see
Morals so relative
Moral is considered the same as the size of humans themselves
Good or bad depends on the person
: If everyone says that it's good, it's good; if it's bad, it's bad
Humans can not be the size of everything absolutely,
Because humans have conscience that says:
Something is wrong or right,
It does not depend on the number of votes
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When I Cry
I speak from the heart;
I speak how I feel with tears,
The truth behind
I am crying could crumble my world to pieces, then
I kept my tears inside of the part
Please don't tell me not to cry
Please don't say there was a reason why you don't know
How much I hurt or what I am feeling..
When I am alone, I think,
When I think, I remember,
When I remember, I feel pain,
When I feel pain, I cry,
When I cry, I can't stop
Sometime I just need a good cry
Even if I don't know the reason, why I'm crying for
The strong person is not the one who does not cry
A strong person is the one who sheds tears for a moment,
Picks up her sword and fight's again
Im not dying with my thought
and feelings: stop cried over! anyway
: Have a good cry wash out my heart!
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Letter From The Hell-Fire To Souls
O souls, you have but two final destinies: Heaven and Hell
I know, you hope to spend your eternal lives in
Heaven (jannah) , but many of you will fall short
Know Satan makes a farce of his existence among you
He will deceive you so that you will sin and removing yourselves
from His light
O ye Disbelievers and evil-doers face another destination
: Hell-fire (jahannam)
The Quran contains many warnings and descriptions of
the severity of this eternal punishment
This is a reality that's me, the Hell-fire is exists
And when you remove yourselves from Him who guides you,
You remove yourselves from eternal life in the most high in Heaven
It is indeed the logical consequence for those who have sinned against
Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala (Glorified is He)and disobeyed His commands
May Allah save you from the punishment in such a dreadful place!
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Unconditional Love
Thanks both Mom and Dad
You the only ones who show unconditional love
You both help me in every step of my life;
Whether it is in my mental, physical, social
career development or financial
When I am young, you're work hard to
Prepare me for future challenges
When I make mistakes, you're the good teachers
For all that I do for you No matter how much I argue,
How much I upset you..
I will always be grateful for
the life lessons you taught and
the love you shared
No matter what, I'll loves you
till the day I die, because
I have no idea there is exactly
the way of repaying to your unconditional love
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Be You!
There are times when you may
feel inferior because:
&quot;You are not like the advertisements
imply that you must be&quot;
We also put undue pressure on
ourselves by worrying about
what other people may think
So we pretend to be something
that we are not!
You will never find happiness or
contentment in life if you are
not true to yourself;
Accept who you are and be
happy with yourself: Be You!
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(let's Caffeinated The World) Oh, Coffee, I Love You
Your coffee — it's part of
your daily morning routine
Your life force, and at times,
Your only motivation
There's no denying your true,
Unconditional love for coffee
When your barista knows your usual order,
but Not your name
Whether you enjoy a latte, a cappuccino,
or simply black coffee
How long you can go without coffee?
How bad could things it be happened?
and You will sorry for haven't had any coffee yet, then:
A bad day with coffee is better than a good day without it
From a cup of coffee that we drink is not just a drink
Behind all that there is a wisdom of coffee
From a cup of coffee that we drink:
There we can take life lessons that are not always sweet,
There will always be bitterness, but
If we are able to pass through it will create infinite pleasure
Oh, coffee, I love you!
(Let's caffeinated the world for the better)
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(in Praying To Him) Tired Heart
Ya Allah
I don't ask for many things:
Just strengthen this heart, and
Give me patience to get through everything
: Every test is blessing
I know
You have set for me, then, you
will get me through this
He hears me, He knows me
He understands me
(I trust Him)
And I have never been disappointed
in praying to You
Aameen
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Professional Killer
&quot;Break their spirits,
then drop their mentality,
you will see them slowly die
by themselves.&quot;
(Isn't that a very painful death! ?)
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In Sha Allah
When your life feels so difficult, whereas in your difficulties,
the people have leave you
Keep your faith always remember Him God is always with you
Or it could be because He
alone will take care of you
You don't know &quot;what happens in my life&quot;?
But you know only Allah
Put your trust In Allah, because
only He has control over your life
There are no sad endings for
those who trust Allah, In sha Allah
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Congratulations, Colonel
&quot;Congratulations, Colonel&quot; - he said, patting my left arm. I gasped;
Mr. President appreciates me!
In fact anyone never thought he was like that
On the 74th Indonesian Independence Day Proclamation Commemoration
Ceremony
God gave me an assignment (as well as an honor) as a Ceremony Commander
Not unexpectedly, the appreciation of the President, was beyond his
expectations; really surprising. This is God's plan that never comes to mind
The Colonel was touched to receive an award. Really for him this is an honor
And this event has been a part of his life to always be remembered. An event
that cannot be erased from his memory
When all his obligations end for his country, the Colonel will always repeat the
story to his grandchildren. Full of pride to be a role model
Luckily he was a soldier trained in &quot;strength&quot;. Strong survive in every
circumstance
Even when getting good words and a pat on his left arm (from his President) . He
is really tough
If it were me (imagined) I could have collapsed in the middle of the field. And
that's a shame, right? Remember, if it were me (not him)
Once again, &quot;Congratulations Colonel&quot; (repeating remarks from Mr.
President) , truly that day is a historic day for you and great glory for your
parents
After many years this has happened, and this is not something simple but really
meaningful
Apparently not everyone is able to think about it, but President Jokowi has done
it
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(here I Am Indonesian) Have A Great Independence
Day, Indonesia
Indonesia's culture is somewhat alien to the west,
so a list for etiquette would never be exhaustive
Making friends is the single easiest way to
learn local customs
Many traditions and norms are implicit, so
they won't take offense if you ask about
how things work or what just happened
Like anywhere in the world, treating people with
a high level of respect goes a long way
Be kind and
They will be kind in return
Indonesians are a polite people and
adopting a few local conventions will go a long way
to smooth your stay
Better results will be gained by remaining polite
and humble at all times, never raising your voice,
and smiling
Asking the person to help you find a solution
to the problem, rarely, if ever, is it appropriate
to try to blame or accuse
When meeting someone,
be it for the first time ever
or just the first time that day,
Meetings often start and end with
everybody shaking hands with everybody
Some Muslim women may prefer a friendly smile
and held nod over a handshake

It is also respectful to bend slightly
(not a complete bow)
When greeting someone older
or in a position of authority
Children may go to the extreme
and kiss your hand or bow down to it
Never use your left hand for anything!
It is considered very rude
This is especially true when you are shaking hands
or handing something to someone
It can be hard to get used to, especially if you are left handed
However, sometimes special greetings are given with both hands
Don't point someone with your finger,
if you want point someone or something
It is better use your right thumb, or with a fully open hand
Polite forms of address for people you don't know are :
&quot;Bapak&quot; (&quot;Mr&quot;)for men
and Ibu (&quot;Mrs&quot;)for women
You can address them respectfully
as &quot;Pak Budi &quot; (for men)
or &quot;Bu Novi&quot; (for women)
If you know the name of the person
you're talking to
The Javanese terms &quot;mas&quot; (&quot;older brother&quot;)
and &quot;mbak&quot; (&quot;older sister&quot;)are also heard,
but best reserved for equals, not superiors;
It also implies youth, so is often used
for unmarried people
Using their name signifies openness

(so as if not to talk of them secretly)
and acknowledgment
Remove your shoes or sandals outside
before entering a house, unless the owner explicitly
allows you to keep them on
When others are sitting, while walking around them,
it is customary to bow slightly
Lower a hand to &quot;cut&quot; through the crowd;
avoid standing upright
Don't walk in front of people,
instead walk behind them
Do not stand or sit with your arms crossed
or on your hips; this is a sign of anger or hostility
If you're wondering about a person's reaction
or you see any peculiar gesture you don't understand
They will appreciate it if you ask them directly,
(casually later, in a friendly and humble manner) ,
rather than ignoring it
And if all this seems terribly complex to you
Don't worry about it too much —
Don't worry about this kind of thing
Other than laws or common-sense,
breaking a rule won't get you in trouble
In general such a question is more than an apology;
it shows trust
Indonesians are an easygoing bunch and don't expect foreigners
to know or understand intricacies of etiquette
Here I am Indonesian - feel the pride of being
the part of such a glorious nation: Indonesia

Have a great independence day
On August 17 my beloved country!
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Prayer For Passing Ambulance
Are you one of those people who
silently prays for an unknown
When an ambulance passes by?
&quot;When you hear a siren, it
means someone is hurt or sick, &quot;
The siren means help is coming, but
we can help too, you know what we can do?
We can pray for them
Allah tells us to pray about everything
When prayer is part of our natural
communication and reactions
Our children see we have a secure place
to take our deepest emotions
They learn early from us about
our own attitude toward prayer
What they pick up may not be exactly
What we hope to communicate:
&quot;Dear Lord, help somebody get better.
Please keep them safe and
Guide to them to provide execellent care.&quot;
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False Friendships
To avoid dedicating too much of your time and
energy to false friendships
By lowering your standards, you won't have to constantly
feel let down or ignored
You might continue to have these people in your life,
but not put too much time or effort into the relationship
Lower your expectations to protect yourself from getting hurt
Change your expectations about certain people
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If Words Had Wings
If words had wings
I'd decorated them with
sparkly pearls of words
I leave a message of love
with warm, and softly messages
of love, peace and happiness
For you
They would fly upon your heart
Yes please caught them and put
into your beautiful heart cage then
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Good Night
Wishing you a good night
And I wish missed you in
Every goodnights
For someone who I loved one
When I am write good night as my hearted greeting
It would be wish you a good night
Love you still wholeheartedly in
Every goodnights
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Parents
They are the ones who have raised us
- Parentings is a life time job.
For all that our parents do for us,
there is no way of repaying them.
They do not expect anything but love from us,
an acknowledgment to appreciate them:
&quot;Dear Mom and Dad, I am so much of what I learned from you.
You'll be with me like a handprint on my heart.&quot;
The love and respect we all owe our parents - our selfless makers,
So be dutiful and kind to them,
Be the best that you can be, and be there for them in their old age.
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I Found Faith
If I always waiting to reach perfection
I will never be happy
I should strive for excellence
and not perfection, because
My life certainly is not perfect
at every moment
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The Beauty Of The Greats Outdoor
Nature is absolutely breathtaking
Which is why we rounded up these nature
That capture the earth's stunning beauty
Even when it almost seems indescribable
If you're planning camping adventure or
Your own hiking trip to make
Your worries melt away through
The wonderful wilderness out there
Doing so will instantly relax you and
Make you feel unbelievably grateful for
This beautiful planet we get to call &quot;home&quot;
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(did You Know) You Are Beautiful
The questions like ‘who can be described as beautiful? '
it have long interested people's mind
The beauty is quite subjective, the mankind somehow came
to certain standards, which is not a good thing actually
There are many girls out there who might doubt if they are
really beautiful or not
Thanks to these so-called &quot;standards of beauty&quot;
(any woman blooms when she hears how beautiful she is)
But the thing is, every person is beautiful in their own way
And the girls need to be constantly reminded that they are
beautiful inside and out
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Keeping The Heart I Know
When humans boast
God will turn his heart away from the truth
If God has turned one's heart away
Who can restore the heart to the truth?
Every opposition begins with pride
Who doesn't know Satan?He refused to bow to Adam
Making him the most wretched and damned creature
Likewise with the pride of Pharaoh
Claiming to be the highest god
The earth is never empty of arrogant humans
Pride is able to subdue their beliefs
They become hypocrites afterwards
Do you know the job that he really likes?
Reverse the verses of Allah and the hadith of the Prophet
To obtain worldly material
Its nature is to pretend to be a believer,
They want to deceive God and the believers,
Even though it deceives itself
(Allah is omniscient)
In their hearts there is a disease,
Then God added the disease,
Still feeling reluctant (for him)immediately repented
Later he receives a painful torment,
Because it always wrestles with syaithan
The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)said,
&quot;Remember that in the body there is a lump of flesh.
If he is good, then the whole body is good.

If it is damaged, the whole body is damaged.
Know that he is the heart.&quot;
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Life
What the experience of being alive
Knows best for naive
What is death
Enjoy the end of our life in the earth
Sometimes there are times when
a person alive has lifelessly
than we imagined they would be
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I Found Answers
Daddy said, &quot;feel amazing&quot; is an
expression of gratitude
You should be have a way of appreciating
what a nice talent you have!
Don't overdo it
Stay humble for every flattery
No matter how small flattery you get;
It's nutritional intake for your ego
Yeah - I love you Dad, I found answers
in your wisdom
Okay sweetheart, keep working and
Stay humble!
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Night Poem
Good night
See you tomorrow on our meeting
Which is blessed by the universe
I love you!
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The World Doesn't Need
The world doesn't need
Some of them - they are like plastic garbage
which cannot be decomposed by microbial ignorance
They look like plastic garbage
which pollutes the environment and destroy civilization
because of their arrogance
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(a June Poem)beauty Of Rose
Sweetheart, you're lucky born
in June just like the rose
A rose!
Who doesn't like this beautiful
flower?
June has its flower symbol or
flowerbirth is represented by you
You're beauty, sweetness, are uncomparable;
Beauty personified
inside and out
A rose like your sweet caring nature
always shines through
The innate beauty
distinctively you
Your beauty still smells just as
sweet in my life
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Hello Cancerians
I have a good sense of things going on around me,
especially when it comes to people's feelings
I often know what others fear or hate to hear
so my words often cut very deep
When those who I care hurt me
I am a Cancer ones
I will come out of my &quot;shell&quot; and no doubt to attack if need be!
Hello, are you a Cancerian like me?
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The Angel Of Death
And when he stands before who are dying, he's not for giving pity, because to
him, when he faces those who are ask for pity,
mercy means death who is freeing them from suffering.
All he gives is a one way ticket to face God.
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Smiling
So how ease the overall effect tells the outside world
that we're feeling happy on the inside:
Smiling!
Smiling is viewed as a sign of friendliness and it is a natural
response that shares our happiness with others
Prophet Muhammad taught us that the smile is a gift of joy; an
emotional gift, not a material one - a gift whose substance is
received by the heart
Remember, a smile is a message about our heart is pure and
that we are not infected by anxieties, and or gloom
Smiling is simple and, in most cases, totally spontaneous
and in fact can be contagious
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Smiley People
How many of us have walked down the street, seen someone
smile and smiled back thinking it was for us?
Smiling is contagious; therefore as you are gaining all
these benefits you are spreading them around to all
those who see you smiling and smile back
A smile is an instant message to those we know as well as
those we do not know
It is received and understood even before we speak to or
greet someone, and makes that person more receptive to
what we have to say
Prophet Muhammad taught us to apply a smile to every occasion
where a smile can bring cheer, lighten the mood, or reduce
the stress that people are feeling
Remember, Your smile may be worth much more than what you think - Smiley
people is an act of spreading their charity
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An Upside Down World
Have you ever had to flip your world up side down?
Listen was Rumi said &quot;Do not worry that your life is
turning upside down.
How do you know that the side you are used to is
better than the one to come? &quot;
Our world is hiding something, possibly everything
Some uninvited force effected our life
It might be we feel that things aren't the way should be
Its okay - so go ahead and turn your world upside down
Give yourself permission to begin seeing reality
Differently that you currently know it to be
And how did it make your feel?
How ever we tend to like to justify ourselves
How can we avoid harming another heart?
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(duas)trials In My Life
Allah knows the words I can not say
The pain that no one knows
The sorrows no one sees
The narrowness of life that I am facing
I learn to be patient so that my reward is perfected without limits
I learned trust for the good of my faith
I learned sincerely for the assessment and worship of Allah Almighty
Allah is sufficient as a witness for my actions
God is the Judge who puts things in the right place
And Allah knows what He must do
He knows everything that is related to the deeds of himself
Nor is it related to the deeds of His servants
So I keep to ask for His help
Indeed My lord is near and responsive
For each trials in my life
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That's A Hope
You are
The person I prayed for
To accompany my life
You're never go anywhere,
You are always bound in prayers;
Near me
Even so, later
I believe there will be one provision
That will change my life
Forever
And who is the person (finally)God has determined
Being the answer to all my prayers..
&quot;My Lord, do not leave me alone [with no heir],
while you are the best of inheritors&quot;
Really, this is a long waiting period
Hopeful and anxiously waiting
Whoever you
Here I am waiting for your presence
Hopefully the universe allows
For us to meet each other
I already feel it
Our happiness will arrive soon
And you - You always become hope in every prayer
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The Quran In You
Do not tell people
How much of the Quran you have memorized
Let them see the Quran in our actions
Struggling for the good deed
Forgive those who have mistreated
Feed the hungry, clothe the needy
Taking care of your parents in loving way
Keeping patience in hard times
Be merciful to the orphans
Be humble when you are victorious
It is not about
How far you have reached in the Quran, but
How far the Quran has reached in you
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(note To Self) Rewards On Your Deed
Don't think badly of others
without sufficient knowledge or reason
Don't carelessly make slander keep your tongue from spreading slander
Don't help spread lies or bad things
In your community or country
Whereas you don't see it
There is also no witness with your, there
He who is the Mighty with his power
So wait for your reward going on
Someday
Good sentences and sayings is
the form of the pleasure of Allah
If you say a good sentence
Allah will record it as his pleasure for you
On the Day of Resurrection
And understand how Him who the Utterly Just in establishing both destiny and
the provisions:
&quot;Goodness will not be in vain
Sin will not be forgotten&quot;
I am the One who returned it with full justice
He is your Lord the One who gives eternal rewards
on your deed
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Loser Prabowo Claims Victory On Indonesia
This is amazing - how many of you easily fooled by slander and
cheap problems spread
Blown away by the scenario low class fraud
Even though among you do have a deep level
education, social status, and
knowledge to be proud of
You shout loudly about unity,
you too are rude ripped it apart
You have poisoned the common sense of
the nation's children with extraordinary duping
And all this happened before our eyes
As far as the distance of our hearing
The world is noisy because of you
Who is he? He is nobody
He who for decades has always been destined by God
not given power over his ambition
Only for the sake of fulfilling his lust
For you, he must be maintained although using
the most embarrassing methods, though, so he can be in power
You shout out Takbir, Allahu akbar, &quot;God is the greatest&quot;
to exalt him, not HIM
You shout out Takbir, Allahu akbar, &quot;God is the greatest&quot;
just to please him, not HIM
You defend a man with ambitious delusions at the peak of power
justify all efforts:
Colossal crime syndication. Whatever it is!
You fight HIM's will only for his sake, but
you force, even always force; trying to fight natural destiny,
whereas God does not give kingdom to him

That is what it is happening around us, right now!
You trust crazy stories, about big conspiracies, and endless provocations
Even you have made prostrations of gratitude,
then why does the world laugh at you?
Or maybe, we are used to seeing people act weird and
out of the ordinary. Sometimes we just smile
If they act funny, we can also laugh with them, for a moment,
let go of fatigue after partying
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(understanding Yourself) Your Life As Your Own
Quit believing what other people say about you, but
Be sure that you can communicate with yourself first
If you cannot communicate with yourself, how do you
expect to communicate with another person?
If you don't love yourself, you cannot love someone else
If you cannot treat yourself with kindness, you
cannot do this for another person
Start doing more of what you love
Start moving from a place of love
Start seeing love in everything, everywhere
Start living from your heart
May your minds be clear and discerning
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Pride 1
When dealing with humans,
let us remember that we are
not related to logical beings.
We are dealing with emotional
beings, beings who are prejudiced
and motivated by their pride.
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When I Must Stop Loving You
Dear Yo - I'm missing someone
Someone who I loved in all circumstances
Remember, God created his creatures with
the best of creation, not meaning perfection
I will give you all my best, you are completing my shortcomings, then
Isn't love supposed to be like that?
Time is running so slowly to
realize it, how stubborn you are!
And you were sent by the
universe to test my patience
Often we disagree for trivial
things, which is not big problems
I know you are not infrequently make me upset, angry and cry
I can hide it from your eyesight
I'm tired of looking for new words to says
While you are firm in your stances
The moon sometimes asks me:
&quot;Do you still love him? &quot;
Usually I always answer, &quot;Yeah, sure! &quot;
At the time I do silent only
I really tired facing this circumstances,
When the moon whispered:
&quot;Love cannot be forced, it
should be born of sincerity&quot;
When I must stop loving you
Is not an easy thing for me

Now you are slowly moving away from my memory
I'm preparing to make you as my past
I have learning to create my own peace with
My disappointment on your
Hopefully after that day, I can start everything in new, and
I very appreciate for your firmness are
Time continues to move forward
Thank to God for many lessons has given through your presence
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And This Called Is Love
O my dearly beloved
You are not my other half
But you are my love, who makes
my life more wonderful
For
For
For
my

seeing me
holding me
encouraging me to chase
dreams and love myself

And I am not your other half
But I am your love, who makes
your life more wonderful
For seeing you
For holding you
For encouraging you to chase
your dreams and love yourself
This is love
If we are brave enough to let
there be pauses, stillness, and motion
If we can be close, share ourselves, miss each other
Do all we need to maintain ourselves, as well
This is freedom
This is the freedom that is infused in love
- if we let it be there
There is space, there is room
Who tinged with the sound
of a fresh mountain breeze
This is the melody of our togetherness

And this called is love
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Power Of Love
The power of love is not visible,
but its power, indeed, is far more
powerful than strength other nature
Proof of power can be look everywhere
in this world:
Without love there is no life
Love is the source of everything
something positive and beautiful
Positive strength in life this does not
amount to hundreds, but only one is LOVE
What happens to the world without love?
Get rid of love, then our earth will be a grave
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Changed Our Minds
When things most chaotic
were happened
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

racism
nationalism
extinction of species
climate change
corruption
addiction
ourselves

What would we done to save
this planet?
We must find our ways to
empathy
The defences of peace
must be constructed as well
It all comes from our own minds
When we do it have changed our minds
being well
Its means we have reasoning
to save our planet
From dreadful destruction
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(foolishness)o How Foolish Of Me
Dear Yo(u)my beloved one
Loving you was my favorite mistake
O How foolish of me!
It's okay - No reason to stay
is a good reason to go
Goodbye!
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The Wonders Of Life
Life is filled with suffering
It is also filled with many wonders
Like the blue sky, the sunshine, the eyes of a baby
To suffer is not enough
We must be in touch with the wonders of life
They are within ourself and all around us
Everywhere, all the time
If we are not happy
If we are not peaceful
We cannot share peace and happiness with others
Even those we love, those who live under the same roof
There is suffering in life
There is also beauty to be found
Wherever we are
If we are peaceful
If we are happy
We can smile and blossom like a flower
And everyone in our family
Our entire society will benefit from our peace
The wonders of life are all around us
If we take the time to look
We can be in touch with these things right now
It would be a pity if we are only aware of suffering
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Good Morning Love
Morning starts opening the day
I stared at the sky
When the sun spreads its charm
It so dazzling the eyes
Along with birds singing
welcoming to the sun
I give greetings to the one I love
&quot;Good morning love. Greet your your morning
with genuinly happiness&quot;
There is warmth flowing softly inside
Reminds me if the true love that requires
faith, trust, and loyalty
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(we Love) Monday
Monday mornings are the most
dread moment of the week
It has always been the unspoken enemy of
people who totally enjoyed their weekends
That's quite a lot of people
It is a known fact that we
really can't get rid of Monday off
The days of the week
It is the sign that a new work week has to start
We must say goodbye to the bliss and comfort of
the Saturday and Sunday
It is hard to drag yourself out of
bed after a very cozy and comfortable weekend
But what can we do? You need to live life
so starting life means you need to start your week
Do not let this dreadful moment become something
so related with Monday
Let's find your perspective to
start you week right on Monday
Remember that Monday is the start of the week
Mondays of the week should be welcomed with
great enthusiasm, enormous hope and a tank full of energy
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Tahun Politik
Jangan alergi dengan politik
Jangan lemah dengan tekanan politik
Jangan sok pinter dalam berpolitik
Jangan sok bijak menghadapi politik
Jangan memanfaatkan orang lain untuk politik
Jangan bodoh ketika orang lain ngomongin politik
Jangan jadi militan kalau engga punya referensi
yang benar tentang politik
Jangan sok tau menyampaikan argumen politik
Jangan suka nyebarin hoax politik
Jangan gerah dengan suhu panas tahun 2019
tahun politik
Yang terpenting
Jangan suka bilang: &quot;Elu cebong, Elu emang kamprett&quot;
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To My Valentine
Love is something eternal
The aspect may change, but
not the essence
As we know that life is short
I want to let you know that
the best has happened to be;
grow old with me!
We can make our life always
perfect in everydays
So I'll give to you this valentine,
my beloved
It's not just today, but in
every single day
(That why I love you so)
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(inspired Living)improve The World With Ideals
And as man becomes
conscious of the stupendous
laws that govern the universe
in perfect harmony
He begins to realize how small he is
He sees the pettiness of
human existence with
Its ambitions and intrigues
Its ‘I am better than thou' creed
This is the beginning of
cosmic religion within him;
Fellowship and human service
become his moral code
Without such moral foundations
We are hopelessly doomed
As Einsteins have said before
Science without religion is lame
And religion without science is blind
Without religion, there is no charity
The soul given to each of us is
moved by
The same living spirit that
moves the universe
They are interdependent and
have a common goal
—The search for truth
religion and science go together
If we want to improve the world
We cannot do it with scientific knowledge

But with ideals
We must begin with the heart of man
—with his conscience—

And the values of conscience
Can only be manifested by
Selfless service to mankind
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Let's Talk About Love
Love is feeling
which is difficult to define
Is that love?
Something containing of
responsibility
understanding
respecting
giving attention to others
Love helps develop the
intellectual and emotional of
someone you love
Indeed love is.. blahblahblah
I have found a number of lists
of the best phrases about love
Poorly, it's hard for me to find
out the truth!
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(love And Life) The Blessing Of Our Parents Is
Everything
You can produce more works and benefits
Do good in the world
Before death pick you up
At least, your life will be more eager to work
Make the most of your life
The age of your work can be more your age in the world
The world will always remember you
When your grandchildren remembers you
As a great person as legendary
There is pride inside their identify themselves who have
Historical relationship with
You an extraordinary person
My sweetheart
Your parents aren't rich but
We have enthusiasm
Give you a healthy soul
Teaching you how to be personal who
Beneficial to many people
Don't get bored looking for knowledge
Don't forget your faith
Both can illuminate your life
Create your own beautiful life
Find yourself in a better life
Our blessing is above all
For you, my beloved baby
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What Makes You Unique
Your personality is everything
It determines your likes and dislikes
Self-confidence
Communication style
How you relate to other people
Simply put, your personality is
What makes you unique
So, instead of feeling embarrassed for
How you behave or how you think
Appreciate yourself for who you are
Be proud of your unique personality for
It's what defines you
God has not made anyone to be
A copy of some other one
Live with the personality God gifted you
And try to make it better
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Dear Motherland Of Indonesia
If you known that some of their
Looking self-identity for
You do not need be sorry if
They do a lot of ignorance
You do not need to cry because
They choose be loser
Most of them have grown up
They have an understanding of
How do you fight for freedom
And then you find some of them
Who those will repay your pain
Who those who dry your tears
Who those will make you happy
We love you a deeply heart
Mother, keep smiling for the
children of yours These nation's children
Let them strive to mature
Make them proud of themselves
Those who struggle in their own way to protect you
Full of tears
Unbearable pain
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When Real Love Entered Us
It's not about someone stealing our heart
It's about restoring its aliveness
It's about softening its armor
It's about believe in happy endings
It gifts us with the power of everythings
When real love entered us
It's about ever-growing process
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The Path Of Patience
Patience is perhaps the hardest and
The most important rule to embrace
When it comes to divine timing
It can be difficult to accept that
The universe will give you what you want
When you need it and patience can be elusive
If you do feel impatient
Really examine that emotion
You might find that your impatience is
Hiding other emotions such as fear or jealousy
Or maybe even pressure from outside forces
Take time to slow down and examine
Why you want the world to
Hurry up to meet your needs
You might find useful insight as well as
The path to patience
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Hate To Meet Each Other Too Late
You probably know that feeling
When you meet someone and you just click.
You don't know why, but
For some reason, it feels as though
You've known each other for centuries.
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Value Of Time
To all of us, time is invisible but time is everywhere
Time cannot be stopped
It does not listen to anyone
Time continues its movement
According to unknown and
Incomprehensible laws
In life we turn around and years have passed
Time we all have the same amount of hours in a day
Yet for some of us we never have enough time
We sometimes feel time does not move, anyway
Most of the time we just don't realise
How fast it goes away!
Know the true value of time: snatch, seize, and
Enjoy every moment of it
No idleness, no laziness, no procrastination
Never put off till tomorrow
What you can do today
As we know time flies away without delay
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(if You Are)being Their Rainbow
Whenever a rainbow appears in the sky
It is a magnificent sight to behold
Because the colors are all embracing
The seven colors of the rainbow are
Always rich, fresh and present
These seven colors of the rainbow are
Synonymous with wholeness
If you are being a rainbow,
However, you aren't doing so
At the expense of yourself
Sometimes you forget this duty
You treat it like a burden
Stop treating it like one
Find someone in your life who
You know to be struggling and
Without expecting anything in return
Imagine
The impact you can make on someone by
&quot;Being their rainbow&quot;
Only you know how!
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Nothing Really Lasts
Roses don't just represent feelings and traits
They can also teach us a lot of life lessons
Just look at the way they develop thorns
To survive and become as strong as they need to be
A thorn defends the rose, harming only those
Who would steal the blossom
The rose has thorns only for those
Who would gather it
And despite those thorns, they remain as
Beautiful and attractive
After blooming and remaining
Breathtakingly beautiful for some time
Their petals wither and no matter what we do
We can't stop them from withering
Do not watch the petals fall from the rose
With sadness - you know that, like life
Things sometimes must fade
Before they can bloom again
This teaches us that nothing really lasts
So we should make the most out of life
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Those Who Lost Happiness
If they are able to be patient with living conditions
If they can be grateful all the blessings obtained
If they can be happy with living conditions (even though they are difficult)
If they are able to be optimistic
If they can love life - whatever the circumstances
That is the attitude of life that gives rise
Happiness from within
Everyone craves a happy life
But in reality, many people live suffering
Some of you feel fed up with all forms of irregularities
Some of you hate the rulers and the
bourgeoisie who love to live in luxury
Some of you complain that they have forgotten
religious messages for
Live a simple life and support someone in need
Have you explored the depths of their souls...?
Do you know that pessimism and disgust towards life surrounds them
Make their lives feel empty and meaningless?
Really they have lost the happiness that has been so far
They seek by pursuing as much wealth as
Possible and the highest position
Although in a way that is not commendable
Why rely on happiness in life objects
Or forms of material outside oneself
Or even, expect a happy life to come by itself?
Indeed the problem of happiness and misery is within us
An expensive mattress we can buy, but
We can't buy a good sleep
How happiness is not at all relevant to the abundance of matter
God gives happiness fairly to anyone without
looking at him rich or poor, or

Who has a beautiful or ugly face
God does not put happiness on the top of the
golden mountain, but in the depths of our hearts
O souls, can you find it?
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(joking About) Breath
Breathing is not planned,
No need to think about it as well
Breathing is an easy activity
Because we don't do additional activities when breathing
Even when we sleep, we breathe
Even when we pass out, we breathe
Under normal conditions, we
will not have difficulty breathing
When our hearts are happy
or grieving, we're easily breathing
When we have a lot of money
or a lot of debt, we keep breathing
When we run fast
or lie down, we breathe
As easy as that we breathe, except
when experiencing shortness of breath
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(self-Confidence)how Great You Are
You can't see how great you are,
you're blind
You can't see how great your gifts and
talents make you
You know why?
They're second nature, and you take them
for granted
Some things you consider normal, have the
power to amaze people

You must believe that you are gifted for
something, have confidence that if you have
done a little thing well, you can do a bigger
thing well too
Some of people have get confidence who comes
not from always being right but from not
fearing to be wrong
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What Is Love 1
What is love? What makes it so incredibly beautiful,
yet so devastatingly painful?
Is love a mysterious, unquantifiable force, or
the predictable, measurable effects of
complex chemical interactions in our brain?
Is there a formula for capturing love, or
is it merely a role of the dice?
Do we each have one true soulmate,
or are we drawn to those we love through
circumstance and chance?
Perhaps the most well-regarded definition of
love is that true love as we know it involves
3 major elements - intimacy, passion, and commitment
Is this true? That's ultimately up to you
to decide
The only way love can be truly experienced by loving and being loved
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God Makes Beautiful Things With
If you never had a bad day
would your good days mean
anything to you?
If you never got broken
hearted would you know what
true love is?
If you never cried you would
ever learn who would be there
for you to dry your tears
If you never felt fear would
you ever appreciate safety?
If you never failed would you
ever try?
If you never lost hope would
you ever fully rely on God?
Without the bad, however,
how do we get the good?
Take a moment to think about
the best and worst parts of
being human
God makes beautiful things
out of the hardships and
struggles we face
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Goodbye November, Hello December
This month is one of the few that feels both
Like a beginning and an ending
In all your rushing, December may not be everyone's favorite month. Rainy day
isn't a popular favorite season
If you've never thought of December — or rains, flood — with a glad heart,
maybe it's worth wondering how you can approach the
inevitable a little differently this year
You might see something in a new light
You might see something new altogether
What a gift, that we needn't be in any other season than
The one we find ourselves in to start
feeling like life has just begun again
That's the gift of grace, I think
There is beauty in each season —
There is at least something worth seeing
Keep our inner light on so we can see the beauty of
Each season we find ourselves in
Goodbye November, Hello December
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Life Is
Life Is
LIFE - is a four - letter word
that is complicated enough
that no one will ever decode
its true meaning
Whether you were born into a
wealthy family or a poor one,
your life will be full of
ups and downs
The goal in life is to minimize
the down's and live a happy
and inspiring existence
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Love Is
Absolutely true for any person who is
in real love with their partner
I love you not because of who you are, but
because of who I am when I am with you
Love is a powerful tool
With the love of the right people in your life
Life becomes limitless, and
you become fearless
Life is all about LOVE. Loving
and being loved
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Sincerity
Sincerity is the virtue of the
righteous, the trait of the
honest, and the most prized
asset of the successful
Any act or deed, which is
backed by earnest feelings of
sincerity, is bound to be a
success
A person, who is forthcoming
about his thoughts, feeling
and desires and barely likes to
guise his intentions, can be said
to be a sincere person, in real
sense of the term
Sincerity has been deemed as
the utmost moral virtue and
is indeed one of the higher
ideals in life
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Learn To Love
Love is all we need to survive in this world
Love is all about sacrifices and compromises
(When you are in real love
You forget what compromise even)
However, the ugly truth about life is
The people rarely find true love
(Most of the time)it is not true love but infatuation
True love is the most precious thing in life
No one should leave their real love
For anything else
Once in a while, right in the middle of an ordinary life,
Love gives us a fairy tale
Whoever said this must have had a love like
Romeo and Juliet
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Rampant Fake Priests
I saw a middle-aged man
He dressed as a priest;
wearing white robes and turban
A strand of prayer beads in his right hand
What he did with perseverance He knocked on the door
I asked in amazement:
&quot;O old man, what are you doing? &quot;
The old man replied respectfully
&quot;O young man, know that I am
selling holy verses at low prices.
If you are interested, let's talk about
everything in a comfortable room&quot;
He really made me curious
&quot;What can be used as a guarantee? &quot;
The old man's eyes sharply looked at me with
His charming smile, then he said,
&quot;Young people, let's sit together justifying
political manipulation with engineering statistics.
To be more convincing for your listeners
I give them misleading information full of lies&quot;
(I nodded)
Suddenly the sky seemed to collapse upon me
When you realize how many are fake priest out there
Isn't this a disaster of faith?
They spread religious charm
Through forms of obedience and rotten behavior
They do it for the sake of money
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Human
No bird wants to damage its own nest
No animal wants to damage the ecosystem
All are subject to the settings of the Almighty
All goes according to His rules
If you notice, everything moves in balance
None of the animals violated God's law
How about humans?
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In Your Beliefs
The universe will never put you in a
Place that you can't handle
It will make you much calmness than you think
- Dont be afraid on your fears
You were always looking outside yourself for strength
- The universe is always take care of you
You believe that every things happened in our life
The universe makes it occurs at precisely the right moment
You're very impressed when you know
The universe manifest your dreams, your goals in its own way
(When the universe works on another level
Some things can be hard to understand and also tricky)
It might not always look like the way you pictured
It might not always look like what you imagined
(It doesn't matter) . And the universe is the one in charge of helping
You get there!
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There Is A Beauty To Fall
Fall is a whole other kind of magic
The leaves begin their greatest transformation yet
Letting the green fade away to reveal an ecstasy of
Red and gold and orange that were there
When we finally gasp and stare in wonder
The leaves have shown us who they really are
It is never the end, but nature lets it all go
Always the start of a new beginning
There is a beauty to fall
Fall is about revelation and true colors
They have taught us that the
Height of beauty can only be achieved
When all facades and masks are stripped away to
Reveal the truth of what's inside
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A Broken Messages
Before, we were talking in words
Now, we were talking in silence
Things changed
Something will be never the
Same again
That's ok
And one day, your name did not
Make me smile anymore
Things changed!
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Life Is A Learning Experience
Life is a learning experience
from the moment you are
born
As time moves on, you learn
from each new thing you
encounter
All issues have two or more sides
So we must always continue
to educate ourselves to be
well-informed
Pausing and then reflecting is
a good way to live life
You will learn from your past
experiences, and then be able
to apply what you have
learned to future situations
Take risks, live life!
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(a Story) Me And My Uncle
My uncle was a rich man who was quite old
The other thing he likes is scolding me
He said, I am a lazy person,
have no passion for work
He never helped find a way out
Uncle's treasures are numerous,
for himself and his family
(Also for certain people who are
become their business partner)
Sometimes my uncle offers me a job
He said I would get food plus money
It was fun when I got a job!
I gathered with people I never knew
We are in a place that has been planned
How happy!
A group of people who have been told before
To maintain a public interest
I do not care who interests
I do not care what happens then
We love to be a free public spectacle
Waving, photographed and
even taken pictures by the audience
Like a little picnic with joy on the streets
(Wish the news media exposed me among the crowd)
Among all that matters to me,
my uncle no longer called me
&quot;Lazy young man&quot; and always scolds me
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You Have Enemies
You have enemies?
Good!
Enemies are as good as friends
It sounds odd to equate enmity with friendship
Spare your indifference for the moment
Focus on the benefits rather than the burdens
Enmity springs from disagreement
You may disagree with others on principles
You could even part ways if the
Disagreement is not resolved
Everyone thinks he is right
Fair enough; everyone is entitled to an opinion
If for nothing else, enmity provides
Time for self-reflection
During the time you do not see
&quot;Eye to eye&quot; together
You have the opportunity to ask and
Answer the question is
What did I learn from this situation?
Use the time to make good your promise to
Improve yourself and to
Find an agreeable solution
You have enemies? Good
Enemies are as good as friends
That means you have stood up for
Something, sometime in your life
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Like Or Dislike
It's not about someone stealing our heart
It's about restoring our aliveness
It's about filling our up with light
Love is just a word until
Someone comes along and gives it meaning
Love makes way for all fate and chance
When real love enters
It doesn't take anything from us
It gifts us with the everything
It's taken for granted that
I am going to take his last name
Like or dislike
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Be By Yourself
The apparent setbacks in our life
Do not need to make us
Sad or feel downtrodden
We can look at them with new eyes
Anyone who wants to learn it
As a means opportunity is worthy in hand of you
We must be prepared mentally, emotionally,
Financially, and psychologically for
Good things and not so good things
It always happenned in the life (Somebody whispered, whom dares to live the way life is)
Let our view setbacks as a further opportunities will
Be by yourself - and that is a good thing
The sooner we accept that fact The better our life will become
It's means that attitude is everything
To improved ourselves!
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(tears Of) Woman
God says
I strengthen the woman's
shoulders to take care of her children,
I strengthen her womb to save
the human seed,
I gave her a great spirit to
keep on fighting, while others
can not do it anymore,
I gave her the instinct to love,
though betrayed and hurt by a loved one,
I soften her heart to give a
sense of security to who is close to her,
Really, I created women as the
most powerful and special creatures
When one day she cries, I bless
her tears to wash her wound,
giving her new strengh to smile again
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Honesty
Telling the truth is important in life
In being honest
When we are honest, we feel good
You will be happier with yourself
Others will appreciate your straightforwardness
Things are so much simpler, if everyone is honest
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Do Not You Think
When the universe
Keeping their prayers
He collects it in a clear glass box
When the universe
Drain tears of grief inside
A clear pond that reflects the sheen of crystals
Greed is not looking at the body
The unbelief of favors is no longer left
Gratitude in the space of your heart
Souls suffering
On those who are persecuted
When you become a tyrant and
Denying the blessings your God gives
How your grave can be humiliating
Degrees yourselves as His most glorious creatures
At one time the dead call you,
Do not you think about it..?
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The Mind
Think thoughts of success and
go confidently in the direction
of your dreams and know that
you have what it takes
Become the master of your
mind or it shall rule you
You must see yourself as who
you want to become then
You must learn to use your mind
to its optimal level if you want
to live life on a new level or
it can take you to the depths of failure
The mind is the most powerful
tool that humans possess
So believe in yourself, you are
capable of more than you know
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My Name Is Sari Mavi (4)
We have told you, Cancerian
It can be a bit of an emotional
day for you, Cancer
with the Gemini Moon in your
twelfth house of endings
A chapter is winding to a close
today, and it will be subtle, but
you feel the emotions all the same
This makes today a great day for
a personal day, or even a day off
if you can swing it
Alone time is favored over
energetic activity today, Cancer
You will get a lot of answers
about your next cycle and
the month ahead, in solitude today
How will you do that today, Cancer?
Thank you, however as I am an Cancerian
This is the time for myself to
launch a new beginning
Just go for something new that
makes me feel good, looks good,
or makes my heart sing
That is Universe's way of saying,
I am on the right track
Don't felt fret if the energy feels
too slow this week because
I really need it
That's great! You could enjoyed your days, then

Have a blessed week, Cancerian!
Thank you kindly! As well to you
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(valentines Day)all The Good Is Love Is
Heart is key of the soul
If the heart is clean then your soul is clean
When your soul is clean then
your heart also is in a good condition
Then you want to love with someone in this world
Who wants be your loveable in this world
Love is a feelings which comes from
The heart that never be miss in the life
Love has the good chance to grown up
In this with the good of the lessons
Love is created by the God that makes
Human are naturally to profound in it
So you have all the good
To keep it up with
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Self-Sacrifice
Is there enough love for
Everyone in the world?
The answer is &quot;yes&quot;
Love can be found in many places, and
It is expressed in many different ways
(It is ironic that human beings seek love
As if it is a scarce commodity)
Love is a responsibility
When a relationship develops
The two individuals involved owe
A commitment to one another
They must willingly compromise
and have shared goals
They must enjoy one another
There must be mutual trust,
support, and
Show sincere interest in the other's activities
The truth is true love is selfless
It is prepared to sacrifice
Be willing to give your all It will be well worth it!
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(stand Up For) Respect
All that matters is what we think of ourselves as
It is also one kind of respectful relationship that
We need to have with ourselves
We can respect everyone
We can follow their path
We can learn from them
If we do not have faith in ourselves
We can not respect our choices
We can not follow the path of our choice
For everybody else to believe in us
We need to believe in ourselves
For everybody else to believe
In our dreams and respect our choices
We need to respect our choices
That is something that we require to be
What we want to be so that we can become
What we want to become
When you give respect to yourself
You can stand up for your self respect which leads you
To know your self-worth which is very important
Only then you set standards or others to respect you
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(trapped In) The Past
Realize we never know each other
suddenly there is love dwelling
Realize we never met
but there is a longing
Realize the feeling between us
as the sea waves rumble nonstop
Realize why there is always
a sense of loss between us
Realize every time faced with love
we always lose words
Realize it ever happened between
me and you - in the past.
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(thinked) Becoming Best Possible You
Self-awareness is a special gift
You can achieve it by examining your soul
Your soul is the &quot;spirit or essence&quot; of who you are
It is a compilation of your mind,
Character, thoughts, and feelings
The soul is the part of you that
&quot;Makes you who you are&quot;
Most people associate the action of thinking
With the brain only but what is in your soul holds
The key to who you truly are
As Plato said, &quot;thinking is the talking of
The soul with itself&quot;
It is the seat or heart of your existence
It wields power and helps
Determine your conscience
Nurture your soul, so that it
Becomes a treasure chest filled with
All the positive traits that you possess
Be in touch with your soul, enrich it
So that you become the &quot;best possible you! &quot;
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I Have The Right To Laugh
Maybe I never realized that
There are people who always feel lucky
Can still hear my laughter on this earth
There are people who feel blessed to see me laugh
Although laughing can not solve my problem
At least I can make myself
Become better with a laugh
I often ask myself:
Which is more profitable for me?
Laugh at the problem
Laugh at yourself
Or cry for suffering and
Feel the unending grief?
Actually, life is an art of treading the problem
All my problems are only temporary
So even with my existing pain
I always remind myself:
Do not forget to always laugh
Do not forget to make yourself feel happy
No matter what my problem is
I have the Right to laugh
Ha ha ha! !
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(noted)your Courage
Life is a series of choices
Every moment we decide what
We will do in the next moment,
Either through good habits or
By considered thought
This is the beauty of life, our
Ability to consciously choose
And with courage
Courage is not recklessness
Courage has confidence,
Wisdom, and awareness
We assure that our choices will
always be consistently good
when what is happening to us is not
It is a conscious choice, not a moment of panic
There is no honour in recklessness
There is much honour in courage
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The (True)love
Love isn't owned and cannot be taken
It can only be given
If you love someone, you have to give them
The freedom to choose for itself
The (true)love is only in one direction
The other direction of love is tainted by the reason
For the love - something other than true love
True love is between two people
and is mutual in nature
Based on the calling of the heart
By turning the other person loose,
Then if they come back, it is (one hopes)
If they don't come back, you would only have been fighting
A losing battle to hold on to them
That is a battle that you will eventually lose
So lose it early and get on with your life
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It's Not A Painful Story
You made the year 2017 so
wonderful for me
You made me smile, laugh,
cry out the tears of joy
I cannot thank you enough for
bringing so much cheer into my life
And I realized I wasn't happy
at the end of this year
I've got a broken heart, not
a broken life
I've got a broken dream, not
a broken future
I feel like I am strong enough
when you're gone away
I won't cry anymore because I
did not lose you
Let's make the new year 2018
even happier without you
Wish your in the new year
comes true: You lost me!
Hurray! !
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(you Are The) Owner Of The Soul
O owners of souls
Get some sleep
because it can weaken your lust
Get some sleep
so that your soul will be free from anxiety
Get some sleep
surrender your soul to Him. (He is the soul-bearer of all creatures in their sleep)
O owners of souls
Listen to the morning prayer has called you
Recite your praise on
the best worship as an expression of gratitude
Before death really embraces you
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(changed Making) Important Life Choices
Science is required for self-assessment.
Knowledge is needed to open minds.
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Presence Of Love
God is impossible
Creating hatred
So that people are hostile to each other
God only
Conferred love
So that humans love each other
Hatred will be obtained
When humans reject the
Presence of love
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Beautiful Voice
The most beautiful voice you hear
In this world is the voice of
Someone who praises you with a sincere heart
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The Human Heart
The human heart is the most
fragile organ in the body
Physical pain to the heart can be repaired
through medical science
The emotional pain inflicted
upon it is not so easily addressed
Heart break caused by personal or professional disappointment is difficult to fix
We must not allow repeated internal hurts
To build up a protective wall around our heart
So that we become indifferent
to what is happening around us
We must continue to live with passion and vitality
Do our best and give our all in every circumstance
Feel all the emotions that are a gift to us
Open up the &quot;window&quot; of your heart
Have the courage to live life to the fullest
- including the highest joy and the hardest sorrow
You know then that you are truly &quot;alive&quot;!
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(happened) Despair
Fire danced in my mind
Slowly burning All my longing about you
Fire danced in my mind
Slowly burn All the dreams about you
Fire danced in my mind
Slowly burning myself
Fire constantly danced in my mind,
slowly burning
Then make it as dust
(That's what happened
When the time did it perfectly for me)
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Footsteps
Hope you're okay, wherever you are.
I believe the universe will take care of you, for me.
Here I am - keeping my heart to always miss you.
Keeping my footsteps constantly heading towards you.
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Love, Longing, And Silence
I always love you
In my inability to hate you
It's about me
I love you
Love you in ignorance
Love you in the whole though a shadow
As far as you are
while I have not been able to touch you
I miss you
Miss you from a distance
Miss you in silence
I do not want to spread thousands of words
Let the heart guide me to the path of love
Let the prayer work
Reached the blessing of the universe
If I choose to love you in silence
Because I want to learn to understand That love mau not always keep us together
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Indonesia Is Our Homeland
Why you guys, suddenly wish about
Ambitious to ruffle this Country?
Are not you (supposed to be)the next generation
The heroes struggle despite being in a different era?
We hear stories
We know their pain
Blood, sweat and tears
There was never any fear of taking independence
For the sake of realizing a sovereign state for their children and grandchildren
With the basic philosophy of &quot;Pancasila&quot; to unite all its people
You know, leaders in this country work so hard
Maintaining the integrity of a large family called &quot;Indonesia&quot;
Protect whoever is inside
Providing decent welfare for its people
If you hear the name &quot;Indonesia&quot;
What's in your mind?
One great country known as the &quot;Zamrud Khatulistiwa&quot;
Its people are well-known, friendly,
Likes to work together, love each other, without looking
who are you, who am I
How many years later are you coming
You are the next generation to be proud of
Being knowledgeable, being smart people, then
Armed with knowledge of the past, as necessary
You keep your passions, ambitions and dreams of power
In the name of the suffering of the people, you seem to be fighting
Not tired of upholding truth and justice

Then what have you done?
No more than just shredding unity, without mercy
In fact you are enjoying various efforts to divide the unity
You come together
You are clustered
Like a hungry sheep's weasel
Some of you become leaders for others
The Charismatic Leader
Carrying his wishes - which we do not all like
Spreading charm, holding dreams
Teaches absolute an understanding
Beyond the healthy reason we have
O youth!
We should have risen for
the pursuit of self-lagging,
Not for each other
self-destructive
Not to harm your other brothers-sisters
If you think, change must happen,
By all means you will
So we will not be silent, we will also act,
Destroying changes that are detrimental to us
Let us live
Let us inherit the spirit of Nationality
our ancestors
If you do not like this
Do not share your life with us
In this country
You should know
Then you can go
Do not come back here
If only to disturb the peace and happiness of our lives!
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(death)

The Only Certainty In Life

Death is inevitable
It is the one thing that we can be certain about in life
We are born to die
Every soul shall have a taste of
death no matter who they are
Death is not pure annihilation
but rather both the living and dead are aware
There is a difference that can't be compared
Death is merely movement from one world to another
It can be described as a journey through a wormhole to
a separate dimension of existence
Nor does anyone have the right to take his or her own life
If they do they will automatically go to Hell
The One who gave life is
The Only one who has the right to take life
'Wherever you are, Death will find you out, even if you are in towers built up
strong and high! ' (Surah An-Nisa 4: 78)
(Imagine yourself at the moment of your death)
The sleeper dreams and enjoys their dream or is tormented by it
While someone awake at their side is not able to perceive what is going on at all
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Happy And Love
Happy is not seen from
How rarely do I quarrel with him
How often I laugh through the days with him
Happy it was when I was not caught on
The twinkling of emotion that began to bloom
Happy it was when I was able to fight over
The various mistakes that almost made my love abandoned
Happy is, between me and him, both are not easy
Screaming one painful word: 'Get away from me! '
Because, the best love is a forgiving love
In an unintentional error
Until you are awakened
On things that cause losses
Though dreams and hopes have been equally grasped
Not to be dumped
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Love Hurts
You can stole a heart,
You can share it, afterward,
By all means,
You'll being someone who loves,
Should you going become a dagger to cut one heart anyway?
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In Memory
For some moments in my life
There are no words
But I does pray in my silence
(Remembering you)
September 21st,2017
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Giving To Others
Giving to others does wonders
for both
the recipient as well as the giver
This is true whether we are giving time, money,
psychological support, and more
The more our give the more is
received in turn
Love and compassion are two of the greatest gifts that
we can share with others
We may be familiar with the
expression that states
'love is a verb'
There are many ways to show our love
the most worthwhile being 'in action'
It is truly in the doing that we
can make a difference
in the life of someone else
In giving to others, we need to be careful about
feelings of selfrighteousness and entitlement
Pride can undo the goodness of our deeds
We may feel justified in what we want for ourself
It is more humane to be humble and
conservative in what our desire for ourself
Especially in the light of
the dire needs of others
Look carefully around us today
Let ourself feel so great!

Doing to observe a simple need and
then take action to fulfill it
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Tenderness
As we know our teeth are very hard,
but the tongue is so soft.
The more we grow older, then one by one, the teeth will be released,
while the tongue remains with its softness.
Someone with his 'hard-hearted' nature
only harming himself.
Those who are stubbornly referred to as
'Cold-hearted', or his heart is as hard as iron.
If we can manage the breath,
set the posture, and
set our hearts, like us
calming wild horses to make him tame.
So, the tenderness of the heart is
great achievements in human life.
By having a gentle attitude,
we will get happiness and
the length of life as well
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Show Your Love
Valentine's Day is famous for one thing: the expression of love
You should not wait for that one day of the year
To express how you feel about someone: to know how good it feels
Nothing comes close to the thrill of falling in love
You fall out of love and experience unbearable pain
Until then, love and hopefully you will be loved in equal measure
It is important to celebrate love every day of your life
You must create time in your busy life for love
There are many ways to share love
From a smile, to a hug, to a kind deed
Show having your love's in the home or on the road today
Freely give, and freely you will receive
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(note Of Heart)

For Him Who I Love

I tried hard to understand about him
Thinking of 'who is he'?
As long as I'm with him
He has become an enigmatic puzzle in my life
Look, I still do a lot of mistakes
- a marker that I have not been able to recognize him correctly
There's always an error
There is always a difference
What arises because I'm a complete ignorance about him
How impressive
Growing my inner abilities to understand his being
As time passes
As long as I still have hope our relationship remains long, and treated with
affection
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Heaven And Hell
You, yourself, determine your final resting place by
How you choose to live your life.
Your life on earth is full of temptations that can
Lead you astray from the 'straight and narrow' path.
The devil knows all of your weaknesses that can be
Used to fool you into unacceptable behavior.
Remember, 'wrong is always wrong, '
Even if it feels good or appears to improve a bad situation.
Heaven and Hell are two distinct human destinations
That are shrouded in great mystery.
The main reason, of course, is that no one goes and comes back to
Tell others about the splendor of heaven or the squalor of hell.
Whether you believe in or ignore the existence of heaven or hell,
Live your life as the best person possible.
If the end result will make no difference, you shall going understand why
William Shakespeare wisely that 'Hell is empty, and all the devils are here.'
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Truth Is Within You
Let yourself discuss, disagree with others,
So you can follow your opinion,
In keeping with the truth within you,
Although many people have given
Their opinion to you,
Never hesitate to ask an opinion on your heart,
Because the truth is within you.
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A Faithful Promise
Faithfulness will keep my heart
to stay with you
When two people really care about
each other,
No matter how hard, as much as any
obstacles encountered,
I will find a way
to stay with you,
I will always find a way
to make it work,
No matter how hard it is
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Meaning Of Love
There is one heart to meet with another heart
Then, both agree to bind themselves
For the sake of a sacred promise, in the future
The emotional journey from both of them began:
There is laughter
There is spoiled
There is anger
There is jealousy
There is egoism
There is love
There is a longing
Sometimes mingle at one time
For a moment communication was stopped
Leaving emotions inside
Which regretted in just one day then
An argument that really is not wanted by them
Because she wants all the attention to be on herself alone
But often not well understood by she beloved one
The days of challenges went through vigorously
They held hands tightly
Confirms belief
Reach with their big dreams
Although sometimes, one heart feels unable to survive in a state
Only the dream of the future that kept her awake and smiling
Presents her love in sincerity to the one she loves
They have found the meaning of love
There is no doubt doing sacrifices
To keep the existence of their love
(May God bless their love)
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At Night And The Daylight
The night is long enough for you
To reveal the secrets of your heart
The night is long enough for you
To convey a variety of self-requests
At night, God lowers His veil to protect all your good deeds
What you've been doing all day
Not to be merely a worthless charity, but
To be purely for Him alone
As for the people who like to show off their good deeds
They want to be praised, lauded, and earned a position
In the hearts of all human beings
Then they said: 'If no one has seen me, for whom am I doing? '
At night all things are covered by dark night
During the day you see everything clearly
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said:
'If you are at night long, do not you shorten it with your sleep.
And in the light of day, do not make it dark because of your sins. '
Keep yourself from the will of lust
Fear the greatness of your Lord
Surely heaven is where you live, ...
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You Do Not Get Older, You Get Better
Energy, good health, quickness, and
More are gifts of the young
They are generally not valued
at that early age,
They are traits taken for granted
With age, the impulsivity of youth is tamed, and
Wise decisions replace those made in
Haste based on more shallow tenets
Maturity and wisdom gained
From the experience of living
Allow the individual to make proper choices that
Lead to a successful life
Enjoy life to the fullest now,
But remember, with living well
As a person ages, youth begin to
Recognize what is important in life
With all the benefits earned
From a long and fulfilled life
Both physically and mentally, you will age gracefully
You don't get older, you get better
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Why Are Not You Happy
Everyone has a kind of belief to know,
If things are going to happen,
Good or bad things will happen,
There is no way to scientifically prove that
In of these beliefs is more accurate than another,
But if you believe that life is benign,
You will see a lot of evidence for that
If you think that life is evil,
You will see a lot of evidence for it
(It looks like a placebo effect)
Since all these beliefs are equally valid,
Why not adopt the belief that it
Will be more useful to you in your life than you go?
Lets thinking which ones going ease to do,
So if you are so smart,
Why are not you happy?
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World Peace
No one wins in war one against the other
Most people think of war as physical combat
Involving trained military personnel maneuvering
To outwit the others through air, sea and land attacks
But there is one war you can win
And it is not with another person
Think of all your internal, individual conflicts as
The source of all wars
Your inner personal battles can be won without harming anyone else
If you can win the war within
There is no need to go to war with one another
Therein lies the start of world peace!
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Love Love Love
Love makes everything in life so much better
Love is the constant subject of books, movies, and songs
Love conjures up many memories
Some are filled with pain and anguish with joy and others
When one is in love, nothing else appears to matter
When you have someone special with whom to share them
A partner in life makes everything easier to handle
Even hardships are more bearable
Love is the constant subject of your daily
To whosoever that wants share it
Sometimes when you least expect it
Love is a theme that crosses all ages, gender, and cultures
You should be open to love
One day you will going to meet someone wholeheartedly cares in you
Love love love
Love love love
Letting no question how they feel about you!
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Talking Into My Own Self
Dear Sari Mavi - my honored own self!
Where were you headed?
You are the main character in
The dramatic storyline of your life
You choose the direction and destiny of
The outcome by acting your part well
Did not you know that good actors and actresses
They do not hit the high point of their career overnight
Let see them as good well!
Cultivating your talent through
Practice and acquiring
The necessary knowledge and skills
To improve and compete on an
Equal playing field with
Other actors take time and patience
Do not be satisfied to stay in a rut
Do not wait too long for the inspiration
To get your life on track
Take a long hard look at your life to discover
Whether or not you are on
Course to reach stardom
Okay Sari Mavi, you are the great own self is!
Choose wisely where are you headed by
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Smile Is The Simple Gift (For You)
No wrapping material can
transform the gift
into the giver's thought
One, you are on my mind.
Two, you are special.
Three, I am happy to share all
that I have with you.
A gift is a wonderful way to
express love and affection.
The gift can be as simple as a smile
Smile has the magic of touching, softening
and stealing the heart
Smile, it's the key that fits the
lock on everyone's heart
Smile is the simple gift can I
give to you
Let me be a smiling sun in the
your good times
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Anti-Aging Plastic Surgery
Life is unfair to women.
The worst of all of these burdens is not being allowed to age.
As we can see, millions of beautiful
and intelligent women are
Fighting against natural order
can have dire consequences.
We're not going to be uptight about everything
Say that you should never have
plastic surgery
But please, for the love of god, keep it small and simple.
Trying to alter yourself to look younger than
You actually are will most probably
Looking like an animated rubber duck.
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A Mother's Letter To Her Son
'My Son, Be a Straight Person'
There are two kinds of straight people:
First, He's really straight.
He will walk straight without turning left and right, regardless of what is going
on, no matter what other people are doing or needing.
The second, Just like the first Person, but, occasionally, he turned left and right.
He walks to the right - joyfully helps when a friend needs help. As he walks to
the left, there is something to do.
Then, he walked back straight ahead.
Of course, it took him a longer time span to achieve his goal. However, he was
endowed with age and energy that was so stronger than the first person.
In the end, the two righteous Persons reach the goal at the same time (because
God is the Master of Time) .
No matter what your circumstances, make yourself a straight person as a second
person.
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Do Not Be A Fool (To Yourself)
Your shadow is a constant companion
It goes everywhere you go, like your
guardian angel
You may not always acknowledge it,
but it is with you day and night,
come rain or shine.
You can run, but you cannot hide
from the shadow any more than
you can lie to yourself.
You will never go wrong by heeding
your interior voice, otherwise
known as our conscience.
What do you need to do to stay
true to self?
Listen with understanding to your intuition.
You are able to fool some people
some of the time, but you cannot
fool yourself!
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From A Distance
When we are falling
Wherein distance away going
Our love is tested and doubted every day
We could prove to each other that it's worth it
Wherever the distance away
I am going ease to find you
Nor though you are out of my sight
You will never be out of my heart
If you keep me in your heart, together we shall be eternal
If you believe, we shall never part
Behold on the few hours I spend with you
are more worth than
The thousand hours I spend without you
Should you know on your absence
Makes the heart grow fonder
It makes the rest of my life so lonely
This is falling in love in the cruelest way
I care for you so much
Because you mean the world to me
I love you to pieces, and
Wish you'd see that
From a distance there
We'll be unstoppable once our physically together
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For You 'love'
Love is the highest level of one's feelings in the world
Nothing is more valuable than the word 'L-O-V-E'
When you fall in love
You will also meet the sacrifices
You want it or not. Likes or dislikes
There is no real love in the world without sacrifice
Do you believe so much when someone says, 'I love you'
While he does not show through real action: a sacrifice
Then everything was in vain
When you fall in love, you feel obligation
Give 100 percent of what you have
When you know what love is
You will not sue for something in return
There you find two reasons
First, you love someone and love is not demanding
Second, because love does not demand anything, love only hopes
Then you will keep watching him, even if you know
He noticed someone else there
You keep looking at him, even if you know
In the depths of his eyeballs there is another figure that he desires
You also understand when someone becomes your world
It's like gravity that always keeps you falling over and over again
For you who understand love
There is never any doubt for you to smile again
Rise from sadness

Because love is at the highest level of human feelings
Although there is pain, but you ignore it
You will wait, even if you know
Waiting for you will be in vain (behind all the pain)
There is always the best smile
There is always the best hope
For you, love
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Caterpillars And Snakes (A Reflection)
Everything in the universe is being taught by
God is great for those who will think
Caterpillar
A caterpillar will fast for several months
If she wants to metamorphose into another form
Because the change is not an instant thing
It takes time and process to change
Snake
A snake must fast for several months
If he wants to change his skin
It takes time and process for him
Caterpillar
When the time is sufficient, the caterpillar changes
In another form, namely: a butterfly
A much more beautiful captivate than
When she became a caterpillar
So her name turned into a 'butterfly' preferred by anyone
Due to the elegance of her wings when she flies
Helps the pollination process on flowers
Snake
When it reaches the turn of the skin then peel off
Old skin replaced by new skin ones
He looks more 'fresh' with his new skins
But the physical form does not change
He is still a snake and is called a 'snake'
He was terrifying to anyone who met him
Children, adults, old and young people
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Living Life
Surely the world is not as cruel as I imagine.
He has given lessons on two things:
1. How to respond to circumstances,
2. How to be wise to live life
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The Essence Of Love
Never trust anyone
Those who bring religious jargon
Only to spread hatred
To others of different faiths
Ali RA said: 'HE IS NOT YOUR GROUP
IN FAITH IS YOUR BROTHER IN HUMANITY '
While heaven is for those who are
Loved all his brothers
Always willing to maintain peace and brotherhood
The religion does not teach hatred
But love
Religion was created not to cultivate hatred
Or even become a supremacy
Because the culmination of religion itself is 'Love'
When the feelings of Love can arise
Because we have a compassionate attitude
To anyone
Regardless of what is inherent in a person
Love has no bulkhead even though
It is as thin as anything
For those who interpret the Faith in life
The essence of Love has been taught by
Allah the Most Gracious & Merciful
For every creature on earth
He always divides the sun's light
To anyone
To man who does not believe in Him at all
Is not this a love lesson

For me and you?
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Tears For Ahok
In my beloved country it turns out a lot
The moneyed man who is not stingy
Just look how they are
Scatter the money
To seduce: those who are knowledgeable but ignorant
Fools who are always indifferent
Is there still a need for you to argue about
'Where does the conscience go? '
If money is God
Being dumb is a matter of pride
In my beloved country, things like this
It's so easy for you to meet, right now!
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A Death In Humans
When a child is born, from then on his death
Begin walking towards him, without any hurry
Death comes to every soul in various circumstances
Whether he died because of fatigue fighting in the way of God,
Or fight for the opposite truth
It is a death of glory
When he died defending what kind of evil
Always believed he was right
Invite others to oppose the truth
What he had always hated (and wanted to get rid of)
This is death that invites the calamity
The Lord said: 'Truly We have shown him a righteous path: there is a thankful
and some who can not be grateful.'
There are only two death options that can be taken by
Every soul is confined in the world
'Death wrapped in glory or death covered with calamity'
While death (undoubtedly) will came to him without haste
Then he must choose one between the two
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Woman
Do you know
One of God's unique creatures?
She is a woman
God says: 'I have created women
As a special being '
She is beautiful and strong
I strengthen her womb for
Save the human seed
I braced her shoulders for
Looking after her children
I confirmed her intention to
Keep fighting while others give up
I affirm her love, for the sake of distance
Her children from starvation
I give her instinct for
Always loving, even though she was hurt
I soften her heart for
Bringing peace to its surroundings
Indeed I created a woman
Not as a weak creature
If one day she cries
So I gave her tears for
Washing the wound in her heart
Gives her new strength
So she always smile

Know - the beauty of a woman
It was not from the clothes she wore
Nor is it from the body shape it displays
Or how beautiful the hair she has
The beauty of a woman must be
You see from the beauty of her heart
Because there is the door of the heart
'The place where love is'
Tap gently
With all the love you have
It's as easy as catching the heart signals - Wait a moment
She opens the door of her heart for you
The woman will put her love, not on
A magnificent palace with abundant treasure
But make her like a prisoner
In a beautiful cage
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The Activities Of Reason
One of the distinguishing features
Humans from animals lies in
Potential reason, the activities of
Reason, or the activity of thinking in
Contemplate the object thought.
The existence and functioning of sense
Can increase the degree and
Status of human existence in
Stints as Mandate holders 'worship'
On earth.
The Qur'an insists that thinking
Including activities grateful
Against the favor of Allah, whereas
Grateful for the favors of Allah,
Including the form obedience which
Has a value of worship.
Thus, about thinking in essence,
Is the Worship which is
Part of the humanitarian mandate.
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Whose Minds
Most of you learn and
Properly understand the teachings of the Quran
There are some of you learned but
Do not understand the benefits of the teachings of The Quran
God has given you a mind
So ye willing to think
Distinguish between your mind with His
other creatures
Most of you whose minds have been perfect
Always seek the truth
Then some of you with the imperfections of mind
Always wanted to maintain the truth for themselves
The Quran teaches:
Indeed, Islam is beautiful and peaceful
Indeed, Islam is a mercy to the universe
And the Holy Quran is a strong knot
For those whose minds have been perfect
They understand the true teachings of the Holy Quran
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The Essence Of Sustenance
Maybe you do not know where
The layout of your sustenance
But the sustenance you know where you are
From the deep blue sea, the earth, and the mountain
Allah commanded him toward you
God has guaranteed your sustenance
Since four months and ten days in your mother's womb
It is wrong for
Sustenance given meaning: the results of the work
Because the work is worship
While the provision is a matter for God
Neglect of truth for the sake of
Worrying about what has
Guaranteed by God is a double mistake
Human toil
For the sake of a number of figures
At the end of every month or every day
But he did not know whether tomorrow
He is still alive or die?
They forget that the essence of sustenance
Not what is written in figures
But what has been enjoyed
Sustenance is not always located on our work
God put it at the will of Him
Knowing the baby shedding
Then, walk Sarah with solitude
Between Safa and Marwa
She jogged, between anxiety and hope that is
Zam-zam instead emerged from her baby's toe
That is called ikhtiyar
Ikhtiyar an act, while
Sustenance was a surprise, because

It can come from unexpected places
And in case you do not forget
Later at the end of the world, that every soul will be resurrected, then
Asked about its sustenance during the life of the world:
'Where and for what? '
Because the provision is a 'right of use'
Usage for something that Halal will be judged
User to get Haraam deeds doom
So, do you envy the fortune of others
When you envy them, you also
Must envy the dead person's destiny
Due Allah has divided about
Sustenance, marriage and the age of his ummah
Without being able to be confused with one another
Resignation - pleased with the provisions of Allah
So whatever it is, you will
Sensing sufficiency and full enjoyment
Over the world and its inhabitants
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Fighter
you said that life
must be fought and fought
it is not good
when in life to be a loser
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Ketika Kamu Membela Agama
Bagimu membela agama adalah kehormatan
Tak perlu kamu bertingkah sebagai Tuhan
Yang bisa menentukan
Seseorang itu berdosa atau tidak
Boleh ataukah tidak boleh
Atau menghukum
Halal dan haram segala sesuatu
Sembari berkata:
'Ini boleh dan itu tidak boleh.
Ini haram dan itu halal.'
Padahal kamu belum mengetahui
Jiwamu sendiri
Apakah dirimu sendiri halal atau haram
Suci atau tidak suci
Lalu bagimu membela agama adalah
kehormatan
Belajarlah menjadi manusia
Sebelum mempelajari agama
Agar tetap menjadi manusia
Ketika kamu membela agama
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Mother 3
God could not be everywhere,
so he created mothers
Mother is the source of love,
compassion, sympathy,
and forgiveness
Several properties belonging to
God has mandated special for mom
(Love you mom)
That is why paradise lies under
the feet of mother
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You Are A Reflection Of
I heard one of them say:
'At the moment there are bad
qualities in you, you do not feel
something for the suffering souls.
When you see it in other people,
suddenly you feel hurt, even so do
you want to get away from them.'
Because you feel seeing their mistakes,
And for them, they could see their own mistakes.
'What you see in others that hurts
you, indeed, they are also not blind.
They also see what you see, because
you are a reflection of them.'
A mistake you've ever seen, it could
be on your own.
'Why did the thought never came
into my mind before? ' Indeed, I think.
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Its Having Time To Enjoy Your Life
To anyone who behold gets
The immense complexity of time on earth
What we do when
Strange things happened to us
Onto all of the time in our life
At the right time
Or the wrong time
For a short time
For a long time
Or for some time
Even in considerable time
What we know we have time
Its on our hands
Wherein we have good times
We also keep a past time
Or we try to find a grand time
Let remembering when times were
Better most of our time
And telling people
What we know
What we do
How it was in our time
When we enjoyed life times without number
For all of the time of our lifetime
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In A Name
When the soul and the spirit has
Dwells in eternity
Some of them,
Either known or unknown,
Expect about permanence and fragrance
Their current names in the world
Will it be just a word for
call them
Or would it be a legend?
What's in a name in the
Bodies had perished
Along with suffering
Borne by him
Can the truth be found there
In a name?
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They Call It 'human'
'Is it true that politics is cruel? '
(An unspoken question)
From which angle you are looking at?
Do not be put on God's perspective
God's perspective is in conformity with the contents of the Holy Qur'an
Run all the commands and prohibitions him properly, then that is true!
Do not cut the verse when applying in life, surely you will never find the essence!

Think about the meaning of jihad only when you've misinterpreted (it was
nothing but cruelty everywhere)
Are not humans endowed with a brain, thoughts, and feelings?
Therefore, he is worthy to be called Noble Creatures; that's what distinguishes
itself with animals
Unfortunately, humans prefer to deny the sides of humanity
To pollute the status of glory with their primitive desires are hard to break
Surprisingly, the man still considers himself a creature of God's most precious
Were happy to let regardless zoological instincts; then where is the difference?
Animals do not know politics. Politics is one of the pleasures of man. That is all
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The Global Transition
Globalization will make a difference only
for half the world's population;
These people have access to modern
technology, education, and travel
The other half will remain relatively
isolated due to poverty, strict Government policy, or both
Then, much more will remain in a state of
cultural transition, with marked psychological feeling of
Uncertainty and anxiety in an effort to
adjust to the global transition, at the same time!
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You!
I open my heart, welcome you to stay here,
then, in every single time, please, don't break my heart, you stay there.
I love every moment with you!
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Lelaki Itu Bernama
Orang tuanya memahami siapa 'Muhammad' itu, karena
Takjub dengan pribadinya
Terpesona dengan keteguhan imannya
Lalu menjadikan nama
Muhammad sebagai bagian dari
nama anak lelaki yang disayangi
dengan diiringi doa dan seribu
harapan sang anak meniru
perilaku dan pribadi junjungan
kaum Islam yang sebenarnya
Waktu berlalu; bayi lelaki mungil
itu tumbuh dan dewasa
Dengan segala kelebihan dan
kekurangan yang dimiliki
Dia ingin menunjukkan baktinya
kepada Orangtua, Negara dan
Agama
Tak ada yang protes ketika
mengangkat dirinya sejajar
dengan Habib
Karena kebodohan pengikutnya
dan lingkungannya, kala itu
Perkataannya bagaikan Sabda Bumi
Bagaikan Firman Allah yang
dicipta oleh mulutnya sedemikian rupa
Mampu membius para pemuda
yang dilegitimisasi oleh negara
Kemegahan mulai merasuk diri
Ketika memaksa orang-orang
menandatangani secarik kertas
Yang berisi keinginan menjadi
Imam Besar di Negeri ini
Lelaki itu memiliki nama yang

bagus: Muhammad Rizieq Shihab
Dia katakan Islam perlu dibela
dari orang-orang yang bodoh
Ternyata orang-orang bodoh itu
justru menertawakannya: 'Sejak
kapan Islam butuh pembelaan? '
Mungkin kecintaannya terhadap
agamanya hanya sekedar pencitraan belaka
Sejauh ada pundi-pundi emas
mampu menyesakki kantong jubahnya
Lelaki itu memiliki nama yang
bagus: Muhammad Rizieq Shihab
Perilakunya, sepak terjangnya,
aktifitasnya bernuansa agamis
Namun bikin miris
Sebagian dari jejak Muhammad
diikuti, melainkan hanya sebagian
kecil saja
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What Has Become Of Conscience
There are so many differences between us.
I tried to respond with maturity that has been growing inside of me.
Nobody told me this something that is easier to bear.
Learning to prepare for a situation that I had to face, someday.
At the time the night went silent, realizing so much difference between us.
All this time.
So that I can accept with all my self-consciousness,
what has become of conscience
'Love you with logic rather than just
emotion'
Hopefully...
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Wishes
Like the season of spring, I wish to enter your world
I hope that my days do not pass by in this desire
You're only mine my sweetheart
Just promise me so before you leave
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Forgive Your Haters
Forgive your haters
Do not bother yourself to always remember those who hate you
Only by remembering God reassure your heart
If you are able to have patience with yourself
Patience covers all the badness and goodness in yourself
If you feel unable to
Indeed, people are more inclined to kindness
Kindness brings peace to the soul
And for the sake of your soul quiet
Forgive your haters
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My Dad My Hero
Dad was a quiet man, a little smile,
and rarely laugh
If he spoke, there was something bothering him
If he smiles, there was something that
youched his heart
If he laughs, there is something that makes him happy
My Dad medium-bodied; he has two hands stocky
Tanned, broad-chested
Really, there is nothing special about his
appearance
Nevertheless, my Dad is a figure of a man who really cares about his children
Keep us from danger with both hands stocky
Clinging tightly to his chest, as I cried sobbing
His skin was tanned implying he's a hard worker against the sun
And two burly hands signifies the toughness he dispels difficulties
My Dad is my hero; a taciturn man with a slight smile,
and laughter is so rare
But he devoted affection for
his beloved family
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A Concert Of Life
If you look religious, it means
You still need a 'stage' for the concert to tell
To whom are your fans, how deep your religious side.
And for those who are truly religious, they are no longer
Thinking about earthly pleasures; about power;
About satisfaction of a depraved soul, and
About grandeur name, alone.
Their stage is really to serve the Lord Almighty;
Creating peace for other living creatures;
Maintaining peace and balance of the Worlds, as well as
Multiply practice for the afterlife, later.
If you still seem religious, you should never boast that state;
If you do not want embarrassing yourself!
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Aku Adalah Anakmu, Bunda
Kehidupanku sebagai manusia dimulai setelah pembuahan terjadi antara ayah
dan bunda.
Lalu Tuhan menitahkan aku hadir sebagai segumpal daging yang bernyawa,
tertanam di dalam kandungan bunda.
Aku tak pernah tahu bagaimana wajah bundaku, wajah ayahku.
Aku tak pernah tahu, apakah bunda seorang perempuan penyabar, ayah seorang
pemarah, atau sebaliknya.
Bahkan aku tidak tahu, apakah pembuahan itu dilakukan atas dasar cinta atau
sekedar nafsu diantara mereka.
Aku adalah segumpal daging bernyawa yang tertanam di dalam kandungan
bunda.
Wajar jika aku bertanya: Mengapa kamu menghadirkan aku di dunia?
Sering kudengar suara-suara berisik diluar antara kalian berdua; aku menebaknebak ayah marah. Aku mendengar tangisan pilu bunda. Ada apa ini? Aku pun
bertanya-tanya:
Apakah benar kalian menginginkan kehadiranku menjadi anakmu,
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I Am Your Baby Mum
My life as a human being begins after fertilization has occurred between a father
and a mother.
Then God commanded me present as a lump of meat that is lifeless, embedded
in the mother's womb.
I never know how to face my mother, my father's face.
I never know whether the mother of a female patient, a hot-tempered father, or
vice versa.
Even I do not know if fertilization is done out of love or just lust between them.
I was a lifeless lump of meat that is embedded in the womb of the mother.
Naturally, if I ask you: Why did you bring me in the world?
Often I heard noises outside between you two; I guess my father was very
angry. I hear bitter weeping mother. What is this? I wondered:
Is it true that you wanted me to be your baby, for now and forever?
Do you love each other or just lust that led me around the world?
Quarrels among you disturb the tranquility of myself in womb
What you would want for myself, then? Knowingly and all means ending the life
of an innocent man?
O you - my parents whom I loved
You should not stop living the life of anyone, I'm no exception. You want my
presence in the world, whatever the reason.
I am your baby, mum.
If you commit an immoral act or asocial. Know that your life becomes worthless
as a human being again.
Before God and man.
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What We Want To Do
We are faced with circumstances:
Problems that used to be muted
Suddenly erupted simultaneously
We are faced with the reality:
Who originally subtle differences
Now the reason for murder
If only we knew...
What we want to do
When we are so weak
We rely entirely on the power-law
When we are in despair
We fully expect the law wise direction
And we are in a position silent
Like to let it continue to happen
Or because a sane mind has conditioned us
Into the pretense that rough?
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Justice Belongs To Him
When the justice of God began to work
At the moment, all the pride that you have digging a grave for you
Then, if you die in glory or not?
Indeed, human knowledge can not judge it
Truthfully
The fairest
Only He is the omniscient
He is the one who is the Justice for all
Judge actions of his ummah
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Because Life Is Not Fair
I am not in control of this world
I can do everything right and
Even if, end up in a crappy situation
I could do everything wrong and
End up living on the high life
The only thing I need to worry
About is being honest
I will not lie to myself
Learn to understand myself
(I am trying to fully grasp what I needed and what I felt)
And think about what will be best for I am
Because life is not fair
There aren't any guaranteed ways
To achieve success or avoid misfortune
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Barriers Life
Barriers Life
The boundary line is human nature.
Without realizing it, we are a pile of bodies always
Bringing the boundary line of portable,
Here and there.
Determine the boundary line
With whom we will open our hearts,
With whom we had to cover ourselves.
Through the boundary lines..
We feel the outside world.
We take refuge from the outside world.
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A Prayer For Someone Who Beloved
Prayer is the language of longing
And love most quickly to
Hearts without the need to
Be heard or read
Since the presence of him who prove
I have a longing and love for him
Someone who that I loved one
I always pray to strengthen our love
In the power of the love of God
Let us give thanks and take care
The affection that has been given
To us
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And I Love You So
Me: How do you spell 'love'?
Heart: You don't spell it. You feel it.
(Me: Yeah, I am inside the feeling now)
Me: But how lucky I am to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard..
Heart: O my sweet, I am your best friend, your human diary, and your other half
Me: Thanks. But, if there ever comes a day when we can not be together.
Keeping me in yours - I will stay there forever
Heart: O sweetheart, you mean the world to me and I love you
Me: And I love you so
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When I Look Into Your Heart
The countless ways you've touched my heart
Now here we are face to face and heart to heart
It makes me realize
If I treasure you my love
I want to find a truth in you
I want to know we will never be apart
When I look into your heart
I want to know we will never be apart
And our love will never die
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Pray For Love
My Lord,
If my heart shows the truth
I entrust it to you
Give it to someone who really love me on your will
Take care of him for me
Until it's time..
All were wonderful to him and me
Aameen
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Loving You
My love,
You're the star of my sky
I want to love you with
All my feelings
Yes, with all my feelings
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Good Morning Hater
Some of them like a breeze blowing gently exhaling terror, slander,
and things negatively.
They also claimed to have rights, which can be used when talking,
no matter where it should put the ethics,
as much as possible argues as they did
Then haters feel free to offend the
rights of others; without being required to empathy,
They wants to knock some else down a notch
Good morning Hater, even though I am dealing with you,
If you wanna walk out of my life, then
I'll hold the fucking door open for you while saying: I love you!
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Do Not Be Afraid To Die How is good-looking your face
How much rich you are
How much famous you are...
You are nothing more than the composition of the list of names
has been established by The Almighty God
So there is no doubt that for the angel of death
bringing you to real home has become their duties
Your life will never perfect
if you are still running to look for
worldly pleasures
No matter how good-looking you are
No matter how rich you are
How do you influence the world..
Your name has been recorded in
the list of names for a new life,
where the results will
obtain perfection and justice
Do not be afraid to die Death will improve lives
Death for the justice of miserable souls
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Long Live Indonesia (My Beloved Country)
The hero has volunteered
sacrifice body and soul
Opened the way to be in clattering
the next life
Our country is becoming more civilized, well known, and parallel to
other nations in the world
And we are the children of
a great nation
Inheriting morale
always blazing
Today seventy one years of age
independence of our country
We realize not yet
fully independent
The road stretched but still
full of thorns
We still have to fight,
fighting and working
For one purpose: To
Indonesia prosperous and peaceful
Today seventy one years of age
independence of our country
We are children of
a great nation
And we are the igniter expectations
to Indonesia
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Human And Soul (A Note On The Soul)
He is human - he punishes everything by saying:
'It is allowed and it is not allowed.
It is not prohibited and that it is forbidden.'
But instead, he did not know about himself:
'Am I allowed or not allowed; should I not
be prohibited or forbidden?
Am I not a sacred or hallowed, ' for everything?
That man - who does not know his own soul,
But creating rules for himself and others.
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Minding Time
Today we know things are quite a bit more chaotic than earlier thinkers,
including
Plato, let on:
'We live in a chaosmos, not a perfect cosmos;
an open spiral not a closed circle.'
The orbital periods of the planets
shift ever so slightly as the years pass,
and the 'fixed' stars are actually not fixed at all.
Our universe is very strange, and measuring time is no easy matter.
Everything is spinning around everything else.
Time is then not a moving image of eternal perfection; rather, time is what
happens
when divinity loses its balance and gets dizzy.
But don't worry, there is nowhere to
fall over in the infinite expanses of space.
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Negeri Seterah
Di negeri ini terlalu banyak orang kaya yang tidak pandai bersyukur.
Terlalu banyak orang pintar yang mengerdilkan diri mereka dalam takabur.
Di negeri ini terlalu banyak orang yang berisik, demi kepingan recehan.
Mereka pun bersuara lantang, bahkan tak segan mengancam.
Terlalu banyak orang bodoh membela siapa yang membayar, membenci siapa
yang benar.
Entah hati mereka dimana,
Entah rasa malu mereka dimana,
Mungkin memang tidak punya atau
Memang tidak pernah ada.
Hanya di negeri ini jiwa nasionalis bisa diperoleh sesuai kebutuhan dan pesanan.
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Best Friend
Thank you for your trust,
Thank you for your appreciation on me,
I try to be your best friend,
With all the advantages and disadvantages that I've had,
Whatever the circumstances of us,
Thank you for being my best friend.
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So What?
When you increasingly close relationship with the pleasures of the world
And you always choose one direction with their
If you are someone who understands
So what makes you proud to do that?
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God Bless Your Love
If you love someone
Wholeheartedly
With the sincerity of your soul
If the time comes among one of you
Let her go and accompanied by a smile and sincerity
Remember, the angel of death only served separates physical
So if God wills
She will always be alive in your hearts
She will always be with you, be with you until God wills
Reunite you and her in paradise
Indeed He is the Most Gracious and the Most Merciful
He never bear to uproot the love of you
(God bless your love)
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I Am Hungry
If someone says:
'I want fried chicken, I want to eat grilled meat, I want cookies, I want fruit, I
would like nuts.'
Humans then counted and named one by one anything he needs
But the origin of all that desire is only one, that is hungry.
When the man had filled his belly with one of these foods,
Then he said: 'There is no longer required
of those foods.'
Surely something interesting man there is only one,
But appear in a variety of ways.
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God Wills
'.. However, when you rely solely on your mind and thoughts,
Without a glance to God,
Forgetting that everything comes from God, then
He made it as a drawback for Islam.
When you invent a deal with them; ruthless barbarians who justifies brutality,
You destroy the innocent, those who disagree with you.
Know that in the end, you only destroy Islam,
Indeed, the Almighty makes sense and effort that you are proud of,
And you expect as a way to perpetuate Islam
Being a blind destruction..'
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Confession (I'm In The Month Of Ramadan)
Ramadan has arrived - I was preparing and intend to practice as instructed by
the Lord
'Ramadan is a month full of wisdom, mercy and forgiveness'
'Indeed, Ramadan was tough for a truly wants mercy of his Lord'
While I was in my doing - '30 days than just emptying my stomach'
'I've never been able to curb the anger, I still like to gossip'
'I'm still doing old sins, so that the devil was bored to see it'
Every beginning has an end. Every Ramadan ends - I've never felt to be a
winner;
'During Ramadan I gave a little food on my soul'
Throughout my age waited, anxiously await the coming ramadan
'Ya Rabb, a meeting back me with thy upcoming Ramadan'
Because I want to improve my faith
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Today Is My Birthday 1
O God, today I know that my age has
shrunk one
Hopefully I increasingly mature when
looking at the world
I'm getting wiser in defining the meaning of life
Thanks God, you have bestows favor and
fortune to me
Although you do not always ease all
my problems
I know you want me to be a strong woman
in every trial that you send me
May the blessing is always in my life
Aamen
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Desires
If someone educated and want to be praised
He was subject to the direction and power of the ego itself
He would delight him expectantly, so that the people watching her
Then, his behavior and habits to be away from the truth
Minds can not control his temperament
Morality itself unable to prevent it from bad deeds
While he enjoyed the desire praised - which flows from the people around him
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Fools
In my country, for the sake of coins
Too many fools are outspoken;
do not even hesitate to threaten
Defending who pays
Hating who is right
Either where their hearts
I wonder where they embarrassed
Maybe they do not have or
It never existed..
That's how the people in my country
They hate who's right for the sake of coins
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Milky Way
The stars twinkle charming were
scattered in the universe
The wind sighed softly in the empty
field
A planet a Galaxy been away
Leaving an empty space in the Milky Way
Milky Way
Could you see that we are nothing more than dust of?
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Money, Money, Money
Introduce my name is MONEY
My physical appearance mediocre.
Tend to be weak and easily torn, but
I can change lives, even plunge
humanity into contempt
I can change behavior, even the
Human character, because they are
So idolized me
Some people consciously change his
Personality, do not feel guilty of
Treason against friends, no longer
Embarrassed to sell her body, not
Even hesitate to renounce her faith.
All done for the sake of money!
I do not know the difference in
Degree, but humans use me as a
Benchmark: a person is rich or poor;
Honored or insulted someone, based
On how much I am in the grip
I'm not the evil, but often people
Commit atrocities against human
Beings, to protect me
I'm just a means of payment your
Prescription, but does not have the
Power to extend your life
I would never sacrifice themselves to
Anyone, but some of those people
Would die for me
So obviously, I was a human creation,
Although my body was worn but still
Have a price!

However I am not God. I wonder how
People worship as they worship the
Lord their God
I respect even more human, more
Submissive and obedient to me
Do not they remember the message
Of God, do not you become a slave to money
I am the one who should serve man,
But why the human race wants to be my servant?
My name is 'Money' would like to
Remind you that I am is a human creation
I'm just a fool decoration and
Fascinating world for you, O my lovers
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The Value Of Making Mistakes
You have all the object lessons you
need in life
From nature and people you interact
with attitude
Within a keen eyes for details
And You learn to avoid those mistakes to
improve your lifestyle
So You can influence other people's
lives by the way you live
How often do you seek to learn from
other's mistakes?
You should learn from the mistakes
of others
For reminds that your mistakes are
also object lessons for others
When they're returned, then
From the mistakes of others, a wise
man corrects his own
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Happiness
Many people spend their lives waiting to be happy
It's not always easy, but you can choose to be happy
Happiness not only feels good, but it is good for
Your health, your relationships, your work, and your life in general
Experiencing true happiness is a matter of changing your thoughts
Being grateful, being kind, smiling, and living a life you love
Wake up each day with a smile on your face
Clear your mind of any negative thoughts
- The sweetest glow of inner contentment Imagine happiness - This world needs more happy people. What a precious gift!
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Smile
I was feeling pretty down today
While I was out on my lunch break
A stranger flashed me a huge smile
When I smiled back I realized
I didn't have much of a reason to be feeling down
That stranger's smile turned my whole day around
Like radiance from the cloud-surrounded moon
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When I Laughed
There was a time when I found it hard to be grateful for anything
I was happy, more or less, but I couldn't feel 'grateful'
But I did notice, when I laughed,
I did feel grateful. I felt appreciation.
It was a deep feeling of appreciation.
If you have trouble feeling grateful
Think of one thing
Anything
That makes you laugh
You will find it much easier to be grateful
When you are laughing; Laughing is a path to appreciation
So, Appreciation Begins Within
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Say About Flowers
Flowers are a ray of beauty out values all the utilities of the world
Flower is the easiest way to show your feelings and emotions
When we see beautiful flower, we feel happy
They are a simple and sincere way to lift our spirits
The most beautiful flowers can bring a smile to someone faces who
has been sick or having a rough day
Sweetheart, Sweetheart
I would pleaded of you being the most beautiful flower in my world
Because you are really incredible thing in
my life
Believe me!
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Missing
No one is able to withstand the speed of the times
I have been getting humans grow and getting smarter
Human beings are clever to write his book
I saw them hold a book, reading as they like
They get thousands of information therein
Books can take you anywhere, anytime, without limitation
Until one day, we get the books are no longer printed
At that time everyone reads through digital
Suddenly the system stops by the sleazy person
Who wants the data is missing, including the scriptures
What would we done, before it actually happens then?
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What Is Love
What is love?
The answer remains elusive in part
Because love is not one thing
Love for parents, partners, children,
Country, neighbour, God and so on
All have different qualities
Each has its variants-blind, one-sided,
Tragic, steadfast, fickle,
Reciprocated, misguided, unconditional
At its best, however, all love is just the same kind of
A passionate commitment that our lives were
Filled with enormous love
Nurturing and development both, even though it
Usually arrives in our lives unbidden
That's why it is more than just a powerful feeling
Without nurturing, even the best can wither and die
Without the passion, it is mere dedication
Without the commitment, it is mere infatuation
What is love..
Because love is not one thing
'Love is a passionate commitment'
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Your Eyes
It is said that the eyes are the mirror of the soul and
There is lot of truth in it
Your eyes are the doorway to your heart
They reflect your emotions and your inner being
Unless of course, people take time to actually look deep into those two oceans
of blue
One look into the eyes can reveal if
You are hiding sadness behind a smile,
Or are lying to the person you love
You can say, your eyes betray you, every time
You try to do something differently
It is no wonder why, that the eyes are said
To be the open windows to the soul of a person
It simply bares all, which is why you have so many people saying,
There's a truth in the eyes saying a thousand different words
There's the heart that feels and the eyes that reflect the same glorious story
The eyes shout what the lips fear to say
The eyes tell a story no one will ever understand
A lot can be concluded from the expression of your eyes
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An Open Letter To The Haters (From The Frogs And
Tadpoles)
Dear Haters, you really impress us, the frogs and tadpoles,
Spontaneous speech could also be a reference, also describe how you fail to
understand on a situation
We, the frogs and tadpoles, amazed, how
can
You preach hatred with joy
You slander spread throughout the world with passion
We, the frogs and tadpoles, sympathize with you; you guys are the ones who
often
Being silly and stupid, less thought, always stress and suffering
When you see the goodness and honesty
Looks like your life unhappy
Dear Haters, our thanks to you, because we learn a valuable lesson from you
'One thing is for sure, if you want to close a lie, then you have to invite friends.
If you want to maintain honesty, then you must invite your opponent.
Because the opponent can not be dropped when you are doing things that are
honest, but can drop you when you become dishonest. '
Regards,
The frogs and tadpoles
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Note To Self (Self-Criticism)
Millions of information coming in all the time, it made me breathless
Often read posts that do not have the spirit for readers
Every time listening to the words uttered without depth of meaning to the
listener
Without blaming the writer or speaker but
I said to myself, what a fool I was! 'For what I read? ; What should I hear it! ? '.
I felt my head most of the content is rubbish, at least!
(I criticizing myself who couldn't listen to another second of their foolishness, so
I told myself to be quiet it will being pleasant to me)
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Pride
If you tell the world about your pride
Then someone says, 'You are really great'
(This is really pleasant you. Admit it)
Do you not realize
The tumult of appreciation is just a moment
When they show empathy merely an expression without information
(And with the passage of the time, no one is considering the greatness of it,
except yourself)
If someone says, 'You are really great! '
Will make you 'self-low' or low self-esteem?
Know that your pride has colorful so interesting,
Indeed he burn yourself slowly
In the face of a man
In front of God
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Mother 2
Mother,
Lend me your heart for a while
So I learned to give and forgive
Lend me your strength for a while
So I learned to stand against bitter life
Lend me your love for a while
So I can feel the sincerity, the sacrifices that you have done
Lend me your smile for a moment
So I can understand the feelings hidden
away deep within your heart

Mother,
You are the most precious treasure on earth, I'll take care of you,
Always!
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Borderline
We are souls who always carry a portable boundary lines
Wherever we are
Borderline that determines:
With whom we open our hearts. With whom we restrict ourselves
In the presence of strangers - we do not know at all, we look away from his gaze
When we were in the crowd, we read a book, or immerse ourselves in thousands
of bits of alphanumeric characters on the screen gadget
When a stranger touch us, we feel uncomfortable
If touching, caressing that our loved one, we are filled with joy
Then, among the comrades and friends, we split box-boundary lines in the
spectrum of categories:
Pals, casual relationships, friends far away, up to the outside
It's borderline confine, restrict, protect, and establish a safe zone
- A place where we feel the relief and comfort
Through the borderline, we felt the outside world
Through the borderline, we take refuge from the outside world
We will always carry a portable boundary line, wherever we are
Without us knowing
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Me And Hijab
Have you heard this: 'Woman is beauty'
And hijab?
Hijab is a piece of cloth
That will wrap up a perfect beauty of the figure of Muslim women
Hijab makes beauty Muslim woman as a mysterious and taboo subject; the
boundaries were hard and firm
Undeniably, beauty wrapped in hijab is always interesting to know
Sometimes it can be tangible wild imagination; who dare to fondle zones outside
the boundary line to be disclosed; mingled with curiosity, fear, guilt, challenges,
desires, and feelings of guilt
I was struck by the many rules would handcuff themselves in hijab:
Hijab
Hijab
Hijab
Hijab

with
with
with
with

a bad attitude is not hijab
tight clothes is not hijab
hair on the side is not hijab
layers of makeup is not hijab

Really it is not easy to be a habit, along with compliance
Despite my desire to be obedient hijab, not to fashion the moment
While in human beings have a tendency to resist and rebel lines predefined limit
Starting from reluctance, I was grateful when the heart is slowly opened, and I
tried to step
Step by step
It turned out that obedience brings serenity
It turns out simpler, more awake and sweeter seen
I wear hijab with love,

I wear hijab with pride, and
If I'm wearing it right..
As the sky is always beautiful with its star; I was always pretty with my hijab
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Long Distance Relationship
Something I say when I ?think that the ?opinion I have just ?expressed about
Something is ?correct and that there is
No other way of ?thinking about it:
I
I
I
I
I

don't miss you
don't care you
don't think of you
have gotten used without you
am over you; You've been forgotten!

This is it! What a perfect lie!
Sweetheart, I telling the truth,
I did the right thing: Dear God. I love you more than anything
For heaven's sake, I hope you know enough by wordlessly
'A man is not where he lives, but where he loves'
Keeping in mind we've got a deal to lives in our love, then
We will survive through this distance
Distance only matters to the mind, not to the heart
As far as we're concerned that bad things
happens to us, because we are dumbass!
Lets fulfill hearts by faithfulness to build our love, Sweetheart
May God bless us
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Earth Humans
From day to day, the Earth we live is getting older.
The more strange things happen outside the logic of human-caused.
When will we realize, how to treat the Earth increasingly aging?
Earth is not as healthy as they used to be?
Be aware, O friend, the earth is not ours,
Though the Earth was created to bear a heavy responsibility for the survival of
living creatures
From the contents of his stomach, he spends what is best for the welfare of
mankind
While the man fall asleep with all the facilities provided by the Earth.
Humans who are utilizing the Earth; but are reluctant to realize that
Soil, water, plants, trees, and all the elements within it must be protected and
cared for, because of limitations; Nothing lasts forever.
In fact, some of us, intentionally hurting the Earth just for personal gain
It's the humans are selfish beings who never thinks: 'We owe it to the Earth. And
the Earth is a small planet in the universe.'
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Wisdom Begins
A conversation
Son: Dad, tell me a knowledge that you have, while I do not know about it, at
all!
Father: It's my pleasure my son. Do you ready to listen?
(The boy was nodded)
Father: Okay, and Please come closer to me.
Wisdom. Do you know about wisdom?
(The boy shook his head)
'Wisdom is the ability to think strategically with the help of Knowledge,
experience, common sense and insight to come up with solutions to challenging
situations in life.'
Son: How do I acquire wisdom?
Father: Knowledge is one portion of wisdom.
Gain knowledge, learn from experience, and use your common senses to tap into
the reservoir of wisdom starting, if you haven't already.
Son: How long does it take to be wise?
Father: No brick and mortar school establishment offers courses on wisdom.
No one graduates from the school of wisdom.
You learn wisdom from the school of life.
The more wisdom you acquire, the less wisdom you have.
Son: But when does wisdom start to trickle in?
Father: Wisdom takes time to cultivate.
You don't learn wisdom. You earn it.
'Wisdom begins in wonder.. Don't let the noise of others' opinion drown out you
own inner voice.'
With your age and experience comes wisdom anyway — hopefully!
As he had hoped - he felt pleased
The boy stared him and smiling..
'Thank you dad. How much I love you.

I love you too, son.'
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Budak Kekuasaan
Di negeri ini tampaknya semakin atraktif
Dari politisi, menteri, musisi, bahkan pemimpin agama ribut membentuk opini
Ada pula mantan menteri dan petinggi yang turut berpartisipasi
Sementara sang mantan majikanmenyatakan
keprihatinan sembari menepuk dada sebelah kiri
Di negeri ini rakyatnya sudah semakin berubah
Dari karakter hingga kesantunan; yang mana, dahulu pernah jadi kebanggaan
Di negeri ini, melakukan unjuk rasa selalu jadi pilihan; semua seakan-akan
mengerti permasalahan
Semua nampak lebih percaya diri dalam kerumunan
Sumpah serapah, hujatan, dan ancaman pun berhamburan
Tak ada ketakutan bila bersatu dalam kerumunan
Di negeri ini akan kau temukan orang-orang yang mendadak menjadi kritis,
ketika bicara tentang kekuasaan
Semua besar kepala, namun tak mengerti ahlak berkata-kata

Tapi apalah daya, sebagian dari rakyat di negeri ini malah tertawa terbahakbahak dengan kebisingan yang ada
(Ini adalah sinetron asli yang disutradai oleh Tuhan)
Bisa ditonton sekarang dan sangat diupayakan memenuhi target waktu tayang
Selamat berjuang para budak kekuasaan
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For Him
Handsomeness you are able to make women crazy
I'm a lucky woman to have you
Although actually means, I was so tormented by your handsome face
Who would not be proud to have a handsome lover fascinating?
However, your good looks make me mad because we thought could never be in
line
Then, why persist in the situation that sucks?
Could be, I'm not a woman as you expect
And I did not want to have a lover who just rely on good looks shapely
(Hello world, who says, love has no logic?)
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The Slaves Of Power
In this country seems more attractive
From politicians, ministers, musicians, religious leaders even noisier form
opinions
There is also a former minister and officials participating
While the former boss expressed concern as he patted the left chest
In this country people are getting changed
From characters to modesty; which, had once so proud
In this country, demonstrating always be an option; all seemed to understand
the problem
All appear to be more confident in the crowd
Curses and threats was scattered
There was no fear when united in a crowd
In this country will you find people who suddenly became critical when talking
about power
All the big head, but did not understand the moral saying
But alas, the majority of people in this country actually laughing with existing
noise
This is an original soap opera directed by God
Can be viewed right now and it strived to meet the target time slot
Good luck the slaves of power
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To Notice With Care Of Our World
What a pity you, O Earth
At least six suicide bombs have exploded during this March
Starting from a suicide bomb blast shook the region of Ankara, Turkey on
Sunday, March 13th
At least 34 people were killed and 75 others injured
After that, a suicide bomb blast occurred again in Turkey on Saturday, March
19th
This time attacking the city of Istanbul and killed five people
Two female suicide bombers at a mosque, the city of Maiduguri, Eastern Nigeria,
on Wednesday, March 16th
About 22 people were confirmed dead in the explosion
Two locations in the capital of Belgium, Brussels, the target of a suicide bombing
on Tuesday, March 22
The first bomb exploded at Zaventem International Airport
Then the next bomb exploded in a subway station Maelbeek
The death toll reached 28 people. Hundreds of people were injured
A suicide bomb exploded after an amateur soccer match on Friday, March 25, in
Iskandariyah, Iraq
At least 32 people were killed in this incident
Earth back mourns bomb explosion in Lahore, Pakistan, on Sunday, March 27
yesterday
Approximately 69 people were confirmed killed in a suicide bombing
Hundreds of people were injured, mostly women and children, who were feeling
pleasure enjoyed their holidays
In any case they are innocent victims
O Earth, what a pity you!
At your age that is increasingly aging, often witnessed the needless deaths of
every precious life

Sari Mavi

Believe In Love
Believe in love when he speaks
'Let me find a way for both of you'
'I will always wrap your heart both with a blanket of affection that I have'
'If you find a tear, should not be immersed in grief. If there is laughter, that's the
joy in the beauty of love! '
Believe in love when he is present among us
Never determine the direction of our love
Let destiny runs on each soul
Let the love stop journey to our destiny
Love you in silence was nothing wrong
I never lost my enthusiasm. I never lost my longing
Longing is always there. Even the increasingly growing for you
My loneliness is always beautiful
Therefore do not be upset when I said to my mind that you are just my friend
That is, I do not like my own mind. Sometimes, she turned envy and hurt me
I'm more open to my heart: You are my Prince
However love more understandable by heart: 'Believe in love when he speaks'
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Mission Accomplished
There's a person on my mind, in my heart
At the same time someone can also see my uncertainties, any doubts,
frustration..
There is a person on my mind, in my heart
But I can not announce to him: yes, our relationships becoming reality
I'm not sure about what steps undertaking
If I should wait; if he's quite matches with my expectations
I'm doubting and asking myself..
Is this going to bring happiness
and joy of living?
Therefore I'm waiting for it happens
There is a person in my heart
I have been blew him away from my mind anyway!
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Good Morning Earth
Good morning earth
It was still early when I saw on television
Protracted madness that has become a habit
I saw the horror of barbarism
I saw the expanse of land being dirty by
Blood
Clouds of smoke rising from buildings or houses ravaged
Innocent bodies lying lifeless; Actually lives no longer have a price!
Good morning earth
I think about the 'what's with the man in lately? '
Then I analyze it possible expanse land which has been contaminated by the
results of savagery, then, attached to the properties of soil nutrients, the basic
properties of soil on the surface of the earth, and humans eat what grows from
the earth thus reviving lust corporeal?
Good morning earth
Is it true that if I asked, 'So, the only place liveable make dirt is the earth? '
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Feeling Blah!
I'm bored with you
I wanted to disappear from your sight
I wanted to get away from the bustle of our world
Just a moment
Let me in my solitude
I heard a sigh of subtle breath
Hear my heart beat regular
Hearing a series of sentences from my conscience
I ignored that during this time
Because I was too afraid of losing you
When you embrace me
When you're on the side of I
But I lost who I am?
Let me in my world; My world is not as dark as you might expect
Only silence there; What I need now
Just a moment
(Before I'm really tired of you)
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A True Friend
I know you are angry
It takes a few minutes
To ease the turmoil in the soul
To calm the anger in you
I know you are angry
When I left you
Let you enjoy the solitude
Although you say, 'hey! It does not mean I hate you! '
Come on, go for a walk
To help clear up your mind
To help open your mind
Before you open your mouth; say something stupid
I will not leave you alone
I know that hard times..
It will always reveal true friends
A true friend
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Fighting For Love
I say, will never feel tired to wait..
Not to just calm the heart; Not to just kill some time together in
Because I believe you're the who could fill the flaws,
Not just to fill the void inside me
Did not I always say that it is never tired when waiting for you
(It is not possible for me to let you go)
If I had to fight to be a winner who won your heart, as well as a whole to have
you
Then, is there anything more valuable than 'Happy with you until it's my time
limit'?
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Only Fools
Tell the world what you want to say
Tell the world what makes you hurt
OK. Just tell the world (if you let me hear it)
I will be fine
I will not blame you
I will not justify you
Know that there are two fools here: Me and You
There would be no debate as you want
However, I can not prove to the world
They understand what the difference; only fools
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Loves You
Why does my heart fighting for you, when my mind wants you to go! ?
Falling in love with You, sometimes I define a curse
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Which House That We Missed
Do not we always deny the Earth just a stopover for a few days?
Indeed, Heaven is the most beautiful home that Almighty prepared for us
Inside, the occupants who love each other; there was no envy or hate
They always speak words soothing
Heaven is an undeniable pleasure.
There is no heat troublesome. Nothing alarming hunger
Look, we are. We're just a pedestrian on the way back home
Allah has prepared roadbook so we do not get the wrong direction
Turning to Hell, the house of Satan, the accursed by Him
The house was extremely hot, full of misery
While the inhabitants earn the anger of the Almighty
And both are Heaven and Hell, always waiting for the good news of the Angel of
Death
Faithfully waiting when the owners return..
Indeed, Heaven is the home of the future promised by God to us
Then, hell..? Certainly not a decent place for us back home
Once we know that the Earth is only a temporary stopover
And the world is not our home
(Which house would you missed on the way home?)
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Come On Sari Mavi (I And The Sun)
Hi Sari Mavi, I am your sun
Life is a long journey which I witnessed
While life is a collection of your days sped rapidly
When daylight came to move, you grow, mature
Began to meet bitter life
Thus, in one day, all of a sudden you're drowning in sadness, because of failure
or loss
On the next day, you are pierced by pain
Hope the day soon passed
Sari, when the days are bad start coming in, you never know
When did he come knocking on the door
Are not you still laugh yesterday then the day after tomorrow you sink into sobs?
Yesterday you were blessed with a lot of things
And then you fell down, beaten hands down by life?
Really painful days. Do not combated painful days
Never you opponent, because you're bound to lose
Although you feel sick that day
I remain present with beautiful, as you can see now.. (I'm stunned)
Look at me, my red color tinge began to tread the horizon
I painted the sky with beautiful colorful mine
Looks very beautiful, is not it?
Although you feel disgusted by the day
But I will keep rising and rising
No matter what you feel
If you're trying to fight the painful days
If you hate it, really, it is very wrong
And it never solve the problems
O Sari Mavi

Embrace the whole hatred. Hold on tight
The only way for a peaceful heart
No need to be sad, do not be hated
Life is not about beating anyone
Life is just about peace in your heart
When you are able to settle, then (that's when) you have
Win the whole battle
Know, O Sari Mavi
I will always rises
And you watched spellbound
Even if closed overcast or fog
I will keep rising (along your life)
Come on, Sari Mavi - Did not you always can see a beautiful day in the worst
days, though?
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Short Messaging (To Saying Goodbye)
Good morning Dealova
How did you sleep last night?
Are there still to be discussed after the conversation last night?
To me, it looks like the conversation has come to the end conclusion..
All judgments about myself, I do not care
I'm responsible for my past
I take full responsibility for my happiness
This is my life!
I let you go, Dealova
Dear me, it is tantamount to tearing half of my heart
While all the hatred that gave me - I can chew!
Through this short message I tell you..
This morning I have concluded - when fate willed another for us
Good morning Dealova
Wish you a good night's sleep
God bless you

Regards,
Sari Mavi
Sari Mavi

O Sari Mavi, Wake Up!
O Sari Mavi!
Could you be patient, because every moment yourself in tests of life?
Are you able to understand the game of sense, because he is always looking for
your weaknesses?
Could you achieve the inner peace, if you often complain, 'my prayer was not
granted'
O Sari Mavi!
Why are you in such a hurry, do not be patient
Wanting it all happened in an instant?
While the Almighty finish everything slowly
Is not everything that can be touched and seen requires a process to happen?
O Sari Mavi!
You do not complain if your prayer has not been granted
Perhaps you have not fully draw closer to Him, or
Perhaps you have not earnestly pray, or
May the Almighty wants is not given in the world, but in the hereafter
O Sari Mavi, wake up!
Allah the Almighty loves prayer being said with downcast face - full of confidence
and tears
Indeed, Allah the Almighty with His servants who do not despair
Good luck to you realize that your self really helpless
Allah is the only strength for you
The Almighty as best friend and helper in all your affairs
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Being In The Dark Or Bright
What comes to your mind
Being in the dark?
Dark to make yourself not safe
Dark to make yourself uncomfortable
You will try to find the light
To guide your steps
Out of the dark
Freed from the darkness
What comes to your mind
Be in the light?
Sometimes bright make yourself uncomfortable
Bright make yourself closing your eyes
Excessive bright light - dazzling
Can not save yourself falling into the darkness, then
Being in the dark or light, do not deny
Do not live by receiving one side of life
Use the view of the inner eye of yourself
When your eyes are not able to reach a view
Undoubtedly, the inner eye will provide vision
Much more essential
Being in the dark or bright
In this world
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Why
Why the feeling never changes?
Hoping realize what the actual contents of hearts:
Longs that there are deeper
Is there in your heart, as in my heart?
Is it not easy to understand?
A moment to realize what the actual contents of hearts:
Longs that there is more depth..
Is there a heart like mine:
Hoping to get back together
Why love is not easy to understand?
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Life Is Yours
Live you in your own life, because life is yours
The important thing is not when your life will end, but how to begin to give
Meaning and enjoy every groove of life that belongs to you
Cry, if you need to cry
Smile, if you need to smile
However, do not try to control this life, because all the energy that you have to
be drained; Vain
Just follow each groove of life that has become a reality of your life
Remember, you definitely have an advantage, not a disadvantage
Indeed, it is impossible, God brings a disadvantage in being his creations; Human
Except for those who just do not appreciate themselves..
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The Beauty Of Longing
I feel like that's what
A sense of loss
Just because longing
Maybe it was too much
For you, not like what I felt
Perhaps it was childish
For me, as always you say
Longing is a feeling of happiness
Due to the merging of feeling
Between me and you
Creating space longs
Understand distances spanned
It's not easy to conquer
While sincerity is often
Torn apart by prejudice
The beauty of longing that we feel
We believe it will be a handheld, then
Do not be released please
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Let's Face It
If you can not find her on this day and the next
Something has happened, and it's not solely her fault
She has made his best efforts to self
She has made the best decision for her life
With the contents of the dirty minds
Turmoil unbearable lust
You have a wild imagination
About women, about herself
Did you know that women are not as weak as what you think
Women are not as bad as what you thought
For her, you're someone who sucks
No longer as a proud friend
Learn to appreciate women
However gentle woman's heart is easy to forgive and forget easily
If you can not find her on this day and the next
No need to be disappointed because she had to forgive and forget you
Is not life simpler? but you have made it complicated
So, let's face it
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After What Happened
I reflect on a few verses Gibran
'Children born through their parents, but
Not their parents who give children life,
God who gave '
Children only God entrusted to their parents
Although parents have to care for and raise their children, but
Children are not the right of parents to control them
O parents
On behalf of affection to your children
You work day and night; pursue worldly
While attention to them you ignore
So pathetic
Negligence you do
It's despicable to God
Did you both have held an agreement with the owner of Life that
'Your children are not yours,
They are the sons and daughters of Life'
O parents
Whatever happens on your children have
A decree of the Almighty
Sincere and repent
After what happened
It was better
For both of you, do not blame each other
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Caught In The Past
Occasionally I grimace - to keep from Crying
Really, I am not the weak who cry
But, if I think about you
Suddenly I incarnated as the melancholy
Because my love directed straight at
The figure who always carve sad..
You!
I was a faithful clouds drifting behind
Your step
To shade yourself from the sun
That I do not want to touch your skin
I was moving breezy wind to cool
Your body
I was a devotee you
The whole universe knows
Because I'm too in love you
I who love to grieve when considering
About you
Though the world has taught me
About love others that
May be created for me
If I always refused because
I could never completely eroded
Carving your name
I always helpless scrape out of
Affection to you
Maybe I was stupid woman who always
Attach themselves to the endless
Sadness about you
You should be my last story
You made my time runs out
Spell your name
Although deserted always come
Ambush without a care about
My pain because of your loss

I want you to really become my past
So teach me to be able to let you
I had been caught the past
Until this moment still in a state Incapable
Unable to forget you....
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What Pleases
This is the Earth
Our home
Where we are
Where we live, grow and reproduce
In a relationship
As well as fighting and hurting
each other
Let there be peace on earth
What pleases!
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Mother 1
Mother, I was too young to understand the meaning of rich and poor
That requires you to work as wage laborer
Every day - without knowing pause
As usual, you always put me down in the shade,
Not far from where you work
It is customary my mother said: sit down and be silent here.
Do not go anywhere, so I can find you after work.
I always nodded, a sign that I understood the words of my mother
While working, my mother occasionally watching me, smiling, and back to work
I see my mother, so agile in work
Mother, I was too young to understand,
Why should you work?
Is your work too heavy or too light for you to carry on?
Why do you keep silent when a man was mad on you while you work?
Frequently, I am sleepy while waiting for you
'Let's go home darling this day has been completed properly.
Tonight we'll enjoy the dinner
I jumped for joy, for two candies in the grip of mother
Mother
I am happy when you go to work
Because you always asked me to participate
Because I love the crowds in town
Because I enjoy being with you
And get candies
I told mother, I do not understand about poverty
But I understand you
An ordinary and strong woman
With a pile of grass on the right shoulder
While I'm swinging on your left shoulder
Very strong shoulders to bear life
Look at my mother who walks happily, although sweaty

While I swing to the left and right
OK mom, let's go home now
Tomorrow we'll get back to your work
And I get candies
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Oops!
When money can buy pridefulness
No matter there is hypocrisy
No matter the rottenness
No matter all the invisible
Look!
Fools it has closed his conscience
Just a mere flummery
Where their morality?
Oops!
Why are you still questioning the politics without ethics
If money do the talking?
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As Much As I Think
When someone tries to give explanations
The most logical and sensible
Why his truth is true
He maintained desperately; in various way and sayings
When they argue
Noise happens everywhere
'How true that truth is he? '
Although the public blame, but partner justifies
Humans think and always think to look for
Something that is true of
Truth be true
As much as I think that
Truth is not complicated
The simple truth..
If only people had a ratio as well
Emphasizes moral in assessing the truth
The truth is always true although some blame.
So instead, mistakes still wrong though anyone justify
Is it true! ?
(Then I thinking they would argue with me)
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Rent-Seeking Politician
The theories used bad politician is
Always the same:
Approaching businessman while playing the power
Then flows coffers of wealth;
In accordance with the agreement
Cooperation authority and power is
Always the same pattern
Calculations were impressed that's it,
Actually dangerous
But the lust for riches make
Politicians and businessmen play
Dirty, even carelessly
Perceived time is so thin, they must
Immediately prepare financial energy
In order reelected as ongoing
Electoral contestants
Perpetuate power, not maintain
The trust of people
Meanwhile, businessman also pursue payment for
Solidify the position through lobbying power with
Promising a number of donations not be doubted
Politics is always for the people,
Not the politicians
But politics always passes through
The stomach politicians, first
Prior to rest up for the people
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Tribute To Loving You
I thank you for being there when I need someone
For being the reason I smile
Often I tell you deeply I love you
And if tomorrow I wake and find, then
There will be no more days with you
I’ll thank you for all you’ve left behind; It will help to carry me through
I thank you for your love, your strenght, your kindness, your smile
For all you give to me unconditionally
Often I feel how thankful I am for you
I thank you for yesterday,
today and tomorrow
I love you without end; Your love always within my life
I thank you for every moment that I knew you
For every second that you ever been a part of my life
I had to keep going; Where do I find the twilight, I left my love at there
When I tell you how deeply I love you
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Perfection Protect From Allah (Dhikr Al Mathurat)
I heard a voice calling to me
'Sari - answer these questions'
Now, what do you see?
Me: I see the state of the world torn apart. Wars everywhere
Now, what are you complaining about?
Me: Why are people fighting and killing each other in terrible?
Now, what do you feel?
Me: Tangles mentality in the form of real cruelty
Now, what do you understand?
Me: Violence obviously tearing the world, constantly, from day to day
Why do you think this happened?
Me: One could make the world around it is much more difficult in many ways,
and even, in many cases, more dangerous, if they attack others or even
encourage others to participate behave like them
(Silence)
I exclaimed:
'O voice, who are you? '
'You ask who I am?
I am evil, who wants to influence your '
Me: 'In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful. I take refuge in the
words of God are perfect from his evil creatures'
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Rhyme In Love
I just watched him intently
In a perfect self awareness
Do not let a gap open my heart
Only at nightfall
When the silence surrounding night
I hear voices, tinkling tones softly meet the love of my heart
'I love you'
Makes me uneasy
However, I do not want to yell so the whole world knows
Then laugh at me when wail for you
Let, let alone
As it is
Store neatly these feelings in the heart
Although at nightfall
When the silence surrounding night
I hear voices, tinkling softly yearning tone fulfill my heart
I patiently wait
True love present themselves
You..
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Mother
Mother, your voice is sweet and gentle
Back resonated in the ears
At night silent:
'My daughter, live your life
Along with the negative comments from others
Which can not be separated
If you can not prevent it from happening
You do not need to care about
Let the negative opinion it go away
Not important to think about
Not important to explain
Make peace with the state
Remember, people only want to hear
Anything they want to hear
My daughter, live your life
Being around people who want to
Share knowledge
Share peace
Not mutual hatred
Or cynicism, and hostile '
At night silent
I recognized her voice back
Her radiant eyes and
Expression that always loved
Mother, your voice always sounds gentle, More powerful than spell all gods
Always held out wisdom and help in difficult times
At the time, sometimes, I feel unable to live
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Guyonan Warung Kopi
Orang-orang berdasi
Mengadakan rapat sampai dini hari
Nyatanya aturan dibuat tidak untuk dipatuhi
Bahkan ditelikung di kemudian hari
Orang-orang berdasi
Marah-marah jika jatahnya terkurangi
Meski bekerja setengah hati
Orang-orang berdasi
Menebar senyum untuk menampilkan
Citra diri yang patut dihormati
Orang-orang berdasi adalah orang-orang miskin sejati
Tak pernah puas tak pernah merasa kenyang
Semua ingin dinikmati
Orang-orang berdasi adalah kawanan pencuri
Sangat rapi dalam organisasi
Menjarah kemakmuran bangsanya sendiri
Orang-orang berdasi adalah preman
Preman elite dengan segenap kekuasaan dan
Tindakan penuh kontroversi
Guyonan warung kopi
Jam tangan super mewah mewakili citra diri
Orang-orang berdasi
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Living In Horror
How can I tell you, my life in peace?
If my father said, 'we'll talk about tonight'
If my mother says, 'I go to the market'
My sister said good-bye, 'sister, I went to a friend's house'
My nephew tells, he was on his way to our house
How can I tell my life in tranquility yourself
If I always feel anxious, restless thinking:
'Could I still would see them again? Still hear their voices? ' They are people who
I love
My life in fear
Under the shadow of horror
People who I love to meet with men who do not recognize humanity
We can not hide anymore
Dark and light did not mean
They are always able to find where we are
Then destroy our happiness
Send obituary we never want
Their faith remains intact
Whether to whom they obediently
While God never teaches hatred and cruelty
But they actually rekindle the spirit of barbarity
So easy they take the life of our body
So quiet moment destroy itself
Invisible anything in their sight
No hint of fear in their hearts
Destroyed the creatures of God
They walk on the earth with a full vanity
While they know that God does not like
Living in fear
Living in horror
Met with the angel of death, without any previous suspect
If we can get away from the slaughter, and
reunited with the family

How? Can you imagine?
Can you feel?
Living in horror..
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Is Not Love Belongs To Us?
Me and you
No need to chase
Love that has passed
Me and you
Lets wait
Love come back
Hugs warm hearted
Unite again
Me and you
In a divine destiny
There will not be saying:
'Me and you'
Is not love belongs to us?
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I Heard
I hear you pray to be awarded a lot of love
Do you have to understand about love?
You ask a lot of love without the accompanying virtues
Scatter thou love to a bunch of people whose hearts barren fields
I heard you just pray that bestowed much love
However, the absence of God in your heart
You tie yourself to a blind indifference
Impossible you live in peace love
Your life is full of love, but without meaning
I heard, you are still looking everywhere
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Your Heart! !
I want you to be happy
(Oh, how beautiful these words)
I give my heart to you
(Oh, how touching your words)
I want you keep my heart
(Oh, I'm even willing to sacrifice for him)
I am flattered
Chest out
Blissful
At a point
I was awake
Your heart! !
You just lend or
I should have it?
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Acknowledgment
'I'm very much bad'
I look straight a face in front of me
I nodded - agreed
An acknowledgment of your
Your kindness
Your ugliness
To me this does not mean imperfection
Nothing is perfect in life
Do not worry dear
Let stand for our love
Binds our hearts in understanding:
Just perfect love
Acceptance sincere
Understanding the true
Know this, my dear
My heart is not the desert
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Come On
I am ready to begin this journey
Come on, take my hands please
Lets make a stand for our love
I know this is so hard to you to believe
But don't deny what I feel for you
(Please believe me)
Come on just take my hand
Lets begin the journey of our love
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To The Heroes I Complain
It is strange if this nation's next
generation thinks that they are modern Because they are (considered) has been able to free itself from all bonds that
are not needed
But still fully rely himself on a patch of earth that they love: Indonesia, where
they stand now..
So this has become a kind of civilization
Huh!
Although I am very aware of all the heroes never teaches such
If true personality of this nation have
changed - Changed very sad!
Huh!
If now I understand why my country has always suffered many calamities and
disasters.. it is due also caused by the people who like to spread slander and
cruel toward others
!!!!!!!!
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Wipe Your Tears, Dear Sophia
My dear Sophia
I know that this is not something that is easy for you
Because you have been through it, while I just watched
I know by crying making comfortable for you
But if you doing constantly will make you drown in the sea of sadness that you
deliberately created
Anyway I hope you're not too much crying
Because it keeps the demons laughing delight
While the angels away slowly from you
God gave the problem so that
We learn about life and becoming mature
Then they always want a smooth life, it turns God does not always give it
The world and the problems are therein created by God
He wants all His creatures to remember him always
God does not need help from all of his creatures, they who need God only
So that their lives are always in peace and happiness
Is not important they are rich or poor, beauty or ugly
Then, believest thou that we never feel happiness?
We never have peace in the heart?
See - becoming an adult is a choice
Wipe your tears and appreciate the life given by God
O dear, please do not promise to me - promised to both are yourself and God
Because I do not know, did you talk with
your mouth or your heart
I love you!
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The Haters
The haters are those who are not civilized, making it impossible to spread
civilization to others
The haters are people who are not able to build the glory for himself, let alone to
the nation
The haters have always demanded the freedom of demeaning others
When the haters were always slander and
hatred
Because they still alive in the nature of ignorance, aside from that they are also
ignorant
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Noise
In a land of dreams
There are ignorant people who want to look smart when they speak
There are smart people who look stupid when they speak
If both of them quarreled - They will blame
Nobody wants to lose
Neither would budge
They did not hesitate to bring up the noise, everywhere
They do not hesitate mutually demeaning others
Even casually they replied, 'Who cares! ? '
Thus politeness of the people in the land of dreams
Do not want to see the damage elsewhere
However ruin his own nation
I remembered the wise words:
'Do not ever be scissors, because scissors can cut something into separate
Be the needle, although sharp, but can put together what has been separated '
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Hope
If my love is wrong,
I do not want to be right:
Loving you is my perfect inspiration,
Indeed!

If loving you is wrong (I'm sorry,
Sweetheart)
Only one that I realize with certainty:
Love is never wrong,
Indeed!
(There will always a space for you when
our love calls)
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Could It Be
The world is a small paradise for those
Who care about the things of the world.
Indeed, they feel satisfied at once hungry, saw at once blind
Educated at once ignorant, rich and poor.
They have surpassed habits at once
Is not afraid of their sins were hidden.
They will turn to anything other than God,
Because of the reduced faith in the heart.
While living and dead, are common sense and logic
Both are not quite able to understand.
Could it be that the world is a small paradise
Who have mastered themselves?
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What We Are All Seeking
Darkness does not exist; there was just no light
Sin is nothing; that there is no God in our hearts
What we truly are; what we are all seeking, is to be found in our heart of hearts
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Please Go
Go away my love
By way you liked
Do not follow the direction of the wind
Follow your conscience
Go away my love
By way you liked
Then I will forget you
In a simple way
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Dear Representatives (Don'T Be Sad Indonesia)
Dear representatives
I know not all representatives of the people involved
I only speak to those who feel themselves honored
Your eyes are open but they do not see
Your ears are useless because they have been blocked by dirt your soul
Even your own conscience was, you could not hear it
Your mouth muttering incantations like a shaman who lost-charms
Mechanism your brain running like a madman
Your heart had been frozen (except for the sheer pleasure!)
Representatives who felt that he was honored
You are afraid of whom?
God? .. No! Humanity.. Not really. Then?
My guess is that you are afraid of your worldly lust
Representatives who feel themselves honored
You should be damned, because it betrayed the people
Speaking as if god savior
Yet your words no longer sacred
Representatives who felt great
Regret has always come more slowly a few minutes later
Leaving your family with both hands tied
Do you still think of you as honorable representatives of?
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I Am Who The Simple Woman
You see, what I have such as nose, eyebrows, lips
They are nothing special
My eyes are not too sharp stabbing
I really an ordinary woman
But I could be a fire for your desires
I could also be your guardian angel
Even turned into an evil on you
It depends on how you treat me
(I am who the simple woman)
If you know who I am - I am the simple ones
Look, my eyes are not too sharp stabbing
However, you will not find a lake of tears there
Because I faced my days with a smiles not tears
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Sleeping Soundly On The Beach
That all the inhabitants of the sea and oceans
Not willing to swallow your tiny body
That all the inhabitants of the sea and oceans
Send your tiny body to be reunited with your beloved father
Behold your tiny body is a warning for humanity
That war will never end if madness into perspective life
Indeed, your tiny body is a warning
For the world is loaded with interests
When all the inhabitants of the sea and oceans
Send back your tiny body
Millions of bleary eyes stared at a tiny body lying peacefully
Stroked the waves on the beach
Expletive anger buzzing like bees that meet the universe
(But slowly disappearing)
While the rulers busy to talk and figure out how to stop
The madness that is growing craze
The ship sailed to the land of hope
Toddler was in the warm embrace of his mother
Sleeping soundly; not fall asleep on the beach and lifeless!
Should not it be so? Say, O ruler
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A Notes For You Who I Loves
Oh, you are my love,
How deep do you feel..
Behold, my love is not just the taste, which may change due to past
How would like you asked me to speak..
My love for you is not blind love
For the eyes of my heart has been opened; see and accept - who are you
How big is your desire wondering..
About silence created
About the loss of life surge
How do you want to know?
My love for you will accompanying my long sleep, embraced me warmly in
loneliness gripping
When my time has run out in this world
Oh, you are my love,
Is there too much if I still have the hope of the Lord bring us there
In a country of love that He has
We were promised would never meet sorrow
We are allowed to mingle whenever we want
And the immortality of our love is grace untold how many pleasures
O you who I love, is there any remaining confidence in themselves
Love is there for us or
Lantern had been extinguished in the souls?
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The Old Man Is The Veteran 45
I approached an old man who opened the package containing food.
I said greetings, before I say something to him
'The old man, you should taking allowances from the government, so that you
did not become a miserable life like this.'
I giving advise to an old man, he is a Veteran 45, the salvage man who had
struggled for the independence of the country, with all my self confidence
The old man looked up - pay attention to my face and said:
'Yes my son, ' the old man replied, 'Indeed, I first was given a letter by the
Government. But the letter was already gone.
People say the letter is a prerequisite for receiving support from the
government.'
'But never mind, I also do not need it. I said, I was struggling not for money, or
for a position in the office.
Although I'm working as beggars, as now, but I do not want to make other
people's lives become difficult. I've ever lived happily during years ago. Now, it's
time to live hard. Life is like a wheel, my son. Sometimes above sometimes
below. Just be grateful.'
'Again, I struggled to Indonesia. Seeing Red and White fluttering without
interruption it is a matter of pride. Nothing that makes me happy, in addition to
seeing the Red-and-White flags fluttering proudly in the land of Indonesia.'
The words were softly - slid quickly from the lips wrinkled old man.
I was stunned - not expected for what it says
Tears rolled down the cheeks, never sensed by me
'Well, old man. As the next generation of this nation we promise to keep the Redand
-White flags continued fluttered proudly across Indonesia. We must continue to
fight for Indonesia beloved, as you when it did it'
The old man replied, 'Thank you my son. Promise yourself, if you do not keep
them, you will be embarrassed yourself.'
'If God Allows'. Slowly I stood up and said goodbye to the old man.

'Okay, Old man, take care yours. Hopefully we can meet again.'
The old man smiled, 'Do not forget our struggle, my son.'
I smiled and nodded respectfully
After all, wisdom and sincerity shown by the old man, the Veteran 45, the
salvage man of the struggle for independence, it is commendable
May the Lord give him glory in the Hereafter, although it has been wasted by
age
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Fall In Love
I love you. I love you. I love you!
Anything I say it is my love for you
Both physical and personality
As well as your faith
God has created the best for you
God has given the best to me: you
Nobody is perfect (I realize)
When we quarreling for stupidest things, then
Realizing something ridiculous has happened between us
We laughed together
Nobody is perfect
For me, you are the perfect gift from God
I am falling in love with you!
(To hell with those who say, that's love. Love is blind)
Behold, romantic love was actually blind love
I love you. I love you. I love you!
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Just For You
Today
I perfect in knowing you, not just a name
Today
I say something very simple to you:
'Reaching heaven and the world with a simple' - Together with you
Today
Did you able to give me an answer immediately with a very simple answer?
So today
I would give this love, just for you
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There Is A Country (Indonesia)
There is a country
Not a country on the clouds
Which is filled with tales of
Gods and goddesses
A country surrounded by
Fertile valleys and canyons
The people lives in harmony and peacefully:
Indonesia
In the words INDONESIA tucked word
'ONE' which means: a unified country
Also there is the word 'DONE'
It means already implemented
A country which is much loved by his people
They always shouted 'We love Indonesia! '
It was a fixed price for
Indonesia
But how much do they care,
Have not you noticed?
Intolerances make you dumb for futher growth
Corruption makes you malnourished for your future
'It's a matter of conscience who died slowly,
It changed your character'
A wise man whispered to me:
'Everything have become dirty'
It's sounds so ironic!
My tongue was numb no longer able to say..

'Could you rebuild yourself again,
My dear Indonesia? '
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Good Bye (An Empty Story Of Us)
I stared at the blank screen
(which is ready to accommodate the thousands of sentences)
That I wanted to type in there..
It makes me hesitant
If by deleting some messages and pictures to your
There was no reaction whatsoever from you
Require me to re-think
Should I do?
Should I do?
Will the situation change after that?
Searching days past
Recalling memories at the end of our conversation
My memory was unstoppable in the sentence
Trying to be patient
Although there asked:
Is this the situation that we want?
I stared at the blank screen
These fingers are reluctant to move
Start writing a letter opening..
So much that I wanted to tell
So many feelings that I want to share
When the situation began to feel heavy for me
Thousands presumption also be asked
Is this the right moment to greet you?
Shall I have a place in your life?
I stared at the blank screen
Inevitably also deter myself writing
Whatever it is
If patience is not enough awareness
Then the loss would sensitize

Let the time finish
Give me a chance to say goodbye
Since that time, there was just an empty story of us
As a blank screen in front of the eyes
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Clownstory (Bleak Tale Of A Country)
I see there, those who claim to be professional and experienced
More often speak out without measure
What is the value of the result of his words
Without weighing what risk of statements made
I see here, those who claimed themselves professionals and defend the people
They were like as a professional gossip and wild
Or busy selling articles of legislation
Because it is always considered himself poor and needy
I see, wherever I was, they were admitted to the professional and experienced
They are always running here and there
And invited to sing: 'Let's build this country'
Without self-control and a clear heart like a true intellectual
What I see (and I know)
that this sitcom is no longer funny
But it still makes me laugh out loud
Along with the clowns, I was there to sing along:
'Let's build this country'

(Dedicated to the beloved motherland welcomes Indonesian Independence Day
on August 17,2015)
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Musings
Your chest is the border between the heart and the world
Place of the beasts and strangers wandering
Your chest containing knowledge of the correct action
Which has always opposed the negative impulses of lust anger
Your chest where the heart dwells
When you are negligent care, he was dirty and dusty
He will not be able to reflect the light of the Divine for you and about you
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Write My Name In Your Heart
When the days grow so long
Then our hearts become one, but
Look how quickly you forget
(Hey, you have forgotten or my place been changed! ?)
Passed the old days full of boredom
You have made them became unworthy
(The days grow so long, then
Our becoming a lonely hearts)
So, what if destiny separates us one day later
(Give a moment of your time)
Write my name in your heart
(To remember the person who ever love you from the deepest heart.. That's
me!)
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Happy Birthday Dealova
This morning I get the sun shining brightly illuminate hearts
When I see a smile of happiness that illustrated perfectly on your thin lips
Cheerfulness beautifully decorate twinkle in your eyes clear
I was speechless - could not say anything
Happiness which swelled in the chest
Happy Birthday Dealova
Words alone are not enough to express how happy I am with you to celebrate
another years of your life!
My wishes for you on your birthday is that you, and will always, happy and
healthy!
Do not ever change. Please stay with me
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I'M Sorry, Love
I have some reason to say sorry to you
1. I always want to bother you to get your attention
2. I always wanted to love you even though I know this is my stupid actions
3. I always want to keep the love you even though I know it is a mere futility
4. I always wanted to impose the will of destiny to unite us even though I was
never sure really happened between us
5. I always want to laugh at myself that very deep love you
Back on the fact that
I did not dare to sacrifice for love
What will I get out of a long journey of love but endless?
I felt frightened and tired
Forcing me back home
Without love in the grip of the soul
While life must go on
My prayers are always with you
Because you are a gift from God
I'm sorry, love
(But I love you)
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Human Nature 1
How we think
How do we behave
Depending on how to position ourselves
As an oppressed people or
As a prosperous people
As a wise leader or
As the leader of the 'blind eye of the heart'
Is not God has required us to always seek knowledge, and pass it as a favor, not
a crime to humanity?
The regulations have been made and shall be enforced, because the rules are
made for the good of mankind
How do we position ourselves?
As a human being full of gratitude or
As a man who always feel deprived in all respects
Are not we blessed with a mind to think, and conscience for
controls all the primitive desire within themselves?
Because we are not given the right to be an angel, but, more likely, be animal,
If we ignore the inner voice could even be worse than the animal
It has become our destiny, as human beings, creatures of God are noble, who
was awarded the mind, thought and conscience.
Humans are born not to achieve perfection
Always will we find flaws in themselves every human being
We can each cover or fill it with togetherness toward goodness, not destruction
Needless to consider ourselves the most good or bad, even if
Is not wrong when I say:
'Just in front of God, I do not mean anything, not in front of you'
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In My Prayer Pleading
There is what I want to say to everyone
You are the prince in my heart
There is what I want to proclaim to everyone
You will always be in my heart
I warmed the soul with a gentle flame longing
In order not to scorch love, but
For keeping it does not freeze
I never regretted
I am not going to complain
Why is this love story should happen
I love you - From the bottom of my heart
I always keep this love
Although I do not know how to end this story
May God the owner of Love who complete story
Because He knows best for us
(In my prayer pleading, may God be pleased mandates this love to us)
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My Name Is Sari Mavi (3)
They said to me: 'Sari, you are not pretty'. (Is It True?)
Then, I went home - I conduct myself in front of a mirror
There, I saw the appearance of a figure of a woman with some acne on her
cheeks
She has black hair, shoulder-length hair, clean skin, form the nose, mouth,
And a pair of eyebrows, eyes, ears, hands and legs
They are perfect!
I was looking for where is the lack of beauty to me
I asked at the mirror - she was only silence
Then I rolled myself in the mirror, however, still could not find
I just see the form of the female body with black hair, clean skin
Which have the form of nose and mouth, as well as eyebrows, eyes, ear, legs,
and arms
A woman who does not have a disability. She only has a few pimples on her
cheeks
'Hmm, maybe they made a mistake in judging me'
'Hi world, my name is Sari Mavi.'
Truly, I was beautiful, because I was born without a disability
My body is proportional and it works well
Maybe I'm too modest in their world
It does not matter, because of its simplicity and character are both major capital
contained in myself
Then, with a sweet smile I left the mirror - which still can not say lack of beauty
myself
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C'est La Vie - That's Life!
If there is a question, 'why persist in the relationship you want? '
Because of the relationship I had learned to be patient
I learned to be strong personal resolve the problem
I learned to sharpen the sensitivity instincts are in a 'calamity' relationship
Based on these reasons, I chose to close my eyes, cover my ears for any
situation that does not particularly want to think about
Is not, is very clear to me, still I get the benefits of a state that does not want?
(Haha! Lol! They were laughing at me
Hmm - However, this situation is absolutely not I want
But, that's life - why should I care?)
If I have decided to survive, grinning, I was saying, 'that's life! '
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Afterthoughts Dawn
O soul, you are Allah's creatures
Your soul has been there before you were born
And still there after you die
You are more than just the body
And the mind to contemplate:
'Where I come from and where am I going? '
While the universe is assigned to you
As a place for thy Lord
'I was hidden treasures. I want to be known, so I created beings'
O soul, you were made to find Allah and the end goal to meet him
Because real life is a journey from Allah to Allah
For that is also the reason why you were created
If you are fully aware of Allah is
Present in every human self and in everything
It's easy for you find Allah and know Him
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Ode To Rulers
A wise man said, 'A true leader always feels that it's truly wise to be considered a
fool by those who are not actually nice, and actually not nice to be considered a
wise by those who are truly fools'
But y'all, actually we did not ever know what was in your heart. However we can
guess the contents of your head.
On behalf of the people, Behold you are not nice to be considered a wise by
those who are truly entrust the mandate
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Set Me Free
I'm counting the days that have gone through with you
(It seems that number is enough for me)
The time has come I have to stop loving you
(You would be happier if I let you go)
The moment I stop loving you, flapping wings of love set me free
Took me flying into the wild without a doubt (without you)
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There's Missed
There is missed
Who always tease
Come and go - seemed not to care
Leaving indelible traces of romance
Even in a day
There is missed
Altough the piece but very meaningful
Now stored neatly in the heart of the museum
That will always be reminded that
We have ever had this longing
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The Day Of My Birthday
Good morning Dad
Good morning Mom
Thank you for presenting me in the world
If I rejoiced at this day, because the People who love me have given prayers
In the day I was born
Makes me so happy on the day that is
Full of meaning
Though I have to remind myself about the decreasing age
Hopefully makes me more mature
Hopefully makes me more wisely for life
Thank you Dad
Thank you Mom
Your sacrifice can not be shortchanged
Your love can never be replaced
I want to be that you can be proud of
Thank God that always provides an opportunity (for me)
Towards the perfection of faith and charity
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True Love
If I am still looking for my true love..
Then they will say:
'For me, true love is something abstract
We can not see
We can not hear
We can not touch it
We can only feel it
And we know he's there'
(Let them have the interpretation that may never be the same)
If I am still looking for true love
Really I was tired of looking for it even desperate
Because Allah did not answer my prayers
But today.. I feel
On this day.. I know
Since today.. I no longer have any doubts about him
(He is the answer to my prayers)
Patience - taught me to wait till this love in His blessings
Patience - taught me to wait until Allah brings me and him
My belief - led me towards the beauty of the meeting
If I'm still looking for my true love
Maybe this is a mistake
Maybe also the truth
Let Allah who completed all
I submit this love affair to Allah, the Owner of Love
Allah has a way to solve it
If he was mine, then Allah will return it to me
Because he's mine - Allah's promise is true:
'It will be wonderful when the time comes'
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Olala!
You lured me with a picture of yourself: you and the car in red. Wow, you look
really impressive!
Now you see my admiration, but it does not mean I am a materialistic woman. It
is common when a woman likes a man's establishment. Because women do not
just need your love (Unimaginable to me, our children well preserved their lives,
later)
Then you say, o my sweety, you know that the car is no longer a luxury item.
Anyone could have it, at this time.
Well, I agree with you. Anyway in my thoughts at this point: it belongs to you or
a style, just? That's another story, and makes an inquiry.. Olala!
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When Things Go Wrong
When my memory began to weaken
Slowly disappearing by the passage of time
Thinking of you (there's nothing wrong)
Until one day I'm getting some memories are comes back
Silent in a wrenching anxiety
Love began to create poems in the longing
Traces of the past are still lagging behind
But you have transformed into curtains for my heart
When things go wrong
And temptation so strong
Between two hearts are grieving
I feel my heart's will go dying
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My Name Is Sari Mavi (2)
My name is sari mavi
Call me “sari” or “mavi”
I am an ordinary woman who born
In June was ruled by mysterious moon
If you want know who I am – I am a Cancer female
Cancerian nature with the gift of
Compassionate, shrewd, nurturing, home-loving
Intuitive, sensitive, imaginative, and caring
Sometimes can be cranky and indifferent
At the same time can be clingy, self-pitying
Most Cancerians are unaware of their moods swings
So not easy to deal with
I have both a very tough and very soft side
I have no harsh words for others even if the others keep hurting me
I will stand up for what I believe in with incredible perseverance
My name is sari mavi
Call me “sari” or “mavi”
Then they all know that I am a Cancerian
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My Name Is Sari Mavi (1)
My name is sari mavi
Call me “sari” or “mavi”
I am an ordinary woman who
Likes the history, politics, art, and psychology
My world is not too big nor too small
In the middle of both are
But full of laughter, stories of love, happiness
Sometimes many of tears
My world is not too big nor too small
In the middle of both were
In it never lonely - everyone's comes and go
They are changed, but there is no grudges and hate
My name is sari mavi
Call me “sari” or “mavi”
I am an ordinary woman who
Loves the simplicity
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You
When the soul's desire surge
When longing powerless
Is there this heart wants
Where the direction of love toward
(Your love kept me awake
Sometimes it feels a bit tired I was waiting)
Tonight I fall asleep
With you in my heart
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Is Not This Love Of Ours?
Let we stand side by side as
Two persons who have the courage of love
When they ask sincerity of our love
Let we stand side by side as
Two persons who have the tranquility
When they polarize our love
Let each of them has a view on love
Is not this love of ours?
Just you and I who know the meaning of love
That we had
Let we believe, all of this must have been passed
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If I Love You Simple
I will love you with a simple
As simple as I understand about love
Love is a form of feeling, which can come and go, anytime
If he comes, I'm going to bring myself closer to him
Bring him into the arms
Worship him with all the affection
If he goes, I do not hesitate to release him
Accompanying him farewell with prayers
I did not have to die when he goes (away)
If I love you simple, it will be wrapped in humility
And greatness of soul
Because I might find love and lose it
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Our Love
When it all happened just like that,
To know who you are, is like finding a treasure best in the world
I really loved him, now and forever
I know this is destiny
Although in the world, time never allow us together
Nothing is eternal in this world
All is lost in time
Unless our eternal love
Which will lead to heaven
In heaven where I'm waiting for you
In heaven where we meet, and release all longing for a long time
When in the world, time does not allow us together
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Huh!
There is a story
Between me and him
About each other
Negating the distance that prevented
Fill the silence when the nights come
Hugging warmth when morning comes ahead
There is a story
Between me and him
About wishes
Presenting peace in the unity of feeling
Realize the dreams come true
Enhance the lives of as desired
It's about the story
'Knitting dreams'
Between me and him
Between dream and reality
So annoying
Huh!
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Untitled 2
You would come out of your shells, please.
Open your eyes wide.
Look at what is around you.
Open your mind widely.
Loves anything that is around you.
Sharpen your sensitivity,
For all the dazzling beauty, but
Do not let that fool you.
(You had came out of your shells, then)
Bring a new experience you get.
Inner journey takes you on strength,
Love brings you on colorfully of life.
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Boredom
While we realize time is still running, moving slowly - bent withstand the load. If
you want to say - let's say.
I will pay attention to - before I get bored listening to
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Hatred
Actually I want to say to the good and sincere
But the turmoil of hatred and resentment is so strong as waves drowned myself
Chasing my breath, my lips quiver
Resist the thrill of jostling - they want to get out of the stuffy room spirit
Make my chest ached
I think I really want to vomit
Throwing up everything what I feel
Throwing up everything what I say
If in the end, also unspoken
You heard like an explosion - jarring my words or
You feel an abuse your thinking
If in the end, I get chest tightness is slowly disappearing
I went back to sane
Actually, what I want to say to the good and sincere:
'I do not care anymore! '
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The New World
So much is given by this new world
So many of them were taken away by it
So many who built this new world
So many were destroyed by it
So full of meaning conveyed this new world
So many taboos are violated by it
So many colors
Millions of images that seem real presents
Dizziness
Pleasure
Enthusiasm
As promised by this new world
However, when we seek to reach out
Not more than emptiness given by it
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Love
love talk about love
love is the language of the world
love is the language of the souls
talking about loves
never-ending
there will not be boredom
love he can be very complicates
He can be so simplest
how you treat himself
he could be a mental ecstasy, or drowning into sorrow
love is a noble feelings
is a great blessings
always give great meaning to our lives
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Them, The Children Who Are Playing A Role
(I'm watching four children are playing a role)
Three people become students, one person becomes their teacher, who asked
them talked about ideals
The din of chatter heard when they talked (I could not help myself become part
of them) then I asked each of them:
'Sonia, why do you want to be a teacher? '
'I think being a teacher is very nice, because I like both telling stories and
singing. I will always be happy and cherished by my pupils. I really enjoyed it.'
(I saw in her eyes sparkling bubbly)
'Bob, why do you want to be a doctor? '
'Because, if grandpa was sick, I was immediately healed him. Then we can play
again. I'm very fond of him.'
(I was stunned to hear the reason she's saying)
'Then you Eddie, tell me about your dream? '
'Well, I want to be a cop. I'm going to catch as many criminals who roam. I will
incorporate them into prison, so that everyone feels safe when walking.'
(I'm amazed by his courage)
'Sasha, your turn now'
'I want to be a judge. I will uphold justice in this world. I will see evil and the
truth clearly, so that I can punish people properly.'
'As Bob who likes to lie to mom. He never take medicine. He always throw it, but
said: yeah, already done mommy.' (Bob glared and tried to hit her sister)
(I laugh - and a salute to the ideals
belonging to Sasha)
Them, the children who are playing a role, with innocence is considered the world
conquered by ideals
Them, the children who were playing the role, having high ideals of stars in the
sky, and still keep it in the sky
(I pray for their ideals)
Hope they keep that spirit will not be extinguished, until they grow up

As I know, when they grow up, they have a lot of desire, then hang ideals only
as far as the reach of the hand, or
Even forget the spirit of the children, then let life flow like water, just like that (?)
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Mother, I Love You
Look - it's hair has turned white, shiny, silvery exposed to sunlight
Framing a face gently, who always hides fatigue
Behind the calm warm smile whoever saw

Not wanting to be seen as weak, helpless, even though the movement of your
body no
longer agile
Slow, but eager to live a life

Without complaint, and has always been a
role model
I know you never cared numbers treasures that you have regardless of your
hand, for
the sake of the survival of this
I know you do not want to trouble anyone,
even always want to give
I know you never asked back for all the sacrifices
Your love is timeless
Chant prayers never dried up like a spring in the mountains
O Mother Sincerity always radiated from the look on your face shaded
I could not find anything worth, which could replace my gratitude to you
'Never mind my daughter, I never expected any of your luxuries. Only devotion
of a child to a parent, that's my real treasure! '
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Love Is A Gift (For Me)
I heard the birds began to sing prayers dusk
When the universe began to be covered by a veil of loneliness
that soothes the soul
I sat silent, stunned, while wandering imagination
Gently curved leaves, caressed twilight breeze
Bringing the message of the sky: people who easily show love to others, certainly
will regret later, because
Love that down in their hearts as a gift, not human demand
I was shocked, listen and listen carefully
Until a few moments - I bowed my head
Muttering to myself: O God, I love someone.. (I feel tongue-tied is to say)
The trees look elegant in the dim moonlight, said:
Nothing proves that you love someone more than mentioning him in your prayers
I was silent, stunned for a moment
Night kept creeping into slightly more concentrated
I got up from where I sit
Said to myself: In the name of love, I would do it (because love is a gift for me)
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Who Never Lost
One time - this breath will stop
And lost
One time - the time will stop
And lost
One time - the love between us will be stopped
By the breath and time, but never lost
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What Is Important In Life?
If we asked a starving, the answer is food
If we ask the people who are cold, the answer is warmth
if we ask the lonely people, the answer is, perhaps, want the
company of others
Is there something else, besides the food, love, and attention
Which is important and needed by humans?
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Loving God
I
I
I
I

really love my lover
always remembering him
always thinking of him
never tired of calling his name

I always hope the dream meets with him
On half of the night, often I woke up from my deep sleep
Because of unbearable longing
What should I do when longing like a knife piercing the soul?
I wash the face with water
I wash both the hands and feet
Cleans myself for praying with all sincerity
Calling his name with all my feelings
Silent night could not dampen my desire to meet him
Feels the peace of the soul
When he answered the call of my longing
Crying in his arms - I surrender myself to him with all of love
He knows I am always looking for him - my lover who is never seen
But I could feel his presence that soothe the soul which is restless
In my heart, there is nothing other than sore of longing for
Loving the God the Creator
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Voices
Voices were buzzing like a bee
- This makes two ears suck
Despite my ears tightly closed
Discordant voices continued to slip
Contaminate the contents of head
Tired with all
I want to bring myself to fly away
From the bustle of the world
Like the humming bees that
Make my ears pains - seemed in a hell on earth!
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Conscience
If we see someone doing
Without caring for the moral
But we believe that he has a
Conscience - deep in his heart
Only he did not use it well
Having conscience is not the
Same as using it
Sometimes conscience is not
Always true when the devil deceive
If we respect the conscience
Do not make it as doubts
Only God's power to thwart and
Let happen
Let each self responsible for the selection
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I Am Not Super Woman
When it all started
I
I
I
I

forget all when I remember you
hold back pain when I miss you
will fight anyone when I need you
believe there would be no sacrifice in vain

When I give my whole life to you
I
I
I
I

am just woman when I remember you
have weaknesses when I miss you
make mistakes when I give my life to you
am the strongest woman - but not a super woman

When it all ends
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I Was A Child Of The Times
I was a child of the times
A truly cosmopolitan
My true happiness is the
Dependence on luxuries
I also pay attention to the
Friendship that is
Based on profits
Is there anything wrong?
I was a child of the times
With knowledge grasped in the hand
But I cannot create peace for
Myself and the universe, as well
Then - who is wrong? (I have no idea!)
I was a child of the times Which it cannot be transformed
Into an angel
Because I have a sense, lust,
And deception
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Heart
Human heart at a time can receive, and someday will reject
Human heart only knows two words:
'Love and Hate'
Before has love, someone to feel that he is one of the existing
After having love, he can feel to have all that exists,
Or even ignoring the existing
When love no longer wants him
Not seen again by himself all the beauty, peace, and kindness
He felt 'nothing' and hollow
That is left is the sheer hatred
When invective replace compliment
Regret accompanying cries
Love and hate filling a time
While time is ticking
The human heart to feel it all is 'pseudo' mere
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Perfect
You are in a prolonged silence
My head filled with millions wondering, why?
My chest tightness with millions of presumption, what is it?
When questions never get answers
I'm speechless - I kept resentment
'Is this the way you kill our love? '
Perfect you create prejudice
No longer able to speak - just feels numb
I'm speechless - I kept the pain
I walk alone
In the long silence that you created
More felt as peace
My fear disappeared
I was getting ready to fly
Because today my world has been free
Perfect!
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A Promises Of Heart
Wholeheartedly of mine
I would give the best
My destiny which I had
For someone who I dearly love
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Because I'M Happy
O love, you know, all night, a little difficult for me to be able to get to sleep
I was so happy laughed along with him
After realized that my waiting was not in vain, and hope it was still I had
When the silence was broken - I was in ecstasy
Although a layer of grief continue to haunt us - I don't care!
We understand but difficult to accept
The obstacle is always with us, follow and destroy our expectations; any time he
wants, even we do not know when
We believe that all that has happened, it has been working;
All in the hands of God - the Creator of the universe
'Let, we live and fill the days there with the love we had
Among us always keep the trust - never concerned with obstacles.
If the world sees the sincerity of our love - Time will decide.'
O love, we do not know what to say, when the opportunity you gave us both.
Thank you love
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Passion And Love
This is not about age; Who is older, the same age, or younger.
This about-life balance that can go hand in hand.
Which gives peace in the heart, also the comfort of being on the side, and
endless affection.
About laughing together, support one another, pray for one another; speak off
limitless - without thinking is appropriate or not.
When the world is so cruel, he became a place to go back home, complaining,
lamenting life.
He - that can make you become very impatient, and trying to understand (who
are you) , although difficult.
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The Past
There was a story about me and him.
When things have not become shackles soul.
The world looks so beautiful like a rainbow.
Hearts were always singing.
We want to carve up the happiness that will be framed by the promise of heart.
Echoes of happiness filled the heart.
But pulled the self-awareness.
Whatever it is the piece of the story about me and him.
In the past
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Please I Do Not
I do not intend to impress the world.
I'm just saying what I feel, what I saw, what I was expecting.
Trying to understand what is conveyed by the universe.
Although sometimes my heart needs more time to accept what my mind already
knows.
Please do not think like that.
Even I do not wish impress the world.
(Because the world knowing well who I am)
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May Allah Bless You, Mr Jokowi
Everyone knows the figure of him
How many haters always spread
False rumors about him
He just easy going answered with his kindly smile
Forwhile he shown work ethicas a real example
His mother's wise words
Always accompany him
This life is learning, whatever the circumstances
Lets doing anything with honesty and sincerity
He is always calming down and firmly held beliefs
He never stopped working, spoke less
He is clarity in thinking
It does not mean he never made mistakes
Then corrected by itself
He is always trying to fix it
We proudly to describe him as a man with
Humble character who can be trusted, at least
Indeed, he is aware of
His duty of a President is not easy
All the people were hope laid on his shoulders
Everyone knows the figure of him
Only a few know him by personally
It does not mean that he is a demigod
May Allah Bless You, Mr.Jokowi
Seventh President Of The Republic Of Indonesia
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Happy Is...
You say you live a happy life, even when you keep doing things, which is deep in
your heart, you know it's wrong. Do you think you happy?
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A Story
'I did not mean to hurt you'
The words were barely audible, spoken slowly from your lips.
I'm fascinated for a moment, lost all sense of time.
Your words swirled up almost the entire space in the head and ears,
'I did not mean to hurt you'.
Understand what you're saying.
Understand what you want.
Slowly, I took off the whole feeling I've ever had about you.
Light of my soul.. dancing.
All will be past.
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You Look So Astonished
When you say that they get people's assemblies are honored, and the courts, has
not been able to say things in a convincing way.
When you complain, hearing voices that do not stop cussing.
How democracy can be run, if people are not enough to get education? Because
democracy requires openness of mind, maturity in thinking, not an incitement..
(you look so astonished)
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The World Reminds
For children, the world and everything in it was new; something that arouses
their astonishment.
For adolescents, the world and the contents therein is an adventure; 'Trial-error',
to get a recognition of their identity.
For adults, is not the case, they accept the world as something that is
appropriate so.
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Where It Comes From Love?
Where it comes from love?
I do not know. I do not have the slightest idea about it.
May be, when love comes, I do not understand.
Even I did not realize that love has come (then going to come back) .
For me, where love comes - I do not care. I just prepare the heart to be able to
receive divine grace.
He who would make my little world colorful and meaningful.
As well as a bunch of secrets that I have.
And, where it comes from love?
I am confused. Why did ask; it appropriate to question where it comes from
love?
I really do not know. I am thinking hard to figure out.
Is there anyone who really knows, which could help explain the ignorance from
which love come from?
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On The Verge Of Longing
I saw your picture, someone who has clear eyes and beautiful smile.
The days grows so long without you (Always sing a song of longing) .
My eyes were closed - I do not want some crystals flowing on my cheeks.
O God, I missed him. I believe that we will see again.
I saw your picture and whisper, see you soon, sweetheart. Take care yours.
Believe me that in my heart the lamp of love continues to burn.
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Letter To 'Best Friend'
Prince, I want you to know the truth, I really love you.
I know somehow I have to wake up from the dream.
I have to stay awake in the reality of my life.
Who you are, who I am.
How do you, how do I.
I tried hard to be able to accept your presence completely, as a friend, not a
lover.
I who should apologize for all this mess.
But believe me, I can assure you, accept your existence as a good friend.
I love you as a good friend.
You have to trust me.
I started sleepy, dear.
Remains a best friend to me, please.
Allah bless you. Good night.
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Hmmm - (It's My Life)
When the time comes, I'm married, with a character that is Encased by a body
that is beautiful, and charming appearance.
Hmmm I chose him because of my desire.
I even had to convince myself that it would spend the rest of your life together
soulmates, he is the choice.
When the time comes, of course, I was surprised to see the changes that I did
not know, because
It deliberately kept; to look flawless, always charming.
I fill the days with a habit.
I laugh and cry because of a personality.
The days passed, I often do not pay attention, sometimes busy calming my
heart, busy putting out embers of anger, Which seeks to understand a habit.
Trying to accept a figure of personality.
When the soul to feel fatigue. awareness trying to help remind:
'The consequences that you have to keep. Do not you have to choose between
the options? '
Then I have to accept the reality as him that I always dreamed of the day and
night.
He who always hoped for in every occasion.
He was elected.
He is the cause of a desire.
When the time comes to get married, then I have complete perfection of living
with someone who was elected,
With all the advantages and disadvantages that exist in him.
Realized that my presence to cover the shortfall, keeping excess, working to
improve the situation.
Hmmm - so, I have chosen him. I've become himself as the option.
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It's Not A Drama Of Life
A piece of childhood memories, suddenly flashed in my mind
I was stunned for a moment, and then I try to bring other pieces
I tried hard to dig my childhood memories, which has been buried so deep
Stacked between my adult life problems, now
Remind myself - I want down 'time tunnel' in memory of togetherness
When together with the people I love. But they are gone; and those who are in
old age, at this moment
I'd to play back movies of my life, though slowly
Remind myself of all the memories and experiences I've ever had
Everything is fun, so exciting, although sometimes there is sadness
But it is not a drama of life
I do not see the mistakes, there, only the life lessons I earned
All figures, places, and events, everything has a meaning in my life's journey;
from a little girl into a mature woman, today
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The End Of Life
Death is not meeting pending. It comes together with a birth in this life.
When we sleep, read, work, walk, even while praying; he was not always on our
side.. but it is written in the book of fate.
Death came like an old friend, greeted by polite, so that the owner of the soul
realized, then, the end is in front of the eye.
There was no place to hide. There was no time to feel sorry for myself.
When we breathe, we realize how precious breathing between death and life.
When we breathe, we realize, sometimes wasted life, to pick up the end of life,
with a pile of regret.
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A Hope (A Dream About Ka!)
Ka!
What happened?
If you want to go.. Go - No one will hinder your
I love you
I want to keep a sense that never existed, because we are never in a soul
I want to keep a piece of hope that never existed, because we've shared in one
sense
What will happen, then?
I do not know!
Ka!
I want you to know
My heart's door is open to anyone who wants to stay in it, just
My hope in you will never fade
(Between reality and dream, I was awake)
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When You Ask Me About Love
Love is always patient, although soul on fire, and roasted by pain
Love is often cry, when night falls, when the souls feel tired and helpless
If love as pure as crystal, no distance, no difference, for the souls who embrace
each other
The power of love survive from any obstructions, even from the pain of
separation
Love has always been a secret to man; sometimes complicated and unresolved
Love is a form of longing for the souls who believe and give his heart to God, the
owner of life and immortality
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My World
There are always waiting for me
In my world
Smile and your laughter
Like a drizzling rain that gave life
To the blossoms in the garden heart
My colorful world
Will create a beautiful when they bloom, later
I'm waiting for a sweet fragrant scent
In my world
Promise me
Always smiling and laughing
To my world
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My Mother's Advice
If you believe, life gives us the option, then select which really you need not
what you want.
No matter how long your age, death surely come; do any thing, but the
calculation will be.
Live so wise. And that's your life, it really is.
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On Earth Humans
I am tired of all this
I wanted to get away, get away from that happening
Let the moment
I think free
I freely prejudiced
I was free to laugh
I want to eliminate anger
I want to forget all the pain
For a moment
Let me think
Let me prejudiced
Let me laugh
Because I was so tired by the situation created
On earth humans
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Welcome Love
The ice had closed the entire space souls
But the fire of longing that never goes out
Atmosphere warms the soul
When heart talk - that's love
Universe of joy greet
The skies proclaim:
Has come (back) love
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Feels Sorry
For you, I saw that the happening
I feel that the happens
But I pray that never happened
For you, I had get rid of all obstacles
I will give a hope
Although I never wanted a state
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Peshawar
Did you see the bodies tremble.
Scent of death that you scatter, discouraging to survive.
Because they knew that death was so close Lives will be uprooted by the muzzle
As well as the surge of resentment.
Why are you still excited pronounce the sentence of God?
Is not it does not deserve the sentence out of the mouth of a vicious killer, like
you?
Why carry the identity of divinity
And the spirit of the holy Muslim?
Did you know that Islam is a mercy to the worlds carrier?
Indeed, you are a coward who always hide behind the phrase of unity belongs to
God.
Bodies tremble saw the angel of death was approaching.
Bodies could not escape from the torment.
Death is the only way to peace.
Shortly universe bowed, mourning
but God decreed:
'Rejoice. Welcome the martyrs with all the goodness of heaven here.'
'My heaven door has been opened for them.'
The angels sang his praise.
Sky sprinkled with musk fragrance that never existed in the world.
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The Time Of My Life
Number of seasons a marker in my life
Will your presence
Would significance yourself
Several seasons into ecstasy in my life
Days full of happiness
As there can be no doubt
At that time
When the time kept going
Number of seasons is a reminder to me
Today is your birthday
But I do not have a special greeting to you
I just have a special feeling for you
- Remaining space longs for you, always
If you back
Although I'm starting to doubt
At this time
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The Emerald Of Equator (Indonesia)
When I was a child, I learned to know you from the teachers.
Who always said: 'You must be proud to be Indonesian children.'
Your country is located in the tropics and passed by the Equator causing
Indonesia has a diversity of plants, coral reefs, animals, and so on.
Our country is the nickname for the 'Emerald of the Equator'.
My little brain to record well, just did not fully understand, but feel proud as a
child in Indonesia.
As a teenager, I learned to know you from books on Art, History and Geography,
and an explanation of the teachers.
'Indonesia is located at 6 ° North latitude -11 ° south latitude and 95 ° East
Longitude - 141 ° East Longitude. Thus, Indonesia is located in the tropics and
crossed by the equator which led to Indonesia has a high biodiversity.
Indonesia also has various types of ecosystems, such as marine ecosystems,
freshwater ecosystems, peat swamps, mangroves, coral reefs and coastal
ecosystems.
World nickname for our country is 'Emerald of the Equator'.
'Emerald of the Equator' Memories of my childhood still kept well.
I nodded firmly. Full of gratitude and are proud to be the children of Indonesia.
As an adult, I had complete knowledge to know you better Distribution of flora estimated at 25,000 types or more than 10% of the world's
flora. Moss and algae is estimated to number 35,000 types. While 40% are
endemic species that are not found anywhere else in the world, only in
Indonesia.
Distribution of fauna in Indonesia consists of 200,000 insects (17% insect fauna
in the world) ,4,000 species of fish,2,000 species of birds, as well as 1,000
species of reptiles and amphibians.
Indonesia is an archipelago in Southeast Asia that borders directly with Malaysia,
Papua New Guinea, Singapore, and East Timor and flanked by two oceans are the
Pacific and Indian Ocean.
Indonesia has a tropical climate due to its location just below the equator, so it is
dominated by tropical forests and agricultural land, which looks like an emerald

green that adorn the equator.
Feel the beauty of golden sunshine, imagine the green tropical forest, senses the
exotic animals.
Be wild at the same time.
Be elegant.
'Emerald of the Equator' is always a surge in the soul.
I am proud to be part of Indonesia.
I'm so happy.
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I Felt About Him
Dear diary, I wrote about him. I must pause here. Not without reason.
To give him room to breathe, breathing for freedom.
All without me, here.
I knew although the time passed slowly. The days grow long. Sometimes with
regret in my heart that would not go away but
I'm sure I could get used to. Not without reason.
Cleanse my soul space of a shadow is not the forgotten.
Cleanse my heart space of anger.
Awkwardly moments when I think I'm important to someone, and I do not. Oh
my!
Dear diary, I felt about him.
In the dream he is mine; in reality, he is my dream.
I must pause here then with out reason.
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Sparrows
I have been silent for a long time here.
I really did not care about what happened around me.
It suddenly pair of sparrows greets me.
'Why do you like the fool who stunning sat there? '
They're laughed. Them flew beside me.
I laughed and told them.
'Please stayed here with me.'
'I was thinking of myself', I said then.
'What a great thinking of you! What are you think about your self? ' They ask
me.
'Hey, hey, I thought you know should not waste your valuable time too much
reflecting on yourself, unless makes you worthless for others.&quot;
They continued, 'But you must used your head and heart are both well if you
want thinking what you should think about'. They laughed.
They have been flew for leaving me alone.
I laughed and stood up - laughing at myself then.
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Piece Of The Afternoon In The Cafe
I hurried into a café.
Fragrant smell of cooking filled the room.
Hungry!
A beautiful girl approached my table with a cheerful greeting.
'Welcome. We will serve with comfort. Please choose. This list of menus that you
need. '
I do not take long to make a choice.
I who are starving.
'Thank you, ' said the pretty waitress friendly, 'Please wait, we serve shortly
thereafter.'
I nodded, agreed.
While imagining food delivered soon.
I glanced across the street. Passing people running.
My eyes caught a reality.. A thin and ragged boys are churning out garbage.
Then he got and eaten.
Sudden, my hunger disappeared. Although fragnant smell of cooking filled the
room.
I waved at someone who was standing in the corner of the room.
'Miss, please get me two orders. While the one, for him..' My index leads to
someone across the street.
Beautiful girl turning her head, following the direction of my finger across the
street.
'Do not let him go, before the food was on hand. Promise.'
'Do not say anything. Your duty is only to deliver the food.'
Beautiful girl smiling sweetly and nodded.
'Of course. I understand what I need to do for your request. Trust me.'
Thank you, Miss. God bless you.
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Speechless
O Wanderer, please give your time for some moments.
Come closer to me, I want to hold you tightly and whispered: 'I miss everything
about you.'
And after all the things we've been through.
I just thought, I did not believe what I felt for you.
A day by day, I have been letting it goes.
But this longing is annoying me who really wants forgetting you.
When you who looks pleasure coming back,
I'm trying to tell you, but I was never able do so.
'I'm who really wants forgetting you' I spoke softly with an undertone of ironic
candor
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Unease
How I look at life so simple,
still a lot of questions in my life that my answer was wrong, so far.
How I feel very close to the nature of life,
in many parts of my life that I do not know.
.. Till here, I do not know.
How I can understand that every piece is important and meaningful life?
If I still do not know
I really do not know! !
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Why Is There A Miss?
There is a longing to grow like shrubs
In the garden of my heart - a beautiful clump of shrubs
The ends of the branches bend ducking
When the wind comes bothering
Burst fragrances heart
Ahh - i breathed
Startle the birds in the garden - fly
For a moment they were back - chirping merrily

The wind gently caressing the face
My dream is drifting
Ahh There are myriads of flavors bubbling chest
I missed a pair of glowing eyes staring clear - longing lanterns glowed beautifully
from there
I take a deep breath - this longing grows like a shrub
Spreading the fragrance of longing, as the wind gently strikes
I sobbed slowly
There is a longing in the rest of the evening, the nights following
Hearts were anxious to get an explanation from the sky
Why is there a miss?
I take a deep breath.
Silence then.
Remains silent.
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Seeing With Your Heart
As you said that you want to see beauty;
The answer given you please open your heart.
Let whatever image your eyes are looking at.
Let your heart show you what you've been missing.
If your heart show you what beauty really is What a wonderful yourself felt.
You also had found the life with no secrets;
Only a splendid sense of
Seeing with your heart not your eyes only
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I Was Owe To My Parents A Great Deal
Mom and Dad,
You're my amazing parents.
You're raised me with such love and commitment.
I hope I could showing them the same love and commitment today.
Mom and Dad,
When I was young you both walked slowly so I could keep up.
When you both in old age I will not walk to fast so you both can't keep up then
o Allah, I had owed to them a great deal in every.. single.. day.
May Allah grant them, past and present the highest level in Jannah. Ameen.
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We Have Been Terribly Proud Of
Who among us, who (always) prides itself as God's creatures who have both
intelligence and morality?
.. Anyone certainly steer forefinger on each chest: I was!
Sense and morals. How to conceptually understand it? .. Someone with a sense
makes him good morals or good morals by having a person could enable wit..?
As can be seen, the world has been filled with intelligence without morality. They
nonetheless regard it as the pride of denying morals, then.
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Necessity
The second occasion that you pleaded and wanted
When I give you - I accompany it with prayer and hope
I hope there will be a change
Indeed you have wasted it, then
I never want to think about hopes and dreams
My conscience is barely budging even nodded slowly
when I say that I was very tired by the state
Today I stepped closer to the necessity
There will be no story of us, as you want
Thank you for all memory of love
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Wordly Pleasure
I wanting to put the world on my hands;
It is not to fill the room of my heart.
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Love Of Dunya
I
I
I
I

had always thought that love of dunya meant being attached to material things
should not attached to material things
should attached to people, i should attached to moments
should attached to emotions.

What I did not realize was that people, moments, emotions, are all a part of
dunya
What i did not realize is that all the pain - I had experienced in life was due to
one thing
and one thing only: love of dunya
I should always thought that the dunya as a place of fleeting moments and
temporary attachments
The dunya as a place where people are with you today, and leave or die
tomorrow
As humans, we are made to seek, love, and strive for what is perfect. We are
made to seek what is eternal
We seek this because we were not made for life
That's why the dunya hurts, because as something temporary and imperfect.
Goes against everything we are made to yearn for
Only when we stop putting our hopes in dunya, only when we stop trying to
make the dunya into what it is not then this life finally stop breaking our hearts
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Autumn To Life
Time passed so quickly as without pause.
I felt I was aging, but why not also feel mature?
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Do Not Love Me
Listen to me, dear. I avoid you, because i do not want to hurt you.
I love you with all my heart, but our relationship has no future.
When you say it slowly.
For me is a knife, with intent, you give yourself so deeply.
No other sound that I hear, unless your depressed sigh and hiss furious that I
held.
Me and you bowed down at the floor dull.
Silence crept slowly, raises ominous mystical.
Clear crystals grain running down my cheeks, while you resist numb.
At the moment, which was just cold and dark.
No more warmth; all that remains is anger.
Listen to me, dear. I avoid you, because I do not want to hurt you.
I love you with all my soul, but our relationship has no future.
I hear you mutter softly in the break-wrenching.
Me and you bowed down at the floor dull.
While the silence began to tense.
You know this heart you've split. Wings of love has broken.
Shackled by surrender - when realized something had happened.
I hissed angrily: this all is stupidity!
You, you, you - panting in one breath anger: IT'S OVER ALREADY - GO!
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An Outdated Diary That I Never Waste
I open the window of the room - a cool breeze blows
The stars glittering in the sky the night like an angel's eyes peeking inhabitants
of the earth
I sat facing the window
My hands hold a book
I started to open - to read the pages, with all my feelings
Even before I had cleaned out my head - but not for my soul space
Quiet atmosphere that is created, uniting myself in every character in the book
Letting my imagination run wild, up-down, spinning, weaving, twisting
awareness, led me into a time tunnel
Suddenly I felt exhausted so deep, at the time I was able to appreciate the
stories in the book
My body was shivering - because I've been part of some of the stories there,
although only half the time
- All the memories, had actually worn the passage of time, but always live in my
soul
I was speechless - this self-condemning ignorance, who always wanted to reread the old stories of the past, though never able to finish up the last page of
the book
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Something Awful Has Happened
I never thought that this is just a joke from you.
I never thought that you really do.
What's on your mind, when
We (never) said it will respect each other, love each other, and understand each
other?
We realize that nothing is perfect among us,
We agree, understand each other to fill the gaps that exist.
I (never) believe that love takes sacrifice, so everything ended beautifully in
time
However, what I get is disappointment, and hurt, in the end
What's on your mind, when you're
Always consider all of the usual things.
Always makes me wonder, but I've never been able to blame you.
Always makes me cry, but I too love you.
'Our love will end up beautiful in its time',
Ya ya ya - I was so enchanted by the magic of love, without realizing that you
have destroyed my dream, to burn out all my confidence, obscures all the
memories that never existed.
Not the way to punish love
Indeed, I never understood what's on your mind
Dying world; rusty soul
Something awful has happened
My life back - You really have devastated it down!
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The Lost World
I was born in the city. I enjoyed my childhood with excitement.
Nothing is wrong, because everyone loves me.
I grew up as a child which carries the identity of the big city, and I'm proud of it.
I have a village, where the grandparents, uncles, and friends are living there.
A small village that is soothing.
I like it very much.
I never wait for the school holidays arrive.
That's when I could meet with them, my world is another.
I enjoyed the time (with them) in villages.
We played in the river is clear and calm, while listening to the birds chirp.
Touch the morning dew.
Say hello to anyone who went to the fields.
When the morning haze still hugging.
Chest cavity filled with the fresh country air.
Hear the chatter of frogs were shouted down in the rain..
Because I was very well respected and considered never short.
If I show off my possessions I have, I love to hear their admiration.. (Haha!)
However, I'm very proud to be a city boy.
But now, slowly, I felt a lost my world.
When I'm surrounded by a concrete jungles.
The roar of a noisy vehicle replacement babble sound of crickets or frogs in the
rain.
My last breathe pollution fills a lot of my chest cavity with pollutants in the
streets.
I did not find the river, I just found a puddle of water on the streets after it rains.

Hear the crickets before dusk, hearing the sound of frogs shouted when rain.
Hear the birds singing sweetly, touch the morning dew.
Down a small forest, running along paddy fields..

It's part of my world pleasures lost.
I found it impossible, because it has become a small village shopping area.
Should I blame the needs of the time which makes my world gone?
I really a lost my world!
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Flowers (My Love)
flowers
in the clutch
fragrant scent
colorful
beautiful and neat
I never get tired of looking at
at that time
flowers
in the clutch
petals falling
ducking wilt
no more beauty
no longer leaving the fragrance
like my love
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Please Pray For Me
when quiet start silencing days
Should I ask, when
for you it's all over
without the need for explanation
for me all there is hope
spoken as a reason
a reason?
Should I ask, for what?
I do not need anymore reason
if it is a decision
when quiet start to kill themselves
Should I ask, when
you want to go
please go - nothing will hinder
release yourself with
all confidence that I have:
back to a later time
or not at all
Should I ask
is it possible?
release yourself with
all sincerity
there will be no tears
because I want to be able to see the stars
but okay, I would not ask again
leave enough memory

Sweetheart, all will be fine on later
please pray for me!
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Will You Do?
Do not make me confused with the long-winded explanation from you.
Do not make me doubt your expectations promised.
Do not make me tired thinking of all your words.
If you do not have the courage to prove it.
Do not waste my time to think.
I just want to enjoy life without a lot of reasons, sweetheart.
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For A Name
I had a dream along with you, now and forever
I do not want to break it
I believe
Because the dream is prayer
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My Mom Said
When I was a kid, my mom used to say, you must be a good boy,
so that the giant does not kidnap you and take you to his house. Devil did not
dare to scare you.
Now, after I was an adult, my mom used to say, if you're a good person, no
more giants and demons both are afraid of you.
Just be careful with humans like wolves.
They are usually more savage than beasts, for all means for the sake of mere
ambition.
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Powerless
because
because
because
because

of
of
of
of
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pride, I will walk on the earth, without ever I bowed my head
power, I can rule the world with pride
the wealth, I can see poverty with blindness of heart
ignorance, I have a brain but powerless over my own destiny's

I'M Waiting For You
if you go
no need to say goodbye
no need to give a wave
because it
may not be the final word
there may be a hug
if you go
leave a memory
Can I save it, not for I threw
no need to say goodbye
need not waving
because it
will only be regret
between me and you
there may be a longing hug
if you go
I'm waiting for if you go back
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For Someone Who Has Beautiful Eyes
Your eyes, I always noticed them
Which full of the language
I could see the pain
I could see happiness
I always wanted to share the pain
I always wanted to share a smile
Your eyes, so clear, calm, and reconcile the soul
When I looked at them
I always wanted to see and see again
Such ecstasy that can never stop
Your eyes are always together where directed my steps
Your eyes are always missed where the heart is toward
O Lord, those eyes, do not close them for a while
I always wanted to see, and see them
Your eyes like a lantern that never goes out
Your eye is eternity
I'll put it on my heart the deepest space
Keeping and never goes out
(for remember you, P)
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I'M A Poet
I'm a poet
I was put directly
I stated emphatically
all of which are thoughts and feelings
I'm a poet
using populist language
not a series of poetic words
I'm a poet
never felt afraid of my work wasted
because there will always be beauty in every writing
because the rewards are always appearing in understanding
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Anticlimax
if only I could understand about
what happened?
when did it take place?
where did it take place?
why did it happen?
how did it happen?
still leaves one key question
about who do it happen
I'm still thinking
for stopped asking
if only I could understand
which should I do
leave or stay with you
on one day
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Forgotten
When footsteps took me away from him
Longing that has been frozen, I will not melt
Let him freeze, no need is felt
This longing is sadness
This grief is suffering you make
I will not let tears for the suffering
If you want to be forgotten
I will not hesitate to do
Let your shadow pass
Let the rain erase your traces
When footsteps took me away from him
I had to throw the love I've ever felt
- I will not take anymore,
then, a face was slowly disappearing, because he wants to forget
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If You Believe
If you want to walk alone - do it,
if you believe: I can.
Do not make your life becomes complicated,
and then you complain that the world is very cruel to me, it turns out.
Is not that a coward who tried to impress herself?
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I Miss You
when silence gripped, this heart longs.
in silence, clinking crystal clear,
shed slowly, wetting the earth.
fragile soul - I could not,
hold latent sense..
I miss you, with all my love.
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Twilight Serenade
then he was gone, let,
he knows his place to return,
if he wants to come back,
just an opportunity that will not be found.
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Time
Time, yeah the time continue to roll, as he was delivering the destiny of my life
(As has been established by Allah, but is always kept secret to me) .
Time, yes piece of my time, so you want to buy, of course I'm not going to sell
very cheap for you (If you agree, let's negotiate to get it) .
Time, uh time, I always complaining about you, but I don't want enslaved vou
(Though I said: All for the sake of time) .
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Saffron
Lord created you for humanity
Thank yourself for the pleasure of it
Do not tell yourself as a complement
But you were created to be presented
Do not need a lot of thinking to feeling
Do not need a lot of feel to expect
Almost no blemish your beauty
Your presence almost no grief
Lord created you for happiness
and I love you, that's the reality
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When You Believe
The miracle it exists if you believe
Oh, don't say anything to me please
Keep well as 'notes of the heart'
I don't need to know
Let God only knows. and the Angel saying a prayer for your wishes
Living your life living my life as it is
God only knows and then give the miracle as well as the Angel saying a prayer to
desire it
No need to doubt that our way of life would be one
Make sure only I'm yours
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Frozen Heart
Do not say anything,
if you do not ever want to tell me.
I would be silent,
not wanting to disturb you.
We have created the coldness, that will not melt, because there was no warmth
of heart.
Now, it was time to say goodbye to false happiness.
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When Those Feelings Have Died 1
Do not think that I would be back.
That feeling is long gone,
I do not want to go back.
Now I've closed the door of the room heart,
Making it a room that was dirty and dusty,
I do not care anymore.
When darkness surrounds, let be immortal.
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Waiting For You
If I die, do not need to cry for me. Your tears will be difficult in my journey.
Let me go, let me go with your sweet smile along with your prayers, to
accompany my journey.
Believe in your Lord
Hoping understand, that it is not here where we met. However, do something
that makes you still remember me that
I always miss you.
If I die, I'll wait for you in heaven divine.
To meet the eternal life.. Along With You
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When Those Feelings Have Died
Do not think that I would be back
That feeling is long gone
I do not want to go back
Now I've closed the door of the room heart
Making it a room that was dirty and dusty
I do not care anymore
When darkness surrounds, let be immortal
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Happy
This step was light running
cheers my world is not without reason
when I was able to put most of the burden
problems of life will never be tired looking
where I'm going
where I hide
if I can still sing
if I'm still able to greet the morning sun
though I still have to be..
but behold, I can still sing and enjoy my day changed
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Depressed
it will be a lot of silence here
will be a lot of tears here
will be a lot of grief here
there are a lot of soot heart
that pollute the mind pure
and erode the trust that exists
when it all began to scatter
requires courage to assemble back
it will be a lot of questions here
will be a lot of doubts while the confidence started to pull
only the power of prayer and sincerity that will fortify
always a smile
to shut in pain
so the world was still laughing with them
when it all began to scatter
if they want to assemble it?
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Me And Him
If me and him is something that presents a sense, without hope.
I am not going to ask: Why?
When I can not dismiss his shadow
There's something, although I had brought my own destiny
However, I want to be the light of the moon that illuminates the rest of your life
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Weary
Ignoring all the smells of logic
Arrogance of power no longer
I was stuck in the dark of night
From the cold night want to reach
the shadow of yourself
Merged in the desire but I was powerless
When the heart no longer sings
I want flying high in the clouds
Leave the earth here
Weary
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Should It?
I don't wanna argue with you just say something..
But If I want to forget you, if I should tell you before?
2013©?
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In Your Arms
Warm hugs and fragrant body. Able to break chunks of longs into crystals
affection.
Oh Lord, I want to stay there in his arms, no matter day night switch, until the
morning of.
Take me into the arms of warmth and peace surrounds me.
In your arms.
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A Love Of Country
You are not an excuse for a state. Life offers many choices. I believe in my heart,
because she was controlling a craving.
Not much to be my question, I need confidence and trust. Although not the first
to love. But how this love really means.
My Love, set your promise, so as not to be left memories. You are the reason for
the choice:
A love of country.
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A Secret Of Love
I could not lie to my heart that
I love you more than myself
I never ask Him to revoke the feeling of love from my heart
Apparently Allah did not fulfill my wish
But He gave me the knowledge that is not always made 'love'
I could not lie to my heart
When I realized that friendship is much more beautiful
more meaningful than to unite together in love,
so I am grateful for all His grace
Although Allah still keep a secret of our love
I will always be there for you
I know you are my best friend
Be the best for me
But I still could not lie to my heart..
However I always pray:
Dear Allah,
I still love him, you know it.
Love and longing would I leave her to you
Please return to me if it needs to be
If he is the best for me…
Aameen
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The Ship
Where are you going to pull off this ship?
If you are not able to read the signs
If you are not able to translate natural language
Would you continues to sail! ?
Struggle against the fierce ocean though weary body and soul
While the soul is empty prevents you understand the wisdom of nature
Think of a convenient place to anchor this ship
Then rest both your body and soul
Wash to freshen and clean up all the dirt attached to it
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Love You
I swear to God I'll do anything
on behalf of my love for you
but I realized that I did not expect entirely about you
when I enjoy my love
love is no longer a form of lust for you
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Indeed!
full-color my world since a soul adorn
joy and grief alternating coloring, not why it pleases
when we are tired moment time stopped
gloom started to hit the heart
in the darkness began to surround yourself
let me get some sleep empty heart chamber
though when I wake up the darkness that still the case
but I've been able to find a gap for a glimmer of light hearted
contemplate yourself just makes my conscience dead
because life must go on despite forgetting yourself indeed a very meaningful
thing
indeed!
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Only For You
For you
Have me give you hope
I've eliminate obstacles
I've created circumstances
For you
Have me give you hope
I've eliminate obstacles
I'm gonna give affection
Only for YOU
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Huh...! !
Then
I do not know what to do?
While letting negative thoughts permeated my brain
Really bothered my conscience
Huh!
I do not want to do it - it is not the answer!
Yours - there yourself
Give me.. I beg you soon
I do not want to wait too long
Because these thoughts make me crazy!
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Question2
This longing is really bugging me
O Lord help me
I was so painful longing....
What must I do to parse this longing?
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Question1
Submit a question.....
For you there
' Will you be mine? '
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I Am Your Angel
I'm not an angel
I'm just a woman
who always want to understand you
who always wanted to love you
who always want you happy
who is always willing to sacrifice for yourself
who always wants to create peace for you
I'm not an angel
I'm just a woman
but you can find the heart of an angel in me
for the Lord has given me the mandate just for you
if you want to understand me
if you want to be my protector
if you want to be my soul rest
then I was an angel sent from God to you
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Come Away With Me
it is true I'm falling in love
I lulled by a charm
if the ratio of I worked perfectly
I realized a matter of necessity
I do not care for I am thirsty would love
that's why, I blind fear of rejection and loss of nerves
a charm you.. make me dare to meet challenges
and silence conscience
then let my heart working hard arranging hopes and belief
that you are my destiny, without any denial!
please come come.. come away with me,
sweetheart
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In My Silence
when I admire you in silence
behold it was killing me slowly
I have to hold all in pain, longing, and the selfish
and dreams not lead to certainty
but let me admire you in silence
because I do not want this is admiration for a moment
and it brings regret... has admire you (in silence)
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Please, My Sweetheart
Then
I do not know what to do?
While letting negative thoughts permeated my brain
Really bothered my conscience
Huh!
I do not want to do it - it is not the answer!
Yours - there yourself
Give me.. I beg you soon
I do not want to wait too long
Because these thoughts make me crazy!
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Disaster 2
When disasters comes, why have we blame nature?
Nature merely runs the obligations that have been charged to him - he was
obedient in carrying out the mandate for the benefit of mankind
Humans should work with its natural preserve harmony
Unfortunately humans are arrogant, greedy and stupid have acted arbitrarily on
this earth
disrupt the order of damage that has been created
As the water in his nature to help people if it turns into a disaster then why
should pleading for compassion?
Misery that is commensurate wage that stupid man deserves for his behavior
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Disaster 1
When the disaster ends today - tomorrow man has forgotten his misery. There is
excitement and joy, right there.
To repeat the folly that ever and always do even more stupid.. Are realized.
Then? Nature would wisely say: ' enjoy the dishes were treated bitter debacle for
you. Complete the remaining suffering.'
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Do Not Ask
O wanderer
do not ask me what it feels
Do not ask what the revered
do not ask what love
do not ask what to Anybody
keep wondering if this heart
if this heart keep a sense of
if this heart to anyone
do not ask
do not ask
do not ask
if love just for you, wanderer
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We
'Me' and 'You'
let us summarized in one word: 'We'
then have is hope and fear
when insisting realize dreams
us! !
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Eagle
When I spread wings
i do not want to fly too far away from you
Make sure to always go back to the piece you give
Hopefully not a trap that will break my wings and kill the desire
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Perishing Souls
perishing souls
complain in silence
perishing souls
that are not viable
perishing souls
leaving devastation
souls
trying to parse in mistake
then perish
in ignorance
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Life Must Go On
Never mind
We need not quarrel
To each other to justify
Admit it
That we are no longer in line
With all the differences that exist
Of course, life must go on
Even though we are no longer united
In all the dreams and hopes of the future
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You Are Yourself
You are
Worthy beauty enjoyed a real eye
Whims exciting
The heady world charm
You are yourself
A shallow depth of soul in understanding
When the inner eye to say it..
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Pain
When I say: I'm here for you
Really it was a mistake?
There is a question that is not (ever)
And leaving a pile of useless misses
When I say: I'm not here for you
Real is the pain
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missed

I Love You Mom
I do not want to say
' I LOVE YOU MOM '
But I want to prove my devotion to you
Though I knew it was not worth the sacrifice of you
Blessing you are blessing Allah I have always wanted
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In The Shadow Of The Past
shadows of my past like a vulture who constantly alert seeking self inadvertence
with its sharp beak tore my prepared
then leave my bones scattered
shadows of my past was in the vortex of endless time
when I'm immersed in it I could only surrender
and pray that I get through with perseverance and faith
in the shadow of the past
the world as it spins uncontrollably
and it turns out I'm still standing
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Do You?
I missed.. Arguing that..
Be a fun thing.. And strengthen our feelings
If there is time remaining
Anyone who started the first
I always wanted a quarrel for surely that is what unites us
I really miss the arguing with you..
Do you?
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Sounds Of Rain
Sounds of rain is calming heart of me.
I welcome the rain with joy.
When drops of rain surely erasing the desire in my heart some where.
It has become a past.
Then I shut it down perfectly with a prayer:
'May Allah replace with a better than today'
Aameen
And is soothing to the soul
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When I Must Say Goodbye
A silent farewell party more meaningful than a scattering of words There is
sincerity and sincerity are more pronounced
Not all words reflect the expression of the soul
Not every word is a prayer
Copyright©2012?
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A Dialogue
ALLAH: Why do you? Is there a subject that makes you so sad, my daughter?
Me: Yes, will You listen to my complaint?
ALLAH: Well my daughter, talk
Me: I lost a book of life that are important to me. In the pages that contained all
of my feelings, about my hopes, about dreams, about my future, feelings about
my love to someone I loved very much. Is there someone had to steal it from
me?
ALLAH: No one can steal it from you, my daughter. I am the owner throughout
the universe. I reserve the right to take all that I have in life Leave. Without
exception yours, my daughter
Me: So?
ALLAH: Do not bother with it, my daughter. I'm taking the book of your life. I will
replace it with a better than now, because my plan for your future more
beautiful, then
Me: Is it ya ALLAH? Thanks and gratitude to Thee. Forgive me too demanding
and expect the best for my life
ALLAH: Never mind my daughter. Do you know what you should do if you want
your petition I grant? Then do it - I will bless you.
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Do Not Hinder Me
I already love you
Do not you feel?
If you do not like it
Give me punishment
So I can hate and forget you
If not - Let me love you
Because the love that comes from my heart
Not just my desires
If I can forget you
Which may hate yourself
So let me love you
Do not hinder me
Copyright©2012?
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Just Think
I think you will be my King
And I will serve you
(Just think, no more
Then do not expect it to happen)
O Lord, I'm really tired of thinking...
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O Allah
O Allah
Today you have shown the power of Thy
Indeed, I was so fascinated
I could not speak - could not believe it! !
Besides prayer that I repeatedly begged
Ya Allah, help me
Keep my spirits
Keep the faith
Keep my heart choices
Keep my patience
Keep my heart
Today I exhaust all the anxiety
Replaced with an expression of gratitude
With Thy blessing I will realize
A dream of the future
Copyright©2012?
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My Lord, Will?
When anger meets the recesses of the heart
While longing welled meets soul niche
Could not help
I could just curl up like a baby
Weak surrender but expect mercy
I'm tired - trying to survive
Keep patience
Keep expectations
After a conviction, it will be happiness, someday
My Lord,
Will?
Copyright©2012?
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All My Heart
I love you
whole-hearted
I hate you all my heart
All my heart to do it
Because my wholehearted filled by you
Only two heartfelt feelings
fill my soul
But I kept praying to God wholeheartedly
In hope and love
You and I are one
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Dear Fake Friends
I am not trying to judge
anyone or anything
Who's the opponent or someone
being a real friend
Indeed very difficult to see by
naked eyes
Cruelty wrapped neatly in
hospitality delivering subtle
messages that are prepared to
kill someone who
On self knew ones
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It Will Change
Someone wants to knows: Hai Sari Mavi! What are you doing here? Just stand up
without action. Like a statue!
Me: Is that important to you to knowing?
Someone wants to knows: Yeah, I guess so..
Me: Keep quiet please. Don't worry I will let you know.. I'm waiting the wind..
Someone wants to knows (laughing) : What a jokes! Are you waiting the wind?
What's the winds..?
Me: O please don't be noisy. I'm waiting the wind of change. Now go far away
from me! Let me alone!
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For You (2)
I want to always keep the heart
Among the various obstacles we both
Always keep love until later
To pick up the dream of the future
Eternal always forever
O Lord, keep us both
In achieving the ultimate goal of desire
O Lord, keep us both
For thy blessings always in
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(angered) Sorry!
What are you looking for?
You are still inside my heart space
Day by day - What happened on the
Day by day
What are you looking for?
You are no longer inside my heart space
(after it happened)
It turns out I did not need your underground bullshit anymore
Sorry!
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Longing
I want to hug you. May I hug you?
Just a simple hug to an inexpressible longing..
Hope tomorrow is still awake and breathing
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Your Love
maybe it's too late to realize that
it have been being a dust
that blown the wind then
no one left behind of
still irreplaceable
your love!
then will be being flawless stories
someday
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With My Wings
God, I ask thee wings are sturdy and strong to take me fly away leaving the real
world, but filled with falsehoods
Filled with hypocrisy - excessive hatred
While honesty is similar to small pebbles and sharp to be removed
When the knife cut craziness out one by one vein sanity
The world is mired in a deepening inferiority
Easily met insanity - the logic is reversed with a dominant ego
And all happened seemed no load..
With my wings were strong, the Lord - I'm trying to find a new world all my
expectations..
In my dreams has been shadowed paradise of peace
But is it found?
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For My Teacher
when I look back I see little traces keep running until now
all traces of it still made an impression with both memory
I know you never cared at all the praise
do you expect from us is to be the people who would be useful for life
O God, bestow all the blessings and love Thee in those who to this day still are in
our temporary modesty, many are in adequacy
but we will never forget all the services that never existed
let us invoke heaven for them
aameen
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Fake World 2
they can say about 'fake world'
know what the contents of someone's brain
share sadness and happiness
spreading hatred and sharpen
manage the trust on someone
be a friend or a close friend who promised
build a sense of affection that are sometimes not possible when thinking
in a fake world
they
they
they
they

feel connected emotionally
each find unique similarities are also differences
have learned a lot about people and life
always wait for a greeting from the warm souls

be wise - hopefully it will be the final output
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When Love Passed
if the anger is still in control of yourself
do not force to speak
because everything will be in vain
that is left is regret
and pain.. what would you bear it?
you calm down for a moment - i am waiting
and i will waiting
because i would be gone from your side then
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Being My Shadows Off
&quot;Excuse me, Who are you? &quot;
&quot;I don't know you but you know me&quot;
&quot;Why you are always in besides me? &quot;
&quot;Is there something you want to say for me? &quot;
Well, I dont mind of that, I just humbly asked you for
&quot;Keeping your good attitudes, make me feels in comfortable
When I know you trying to be my shadows..&quot;
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I Know Who I Am
Who am I?
I am who loves its both for the slave and the master over myself
Until death perfecting my life
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During My Time Yet
I felt tired of looking around me
I wanted to scream - berate them
To break up the sound muscle
But for what the
Oh, I better remain silent, silent as long as I want
God, give me a head with a sane brains contents
Not filled with all forms of propaganda
That I can use as protective of the weakness that I have
During my time yet to leave the world
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In The Name Of Love
We are not looking for love
But love that brings us
I could not denying
My heart says that the depth of meaning
Do not you believe?
In the name of love
Who taught me
So I also understand that
Love is too difficult to be expressed into perfection
That's why I love you for what it is
Do not you believe it...
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A Note For Gaza Children
Behold - eyes wide open that they are children without sin.
They are the hope of the world, but have preceded us become victims of people
(adults?) without brains even though they have a head!
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Sometimes It Does Not Matter
Sometimes it does not matter
I feel neglected by you
I demand your attention
I doubt your loyalty
I expressed my jealousy
Occasionally, it is not! ... why?
If you do not like me to act so.. not again repeat that your childish attitude
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By God
If you want it, by God I'd give to you (for a reason)
Of course I know that my Lord would be angry then assign punishment to me
If you want to share it with me anger and punishment..
Even I know that you do not want it - it's good for you
And ye shall know that I prefer the Lord always love me more than you
Copyright@2012?
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Morning Musings
The society where We live is really messed up
Have U ever been dissolved in it, at least
Without the need to judge other
If u want to clean ur body nd soul
Then be a sufi
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Fake World
Honestly I say that a half this world is a world of fake I have many experiences
I had learnt all by myself so far
Fake world is part of the reality of my world
I love it - a lot of my fake world though not too often
To think about it seriously
(I run out of breath for thousands falseness)
All things happened will not tell you that the world is
Filled with falsehoods
If I there find authenticity
When the owner tried hard to hide it
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Human Nature
Then she said
' Look, I have this.. more than two! '
Among her half-forced
A little smile at the end of the raised lip
Slowly i whispered: ' Even I have more than two, but I never busy showing off to
the world '
Whatever it is - that's the human
I expected to be able to understand
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A Simple Wish
' So please stay with me forever till the end of my life '
aameen
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Jealousy
Honey, i want to say something, I feel there is something here (in my heart) ,
not important to you but it matters to me.
Something was disturbing me - if I told, you would have been there - and I
would be nothing more meaningful for you, off course I'm sure it.
So I thinking again, should tell you about my anxiety? A thousand times I
thought, repeatedly I convinced myself that if I can accept the reality of your
attitude be?
Then my conscience gives a peace of self 'you better not have any hope in this
feeling'
Honey, I want to say something, although I feel it, but it's not important again
for me, because I already know how your attitude to me - and that's most
important to me. Not the massive things beyond my abilities. So I let something
that is no longer in my thoughts.
Ya Honey i have say something to you..
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Please Laugh At Me
I never want to think where my love away
I do not want to follow
I do not want to look
Up to him
Leave it alone
Then who thought he would come back again after he felt tired
He has thought best for himself,
in the end
find peace?
I do not know, because I have not answered
and he has not done
Hahahaha..
You may laugh at me
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Remind That
o Self - a life lived in tents too good to be left
but remember it is a 'comfortable prison' that can kill you slowly
o Self - will you wait for death in the midst of pleasure?
Pleading and Allah will grant..
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May Allah Blessing You
When she said nothing - she wants to say ' there's anything on me'
but she's always shy to saying
She wants crying
but no tears running on cheek
Then she saying no tears no tears again
' I have change the grief to be grace
in my life '
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If
if i could
i wish would
if i would
i wish should
if i should
wish not happen fault
because this soul have sold
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When I Heard
Of earth where I stand I hear
meaningless euphemism of tiny mouths full of greedy
I heard from my right side and left and back of my neck
And I do not need to rotate the neck to look for where the hell euphemism
without meaning begins
Let them satisfy themselves with a full bustle reproach
I would have remained standing on the earth where I stand, though I heard a
tiny mouths were full of greedy indulgence in all their charms
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Hoping
All I want to do
Is have one dream come true
All I want - is handing you my heart
And hoping to be part of you
Copyright©2012?
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Tell Me, Please
Where are we going next?
Where are we going stop then?
Will it stop or continue the journey?
Could we find what we want?
O please, your lips seem more splendid when it clasped
.. trust me
Now we are keep walking or stopped?
Tell me..
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It Is My World
This is my world - a small world without a bulkhead and colorfully
But really I really
Enjoyed it
Live it
Be thankful
Although in the end I must to be responsible for everything
To myself
This is my world - a sweet little world and colorfully
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Tones Of Heart
If tomorrow I stared at the soft morning
Refracts sunlight illuminating the hearts
The flowers are fragrant scent
Accompanying melody love playing
Adore your eternal love
Heart tones, stroking my longing
At the bottom of my heart, we will be together
My prayer, begged
Just you
Light my love will not go away
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Midnight In My Heart
Midnight in my heart
It's very dark no light
When losing you at the midnight in my heart
I should struggling to overcome fear in the dark
Finds your back or I will regrets
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Romance Of Love
A moment to realize what was in the hearts
Real
I know
You mean to me
You are precious in my life
A moment to realize that I feel
Real
I love you with all my heart
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No Tittle2
Don't cry because it was over
Smile because it's happening
Don't blame yourself
As we know that
Honesty is not the best wisdom but
honesty is the wisdom the only
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Keep Smiling
don't be shouting
i know that you are
don't be upset
i know that you are
don't be regret
i know that you are
eventually
you know that i am
not loving you are
ahh keep smiling please
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Someday
Do not tease me with a lump of hope
if the pieces will be regret for me, later
Do not give me a charming smile
if it will be a prolonged cry for me, later
Do not ask me to forget you
if it will be soon longing
If you forget to be a longing.. not a moment to realize that 'I fell in love with you
again' someday
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Keep Knocking
Keep on knocking on the door your heart
tirelessly hope you open it for me
Because of my faith - your heart is the best room for me
God has given me hope and leads me to get in front of the door yourself:
' Knock on - don't ever lose hope... I'm with you. One day, he will open it for
you. Keep knocking.&quot;
And I knocked on the door your heart
tirelessly hold until you open it for me...
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That's Perfection
From many things that i understood - there was one thing it never can i
understand is the passion.
My passion on you like a flames - which can provide warmth while burning to
ashes, without leftover!
That's perfection
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My Plea To You
if you smile i cry
if you are happy i'm grieve
if you be silent i was silent
though in the silence i'll dying slowly
however i do not want you to know about it
i just want you to know everything is fine
till i passed from your side
then all nevermind ever
my plea
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Say Say Say
say say say
'you love me you're mine you're being a part of my soul'
oh please say say say
(and i will say, hey, i love you with all my heart)
then i knew love sometimes expresses itself in sacrifice
whatever please don't go
i want you to know
'i want to pass my life with you'
(yes please say say say)
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Life Is Sacrifice
when I'm alone - I was so enjoyed
I
I
I
I
I
I

can
can
can
can
can
can

think
think
think
think
think
think

of
of
of
of
of
of

a lot of things about life
many things about death
a lot of things about the sincerity
a lot of things about hatred
a lot of things about longing
a lot of things about loving

when I'm alone - I was to think of.. that a life is sacrifice
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Please Come Back
missing you
holding on the long lasting love
loving you
lets forgetting all the past
needing you
to facing all the things by togetherness
with all my heart i beg you
please come back!
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Let Me, Lord
when I think that life is
lovingly remembered then that only you and my Lord, as well as
I'll never forget my Lord
then I asked Him - for
I will never let you forget
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That's My Fault
I think that this life
really heavy so heavy are all worldly affairs
I think that this life
so beautiful then my world so colorful
I think that this life
so boring then surround myself saturation
I think that this life
charming so I look for where I want the charm
But why I do not think that this life
only a dropp of water in the ocean (hereafter) ?
That's my fault
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Hopefully
when I realized that
I was in a relationship with trust
I know it requires sacrifice and patience
but let me really enjoy
grateful
even though it was complicated and difficult
I will survive
because I have dreams and hopes
hopefully
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An Empty Heart
there
there is an empty heart
unfortunately his room dirty with dust
Where the owner is?
I'm looking for
him permission to clear
makes it beautiful and preparing for his visit
together..
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When I Will Dying
and it was sharp like a knife
incised wounds in
as well as an extraordinary pain
blood flow is not enough to keep me dying
but the pain was so terrible
enough to ask for the death of my way to avoid approaching
because I want to eliminate the rancor
on the sidelines in pain
I feel
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Weary Hearts
slowly the dream began to fade
heart slowly began to petrify
running times of leave
dusty trail
it has dried buds
never mind
weary hearts
I will continue to move
forget you
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A Story Of Light In Daytime
I was sitting with both my best friend (mind well and dirty minds)
Mind well: Why do you? Been a few days I noticed you always anxious?
Dirty minds(suddenly jumped and danced in front of us)
Me(surprised) : Hey, you surprised me..! !
Dirty mind, he says: Forget him, forget him. I say, forget him.. lalalalaa...
Mind well (screaming) : What do you mean? !
Dirty minds: Why do you continue to keep him in mind? While you certainly feel
hurt! What a fool you. (Mind my evil stare sharp)
Me: I'm...
Dirty minds: stupid people! That's right, stupid! Its still just thinking about it,
expect it. Did you know he's thinking the same as you? Stupid, stupid, stupid..
lalalalalaa (dirty minds again danced for joy)
Mind well (up to me to hug me) tried to calm myself: You shut up - not noisy
and ugly dancing like that in front of us.
Dirty minds: Yes yes yes because she is foolish.. Hahaha.. Silly girl! (Laughter off
shrill and deafening) . Did not she already get a replacement then why still hold
him in all his feelings? Huh!
Mind well asked me: Yeah right he said. I agree and I know it, you've got
someone better than him, why are you still double your heart? What is against
you about him? While the new arrivals he is better than he that old?
Me(only able to look at both my best friend without the energy of heart) . I throw
away my eyes from them, staring blankly existing floor..
Mind well: Follow your heart. Because he is 'the voice of your Lord' - he'll lead
you to the peace of your heart..
Dirty minds (replied) : Yaa she is right.. Forget him. Once again, forget about
him, stupid girl. Take care of the new arrival, get rid of him a long time because
you will not need it anymore.
Me: My best friend! (I cried) Now I know what to do now! And who I care about
now! Yes yes yes, I know now - I know it now..
I grab the hands of dirty minds I took him to dance..
Dirty minds try to tease me: Heyy, take your hands out of my hands, clever girl!
Hahaha.. We were laughing and dancing together.

My smile is back now - I will see any peace with you, O, my new lover. Thank my
Lord for blessing me.
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Life Is Grateful
I cried
does not mean I am a weak woman
I cried
to remove existing psychological garbage heap
So my life is not full of complaints
which made ??me forget to always be grateful
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HOPE
my little hands are always looking for you
my little hands always want to hold you
my little hands will never let you go
I want to walk and be comfortable
together in your grasp
while my little hands have not been able to conquer the world
but at the moment my little hands into a future force
hands that will always hold you
and will not let you go
smile and my little hands is hope
who will take care of you
someday - is my devotion to you
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I Am A Woman
I am not a smart woman
I am a woman who understands
I am not a strong woman
I am a courageous woman
I am not an arrogant woman
I am a woman who has self-esteem
I am a woman who created so weak
which must be protected and cherished
Although the Lord gives me the ability to
face the cruel life in solitude
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Meaning Of Life
when I had to climb the hill disappointment
when I have sailed the seas void
when I should be aware of thin clouds overshadow happiness
and ready-threatening storm dumps
I should be a tough fighter
not a beggar who always expect mercy
to give meaning to life
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When The World Has Become Gray
when the world has become gray and I was part of it.. then you will no longer
find words of sorrow, hatred, joy and happiness
of me because I had left Him:
'Lord, please tell all of one day to someone who I care' that he understood that I
loved him.
then I was through with the peaceful solitude
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Because The Love Of Life There
how I can love
If I can not love
I can understand how
if I can not understand
how could I survive
if I do not have a dream
though I always hear
then ignore
though I always see
then ignore
though I always remember
and forget
yes that's me the wanderer
born and grow even without love
in the presence
there is a fire that is ready to devour me
sometimes I found dew happy but was unable to extinguish the flames
I'm the wanderer
who are looking for love
although tired I will always survive
because I do not want to burnt
I say that this sacrifice
to a belief that 'because the love of life there'
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On My Love
on My love
I wanted to shed my pride
I want to push away all my wishes
I want to let go of my desire
I want to reach my soul journey
my sincere when it all my suffering
You only love of my life is
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There Are
the eyes was..
the nose was..
lips was..
gaze was..
the Sounds was..
the smile was..
everything about you..
is love
and the love was.. unable to be forgotten
indeed
because
there are pain..
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Then I Try
I try to understand the world is not in a perspective of what it is
I try to understand the world is not in a what a pleasure
I try to understand the world is not in a faith-is
then I try to understand the world for what I presented there
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Thank You So Much
thank you
thank you
thank you
thank you
thank you
thank you
thank you
so much

ever
ever
ever
ever

come into my heart
being a part of my life
make my world so colorful
loving me

for everything that ever you bring into my life
till to the end of story...
thank you so much
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I Was Hurt
This incision wound
Scratch bit by bit
but increasingly in
When the blood is flowing
wetting
Feels no pain that can not be maintained
or should treat the pain persisted with full confidence?
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O Rain
Rain, rain, rain
O rain
You have seen that roses almost dried
I don't want to it happen
because I was waiting for flower buds bloom
Rain, rain, rain
O rain
Please coming soon
Don't make me cry
Let the buds of roses bloom beautifully for me
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That I Wants
what I'm looking for real I will not even be able to get
if my heart is restless
searching for the truth is not so I need
if looking for something just to guarantee the enjoyment of the world
and appear to be critical in the presence of a few people
although tired I had to keep fighting my low self-defeating
if only I still want to find exactly what I look for
the already stretched in sight
although full of thistles and thorns
but that is what pays for the pleasure that I wants
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Good Noon Mybeloved
when remembered you
besides remembering you
there was more nothing important to me
at this noon i just want to say hello with a prayer:
May Allah always bless each your struggles, my dear
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Do
I was not as good as you expect
but I'm not as bad as what you imagine
if you want
.. Make me the first person you are going to forget:
and the last person you want remembered
clear your mind of everything about me.. if you are able to do it
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Waiting For Peace
Slow night.. Singing crickets and beetles night accompanied
I was standing at a window glass
Staring intently and muttering dark of night
'I want to break it into chunks of longing small pieces are always sparkling
crystals decorate a beautiful room in my heart'
But the black night
Anxiety dissipates
Of my dreams
About my hopes
All that I think about you
When the blackened night
Feel tired
Sleepiness was hung on the eyelid..
I'm in his arms and muttering night
'Love, do not pass from me.. Do not go from my side.. '
Love,
Let me end the night with all the peace
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Something Stupid
I see
A child crying looking for her mother and father
Sad wail of a mother lost her baby
Children separated from their families
Husband wept bitterly lost his beloved wife
Bodies of the wounded, torn apart mercilessly
With just one finger tap then the innocent doomed by forced
I smell
The smell of death burst
Cast no reproach decay
When I saw
Submission to the biases revenge on their faces because they have lost the
people who loved
That war
Minus of human civilization as a form of logic
As proof of human stupidity that simply rely on instinct alone
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I Was The Child Of The Night
I was the child of the night
Dark is my father
The moon is my mother
Star of stars was my sister
I was the child of the night
My father is a symbol of fear and helplessness
My mom is the charm
My sister is the beauty of the night
I was the child of night who afraid of the dark night
Mom, please tell to father i would not like the darkness
But my mother said, need not be afraid, my daughter, my light will always
protect you from the dark night.
I always give you a glimmer of light in the darkness.
And see your sister, she was very beautiful among the dark of night.
My daughter, the darkness is tranquility.
Many people would like stay in it although it will make them are scared and
helpless because
They are find peace in the darkness.
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Charm (Of You)
because I'm not good at stringing words
then I can not write love poems
but I can only express it through a few simple lines
ya ya ya.. perhaps too simple
but I see the beauty
as the luminescence from inside of you
gently pushed.. charming
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Wish You Believe
What you believe?
Why you believe?
Which one you believe?
When you believe..
Whatever you believe..
Just wish you believe
(that i do believe you)
Sweetheart
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I Think
Yes you are right
Yes I am right
and
Yes my life is all right
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For Lover
Three things in my (life)
Love is
First, loving you is like breathing, how i can stop?
Second, each time i see you, i stop breathing for a second.
Third, thank you for loving me.
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A Serenade Prayer For You
o Lord, I believe him, because I know that he's very tough physically and
mentally.
He's a person who can accept challenges and succeed in whatever he do.
My Lord, we know that success come from You but I believe that Thou will give it
for him.
As i believe that he can.. he will do best for his future and I proud of him, as
well.
My Lord, I pray.. You listens and accepts
Thank you Lord
ameen
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From Zero To Zero
O soul of mine
You say a lot about the goodness
You say many things about ugliness
So where are you supposed to be?
O soul of mine
You say a lot of reasons for doing a good
You say a lot of reasons to shy away from ugliness
So which one have you done?
O soul of mine
You must know that the mind is the commander who determines a person's
good-bad
You must know that the reason that encourage people to do something in this
world
Could then you are always aware of the
passions that every time it comes flirting?
O soul of mine
Weep for all your iniquities
Be thankful for each 'point' your kindness and sincerity
Always remember your Lord, the Almighty
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No Tittle1
For some moments in my life
There are no words
but I'm dying inside in my silence
© 2012
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Feel
The path of love its very dark
I can't see more
even though I have opened my eyes
O what i have to do?
Feel.. feel.. just feel
as how do you breathing
Then I asking to myself, oh my, sure of you really feel it?
if your thought have been hurt before..
Did you feel that's it too naive?
Just laughing and wishing all everything is gone by the wind
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That's Why
Why look at the face when the attitude is not as personable manner?
Why not ask the age of maturity when approached too?
Why forget humility in our daily lives?
and assume that we are good people and good.
While others are not as good as us.
Why do good people have a pile of ugliness?
When the wicked will not be able to do good.
Why..
is the usual question
But we are human beings full of a sense of self-interest charges
Who look at life in all kinds of prejudice
to deny the Divine truth that has been available
... 'why'...
Becomes a question of exceptional
difficult to answer
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Selfish
Within in my ways
Whatever that is
I like my ways
When i appreciate of my life
Even to whoever will be come and go
in my life
Please you do it
I don't care about it
Within in my ways
I like my ways
Because i love my life
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Thank You For Loving Me
Dear mother
Such as air
love that you give
I can not return your love
Mother, I love you
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Feels Good
I don't want any changes
I like us the way it is
No matter what happens
About the way we feel
It's gonna be alright
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Message For Him
My dear,
....................................
....................................
....................................
I am dying slowly here in my silence.

- with all my love..
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If Should Forget You
I would like to say one thing
'I don't want to remember you anymore - will forget you'
.. and then I tried in the hard ways..
But my heart never listen me
O God
How can forget you?
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Dull Heart
Dear Allah
I see own my heart is verty dirty and dusty
I have tried cleaning but it still not shiny
She is so dull - I do not like it
I want to throw it away
Then, are you going to replace it with a new one,
a clean heart is shining?
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And I Was Grateful
Answer to prayer
pending
Therefore you
Answer to prayer
expected
Therefore you
Answer
for all the prayers
God-given best
Therefore you
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I Do Not Want To Hurt
My Lord, please take this feeling from my chest
I do not want to hurt him
because I love him so much
but Lord
I do not want this feeling You pull that off my chest
because I love him so much
I do not want to hurt him
Thank you for sending him
for me
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Do Not Make Me Upset
any wrong with me
don't be silent.. because i don't like it
what any mistake that i have
don't be silent.. because i don't like it
if i don't care on you
please be silent.. because i like it! !
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Good Morning, Sweetheart
In the softness of the morning
Welcome my own morning
without you, Sweetheart
Wishing you a beautiful day
Much love and remain blessed
My prayers are always with you
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I'M Yours
let this longing is wandering
in the desert of life
- to learn about the meaning
have
love
grateful
trust
then I will ensure it always returned
to its owner... is your
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A Wish Of Me
my Lord
i beg give me time to waiting for
as has been Thee promise
that You will give the best for me
then i'll learning well about patience and sincerity
of the destiny
in my life
it's the best for me
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No Smile, Please
oh no..
i beg you don't smile
you'll kill me
when you smile
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Ameen
there's something that
...... scary me......
when love begins to lose meaning
then the dreams never ever comes true
ouh- it really scare me
it seems i'm not need worried - i still having hope
because i know God loves me
He blessed me to loving you, now and forever
(ameen)
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In One Simple Words
when I
began to doubt
getting restless
in one simple word: 'trust'
when I
should be someone
willing to accept the fact
in one simple word: 'trust'
when I
do not want to lose hope
because loving you - trust you
in one simple words...
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To My Beloved1
mykha
i just have a sweet smile for you
it's more than words..
if you know
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Did You Know..?
Did you know..
Why?
This longing
This feeling of love
so profound
Against you
I can not say
But I really feel
so profound
Did you know?
Is there anything wrong with me?
Copyright © 2012
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Hints Of The Heart
hey look at the front there are hints!
'Right - Straight - Left'
do not be careless!
you must immediately decide where we go?
alright
I've prepared that
I'm going to 'Straight' - directly to.. your heart! !
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Always Be Mine
you will always
you will always
you will always
please be mine
you will always
please be mine

be mine for now and forever
be mine for you are my treasure
be mine please tell me it's true
forever i will always love you!
be mine please tell me it's true
forever i'll always love you
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Sorry Loves You
Then please allow me love you
Could I not love you
Sorry if I love you..
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Thank To Allah
above there are many stars
but I only saw one
that shines so bright
there I see a beautiful face
quiet smile
bring peace
the smile
carriers of peace
for me
is sufficient
the gift You have given
myKhalid
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Letter From My Pen
one time - will stop breathing
and lost
one time - the time will stop
and lost
one time - would the love to stop
and will never be lost
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I Could
When
Love
Teasing
..........
I could only smile
and keep smiling
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Today Is My Birthday
Today I smile a lot
Although there is a point of tears
Presence in the world today has been reduced
Due to the increasing age
But I thank my God
You give me - those who love me
And I'm also love them
I do not look at anyone - I really appreciate kind of attention
And their compassion that has given me strength
If today I smile a lot
O God, you give me - those who love me
Thank you for being part of my life
(And they are irreplaceable...)
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When I Missed You
I know that I'm not good at saying
I'm worse off in ignorance says
when faced with the fact that
..................................
was lucky I could smile
when faced with the fact that
..................................
I missed you! ! !
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Untitled
When i was born to love
Believe my being with your heart
understood - where I was in your heart
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I Could Think Of
I can think of
how stupid I am
because
love you so much
afraid of losing you

I can think of
how smart I am
if
did not know you
do not love you

I could think of
somehow it is better
rather than have to forget you, later
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Huh
actually, I do not know what to do in my life
many important things have been my priority
but I can not find where the most important thing in my life
everything looks important and dear to me
it is not possible
but why am I not able to think?
huh! !
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To My Beloved
love
longing
trust
never dies
nothing doubt
only one word: ..............
just you and me that knows
here
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O God Forgive Me
God have give me
mouth to said good and truly
eyes to see what happens in around me
ears to better hear of truth
heart to could feel the
brain to thought that
physical beauty to always grateful
but whether really i've done, my Lord?

o God - forgive me
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Question
you are
me

a love
or
a story
???
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I Wish
i
want want want want want want want want want want want want want want
want want want want
and wish
you are the second things in my life after
my Lord
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A Prayer
he is the only one
only the one is he
i hope
i wish
i beg my Lord
thank God
(blessed me)
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My Prayer
O God
today my brain to think hard
this day my soul exhausted
but does not produce
I hope that such happiness
maybe tomorrow You will give
because I still have a bit of hope
thank God
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Let Me
let me think
let me think
what should I
what should I
what should I
.............
oh God
then what should I say? ? ?
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Love Forgive Me
all my fault
when i crying
let me cry
do not hugging
do not touching
me
let me cry
because this my fault
love forgive me
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No Tears
don't you cry
no i don't wanna crying
let it
it will be will be
indeed supposed to be
it will be will be
so, why i must crying
if i don't want to cry
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No Tittle
I put myself in a lovely ivory tower
whoever does not will be able to grab
I was just too perfect to crap and seduction are venomous
my beauty glow filtered through niche snobbery
between the eternal silence
I put myself in a lovely ivory tower
yet untouched by anyone
the inevitability of death to me by my
all my naive
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Because I Was Dew
I am the dew
a soothing moment to greet anxious
I am the dew
featuring the beauty of the momentary flash of the morning sun greets
I am the dew
which will soon disappear with the heat sun
I am the dew
like what I'm telling you
that should not grieve when the dew was
disappeared and hope to return again
because I was dew
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For You (1)
You are the reason
But not my destiny
Eventhough love is gift Allah to us
Only Allah knows...
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The Promise Of Heart
if you want to go
i will let you go
will not looking for you
will not care about you
without tears
without sorrow
no apologies
no regrets

if you want to go
if you want to go
the promise of my heart
will let you go
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Restless
when
he's gone never been back again
then i said to world: i will forget him, now and forever
but my heart always favoring the longing for him
she did not fooled me
because i always longing him
in every breath of mine
when
every remembering of yours
are mercy
therefore i believe
therefore make me sure of
you are destiny of mine
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The Name Of Love
i never knew
what's on your mind
what's is in your heart
the name of love
but why
i adore you
i commend you
often you let me down
sometimes you annoying me
have to be patient when the deal with you
then why do i love?
the name of love
my brain is gone mad
my sense of helplessness
if thinking of you
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So?
Life is beautiful
Life is not boring
Which makes it not beautiful life
Which makes life boring
and something annoying is the human
While I would...
Life is beautiful
Life is not boring
Then I had to find a good man
While the good man is hard to find
So?
Please give me advice...
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Keep Smile
I was born of love
Grew up with a smile from the soul, but
My being passed like a gust of wind
That no one knows of me
When I was born to love
Believe my being with your heart
Understand where I was in your heart
When I present yourself in the dark
I was your heart lantern
My light will always shine for you
I want to always make you smile
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For You
I sat in the corner of the park
Bring my love and joy
I laughed and was so excited
The birds sing merrily
I sat in the corner of the park
This time of sorrow and suffering brings me
I just stunned and restless
The birds looked at me sadly
I
I
I
I

told them that
am waiting
do not expect much about you, but
do not want let you go

When the night turned into the morning
When joy turned into grief
My longing still for you
Not be replaced
I sat in the corner of the park
Strengthen selfAccept the fact that
Love you the most beautiful thing in my life
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'The I', 'Me' And 'Myself'
'the I' ask 'me': what do you want for next few days, at least?
'me': i want to get far away from noise of the world, although for moment... to
set back of 'myself'! !
'myself': yaaa, you are right! i seem begun be paranoid... too full of my mind to
arrange 'messages life' of yours... I want to relaxes momentary...
'me': yes, dear 'myself', stay calm down - we will doing together
'the I' command 'me' and 'myself': so, what are you waiting for...? ? do it and
then back to your life, quickly! ! don't be foolish. i wait yours...! ! !
'me' and 'myself': okay, master, we hasten to do so...
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Today Is Your Birthday
today is your birthday, my dear
you are the fire that never goes out
you are my passion in my life
i could not even say
when i heard about 'love' it is you
this day, why i was so scared
have loved you?
will hurt you?
i am scared you will hate me
because my love for you
today is your birthday, my dear
i am praying and wishing:
' you are my destiny '
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Something
something - i asked: 'so what will happened? '
i would like to believe it was one moment that led i am here...
just waited for something worse to happen and got it then left behind

something - i whispered: 'it should not have been me here... that's foolishness! !
!'
i would not like to believe it was one moment that led i am here...
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Rainbow
o beautiful rainbow
you like a princess who escape from the seclusion
appears when the drizzle passed
dew left behind
when sun begins to refract light
then her revealed its beauty
although for a moment she is really beautiful
spreading admiration
despite the momentary
leaving peace in my heart
i am always waiting for your presence
when the drizzle passed
because of this longing
for you
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Indifferent
because
i never think about it
so
i never cares about it
why do
i have to cares about it?
i have to waste my time for about it?
yaaa i am not care it!
i only care would spend all night long with dancing
just dancing and dancing
in the moonlight
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My Anger1
do not ever blame of me
i do not liked it
i am not machine
i am a human being a smart thought
i have any reason about it
how about you?
you just have a plenty of anger, no more
without understanding
do not ever blamed me
i do not liked it
if you insist on doing it then i will fight you
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Prayer For My Best Friend
maybe i'll lose my best friend
oh no, i did not want that to happen
God, please do not let it happen
he's my best friend that i've ever had
he comforts me when i'm sad
and reminds me when i'm angry
my Lord, i missed him
i plead to Thee to protect him and also keep him
i plead to Thee to sent him back to me
i loved him
i care about him
because he's my best friend.......
amen
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A Notes To My Beloved Country
has dried
my tears
has faded
my impression
my smile
has lost
my compliments
my pride
oh my beloved country
all look like garbage
i consider it absolutely rubbish
dirty and unworthy
anger, anger.. it's my anger
to my beloved country
all looks so do
sickening!
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Sorry No Space
Me and you is something
Something that creates many feelings and hopes
But I do not know will keep it where? ?
Because the spaces of old owners that available still full of
Sorry...
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Things That Last Over For You
Fire dances in my mind
Slowly burning my longing from your
Fire dances in my mind
Slowly burning my hopes from your
Fire dances in my mind
Slowly burning all the memories about your
The fire dances in my mind
Slowly burning about who you're
(I've waited things that last over you for becoming dust)
I'll over you I will
Sari Mavi

